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Abstract 

De-centralised wind energy is proposed as a future renewable electricity generation technol

ogy. The opportunity for individuals or small organisations to generate power locally enables a 

reduction in losses associated with long distance electricity transmission. As the majority of Eu

rope's population live in close proximity to one-another, 'point of use' wind energy systems will 

predominantly operate from within the urban environment. Urban winds are characterised by in

creased levels of 'gustiness' and a decreased energy content with respect to rural and offshore sites. 

Vertical axis wind turbine designs, capable of handling winds comprising frequent changes in di

rection , are proposed as the configuration of choice for the urban environment. The evaluation and 

optimisation of urban, vertical axis wind turbines requires a broad systems-based approach, con

sisting of: an assessment and simulation of the urban wind resource, the development of unsteady 

aero-mechanical turbine performance prediction models and the inclusion of typical installation 

losses . 

A wind turbine 's location is found to be far more important in terms of net energy extraction 

than a particular turbine 's aerodynamic efficiency. To quantify the influence of location on overall 

energy yield, an in-depth evaluation of the urban wind resource is completed , including the devel

opment of methods to predict terrain roughness heights (shown to be a key factor dictating a site 's 

total available wind energy and levels of gustiness) from single point wind speed data. When com

pared to offshore locations, urban winds are characterised by: a reduction in mean wind speeds, an 

increased 'gustiness' (from negligible values to 23% of the total available energy resource) and, 

depending on whether kinetic energy contained within an unsteady urban wind can be extracted, a 

fall of between 65% and 75% of the total available wind energy resource. This large decrease in 

available energy is viewed to be extremely significant, indicating that, for an urban turbine to be 

competitive with its offshore counterpart (at the same elevation) an increase in overall efficiency 

of the decentralised urban wind turbine system (compared with the offshore system) of between 

286% and 400% is necessary. Unfortunately short period gustiness is shown to be detrimental to 

turbine perfon;nance, hence a wind turbine operating within a steady wind will always extract a 

larger proportion of the total available wind energy than a turbine operating within an unsteady 

wind . 
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V 

A time and space accurate free-vortex model capable of simulating turbine performance in a 

flu ctuating wind as well as accounting for turbine-turbine interactions has been developed. Com

bining this vortex model with formulations for inertial effects, active control models and instal

lation losses, has enabled a systems based design optimisation of wind turbines operating within 

urban environments. 

Rotor designs with very benign (flat topped) power curve characteristics, at the expense of 

maximum aerodynamic efficiency, are shown to limit the adverse effects of an urban wind 's short 

period gustiness on net energy output. For the small urban rotors considered (15m2
), energy losses 

incurred converting turbine shaft power to grid conditioned outputs (240V, 50Hz) are seen to drive 

a systems design and subsequent optimisation , with these installation losses sometimes exceeding 

total aerodynamic generation , leading to negative net energy outputs (a net flow of energy from 

the national grid to the wind turbine system). Optimisation of both aerodynamic rotor design and 

turbine control strategies illustrate that improvements from a baseline configuration (with an initial 

positive net energy yield) of up to 267% are possible . Incorporating these improvements within a 

typical 15m2 urban wind turbine installation result in predictions of annual energy yields of up to 

3200 KWh, amounting to ~ 13% of the total annual energy use of an average adult living in the 

UK. 

The installation of turbines on the tops of tall buildings is suggested as a method to mitigate the 

very low energy yields observed for urban turbines. The space available for turbine installations 

on the tops of these tall buildings is limited and close spaced turbine operation is likely to result. A 

study of turbine-turbine interactions shows that a blockage effect, similar to that observed in wind 

tunnel tests, results in favourable turbine performance. Thus, in a wind with a strong prevailing 

direction, a close spaced turbine array is capable of a better steady-wind aerodynamic performance 

than the same number of isolated wind turbines . 
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Chapter 

1 

Introduction 

There is a very pressing environmental need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The vast 

demand from society for energy is currently met by burning fossil fuels which, aside from forming 

a limited resource, are considered to be a major contributor to global emissions. Assuming that 

this energy demand is at best sustained or at worst (and most likely) escalates, new sustainable, 

non-polluting methods of energy extraction are desperately required. There are a number of tech

nologies capable (to a greater or lesser extent) of extracting energy from our environment whilst 

meeting these requirements. Labelled 'renewables' these methods are categorised under the famil

iar titles of: nuclear, tidal, solar, biomass and wind. Work contained within this thesis concentrates 

on the last of these technologies, the extraction of energy from the wind. 

Wind energy has been exploited for many thousands of years, the most notable example being 

the use of sail to propcl boats. Modem examples of the application of wind energy for recreational 

locomotion are presented in Fig. 1.1, illustrating a pair of racing yachts (Fig. 1.l(a)), wind-surfers 

(a) Racing yachts (b) Wind-surfers (c) Traction kite 

Fig. 1.1: Modem applications of wind energy for recreational locomotion. 

(Fig. 1.1 (b)) and a traction kite (Fig. 1.l(c)). For the three examples given, energy is extracted from 

the wind by the movement of a force created by either drag type or lift type mechanisms. The drag 

type mechanism generates forces via the creation of large regions of separated flow and is observed 

When travelling slower than the wind in a downstream direction. The lift type mechanism, formed 

via the creatio!l of streamline curvature in the surrounding flow field, is capable of generating 

comparable forces at speed resulting in power extraction far in excess of that possible using the 

drag type mechanism and is observed for the examples presented in Fig. 1.1 when travelling in a 

1 
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cross-stream direction. From a wind energy view point, the lift type mechanism is favoured over 

the drag type mechanism due to its greater power extraction potential. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates two typical methods for extracting energy from the wind utilising the lift 

type mechanism: the established horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT) shown in Fig . 1.2(a) and 

the less well known vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) shown in Fig. 1.2(b). Fuelled by large 

(a) Horizontal axis wind turbine, HA WT. (b) Vertical axis wind turbine , VAWT. 

Fig. 1.2: Comparison of lift type methods of wind energy extraction. 

government subsidies, the recent expansion of the wind turbine industry into mainly rural areas 

has met with large public protest in densely populated UKjEurope. The incorporation of smaller 

wind turbines into the built environment is one approach to address these concerns. Turbines can 

be mounted on the tops of buildings, blending easily into a city already full of visual distractions 

and raising awareness of renewable energy options by moving decentralised generation closer to 

the public eye . However, urban wind is far from ideal for the purpose of wind energy extraction 

due to low mean wind speeds and large fluctuations in both direction and magnitude. Rural tur

bine designs (Fig. l.2(a)) have proved to be ineffective at extracting energy from this gusty city 

wind. Changes in wind direction are easily handled by a vertical axis wind turbine, illustrated in 

Fig. 1.2(b) and this is therefore assumed to be the configuration of choice for operation in this 

environment. 

Exposed to a uniform wind, airfoils rotating around a vertical axis experience cyclic variations 

in angle of attack . Blades traversing the upstream and downstream sides of a VAWT generate 

shaft torque using the same lift type mechanism found for the cross-wind locomotion of boats, 

windsurfs and traction kites (Fig. 1.1), as illustrated here by an aerial view of a vectorially accu

rate representation of a typical VAWT, Fig. 1.3(a). Complicated by the unsteady cyclic nature of 

operation, the closest analogy for the creation of shaft torque using a VAWT is the generation of 

forward thrust via the flapping (variations in pitch and relative velocity) of a bird's wings. Here, 

maximum propulsive efficiency is achieved through adjustments in the ratio of the speed of flap

ping to the speed of forward flight. Applied to the operation of a VAWT, this ratio, termed the 
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Wind ., 
direction 

Wind velocity 

(a) Vectorial representation of a typical VA WT (A== 4). 

Fig. 1.3: The influence of tip-speed-ratio on turbine performance. 

tip-speed-ratio A is seen to have a large influence on the ability to extract power from a steady 
wind. Figure 1.3(b) illustrates the dependence of power extraction on tip-speed-ratio for a typical 
VAWT, quantified here by a power coefficient CP describing the ratio of average power extracted 
to the power available within a steady wind. 

At low tip-speed-ratios large variations in blade angle of attack result in deep stall for much of 
each blade's azimuthal traverse. Increased drag levels in addition to blade relative flow speeds not 
rising far in excess of the free stream ensure that torque remain small and in many cases negative. 

Performance now rapidly increases with increasing tip-speed-ratio as the magnitude of angle 
of attack departures decreases and large azimuthal regions of attached flow are achieved. Here 
turbine performance is seen to be dominated by dynamic stall, an unsteady separation mechanism 
delaying both blade stall and subsequent flow reattachment. 

At higher tip-speed-ratios, maximum performance is achieved (for straight bladed turbines) 
when oscillations in angle of attack are reduced to the point where blade stall no longer occurs 
at any azimuthal location. The vectorial sum of large lift forces to small drag forces is shown in 
Fig. 1.3(a) to produce blade resultant forces that tilt forwards in the direction of travel generating 
large shaft torque. 

Increasing tip-speed-ratio past the observed CP maximum results in ever decreasing variations 
in blade angle of attack. Parasitic effects such as zero lift drag or spoke drag begin to dominate in 
this high tip-speed-ratio region, causing a significant reduction in turbine performance. 

Figure 1.3(a) also highlights a large disparity between relative magnitudes of aerodynamic 
torque and unsteady aerodynamic lateral loads and this is a significant problem for the structural 
and vibrational design of VAWTs . Mounting a VAWT on top of an inhabited structure raises 
concerns about vibration levels and noise transmitted by the turbine to the building. A possible 
solution for mi!limising these cyclic aerodynamic loads is to sweep each blade, thus averaging 
this forcing around the turbine's azimuth, as illustrated by the parked VAWT in Fig. 1.4(a). A 
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(a) Parked VAWT. (b) Operational VAWT. (c) VAWT array. 

Fig. 1.4: Example installations of the Quiet Revolution QR5 VAWT. 

common method for reducing large blade bending moments created by the fluctuating lateral loads 

illustrated in Fig. 1.3(a) is achieved through adjustments in blade radius with height to form a 

Troposkin or 'skipping rope' curve (Fig. 1.4(b)). 

Accurate theoretical models for predicting the likely energy output of an wind turbine system 

are essential for: optimum turbine design, placement and, most importantly, making decisions on 

whether to install a turbine, or series of turbines at a specific site. The aerodynamic performance 

of an isolated turbine within a steady wind, although in itself difficult to predict, is by no means 

representative of the actual 'grid delivered' performance of an operational urban wind turbine. The 

largest complicating factor is the tendency of wind speed to change with time. As wind power is 

proportional to the cube of wind speed, moderate fluctuations in wind speed result in very large 

fluctuations in available power. The design of a turbine system to operate effectively across the 

entire available power range is found to be very difficult and a compromise in the form of an oper

ational wind speed range is commonly made to both reduce system cost and maximise net energy 

outputs. Here the turbine is only 'spun-up' from the parked condition when wind speeds (averaged 

over a short time period) either rise above a pre-defined 'cut-in' wind speed uin (the minimum level 

of wind power required to balance system losses, resulting in a positive net energy output) or fall 

below a pre-defined 'cut-out' wind speed U0111 (the maximum rated power for the system's electri

cal components). The common use of this turbine control technique explains why wind turbines 

are sometimes observed in the 'parked' condition, even when it appears to be windy. Within the 

operational wind speed range, net energy extraction is observed to be a function of: the level of 

a wind 's unsteadiness, rotor aerodynamics (including possible turbine-turbine interactions illus

trated in Fig . 1.4(c)), rotor control and component losses encountered when converting fluctuating 

shaft torque to a power output conditioned for acceptance by the national grid. 

To make realistic assessments of the aerodynamic and structural performance of an urban 

VAWT and to inform a series of subsequent system wide turbine design optimisations, each one 
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of these categories is addressed in turn. Chapter 2 contains a review of literature describing the 

urban wind energy resource, a development of current predictive wind models, comparison of 

these models with a large set of experimental wind speed data and the development of a stochas

tic wind speed simulator. Chapter 3 presents a review of the current 'state of the art' modelling 

techniques applied to the analysis of VAWTs operating within a steady wind. A promising two

dimensional free-vortex modelling technique discussed here sees further development in Chapter 

4, incorporating the effects of blade sweep, rotor geometry, wind-tunnel blockage, turbine-turbine 

interactions and unsteady inflows. The steady inflow free-vortex method is then validated with 

wind tunnel data and a control volume analysis, including a solution for the global static pressure 

field, is performed. After an initial assessment of the unsteady aerodynamic behaviour of a VAWT, 

the unsteady stochastic wind speed model (Chapter 2), temporal and spatially accurate free-vortex 

model (Chapter 4), turbine dynamics and control models (Appendix 6.2) and measurements of 

typical system losses are combined with two optimised VAWT designs, enabling a performance 

assessment and design optimisation of a realistic urban VAWT to be made (Chapter 5). Chapter 5 

concludes with the steady wind performance analysis of a series of close spaced VAWT arrays. 
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----------------------------------- 2 -----------------------------------

Wind and the Built Environment 

Uneven solar heating of the earth's surface, primarily in differences between the equator and 

the poles, is the driving force for the creation of winds . Away from the equator, high in the 

planetary boundary layer, pressure forces balance with Coriolis acceleration terms, set up by radial 

movement of the wind within a rotating frame, forming large scale geostrophic flows orbiting 

regions of low pressure. Travelling down though the boundary layer, Coriolis terms give way to 

frictional forces applied by the earth's surface in a region termed the Ekman hiyer. Lower still , well 

within the earth's planetary boundary layer, we find the internal sub-layer where pressure forces 

are balanced solely by frictional forces Panofsky (1974) . It is within this layer, typically extending 

from ten to a hundred meters above the earth 's surface, that almost all wind turbines operate. This 

chapter presents an assessment of the effects of surface roughness and rotor height on the wind 

resource within this region. The unsteady nature of the wind and its implications for wind turbine 

operation and design are discussed, making use of theoretical models and experimental wind data. 

This chapter concludes with the presentation of methods for the creation of statistically accurate 

time-selies data characteristic of wind urban profiles . 

2.1 The Wind Resource 

Prior to a discussion of turbine efficiency, an assessment of the wind resource , the theoretical 

maximum , should be made. The most important factors that control the amount of energy available 

to a turbine and the ability of the turbine to extract useful work are measures of mean wind speed 

and the wind 's ' gustiness ' . The mean wind speed is well defined and easily calculated, however a 

definition of gustiness, in its broadest sense, represents a greater challenge. As suggested above, 

the study of the wind resource at typical turbine heights sits within the larger framework of me

teorology and the study of the planetary boundary layer PBL, depicted by a mean velocity profile 

in Fig. 2.1(a). Wind turbines operate almost exclusively within the lower 10% of the PBL in a 

region termed the internal sub-layer. Unsteadiness within the internal sub layer, characterised by 

fluctuations u' c:ausing a departure of wind speeds away from the long term mean u 

u(t) = u + u' (t), (2.1) 

6 
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(a) An illustration of a typical planetary boundary 
layer's mean velocity profile . 
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(b) A schematic illustration of unsteady wind power 
distribution with frequency within the internal sub
layer, adapted from Van der Hoven (1956) . 

Fig. 2.1: Steady and unsteady components of wind speed within the atmospheric boundary 

layer. 
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are shown by Van der Hoven (1956) to span a vast range of time scales ranging from months 

to seconds. Figure 2.1(b) presents these fluctuations in the form of a power spectrum depicting 

the average unsteady power content as a function of frequency. The spectrum is described in 

three main sections: the macrometeorological section, associated with diurnal solar heating and 

the movement of large, synoptic-scale, weather systems such as depressions and anticyclones; 

the micrometeorologi~al section, associated with short time fluctuations created by mechanical 

shear and atmospheric instabilities; and the mesometeorological section, characterized by very 

low unsteady power contents separating the macro and micro scales Pasquill ( 1971). The existence 

of the mesometeorological section, termed the spectral gap, is of great benefit when defining the 

wind resource as it enables the separate treatment of long and shmt period fluctuations. Although 

still unsteady, fluctuations forming the macrometeorological section are shown to occur over such 

large periods (10 hours or longer) that issues associated with unsteady aerodynamics or turbine 

control can be reasonably neglected without any loss of generality. However, due to the cubic 

dependence of wind speed on power, these variations, viewed as a very slowly changing mean and 

termed here as ' long period' fluctuations, still need to be accounted for when assessing the overall 

wind resource. Within much smaller time scales (minutes I seconds) the separation of variations 

in wind speed within the micrometeorological section , termed here as 'short period' fluctuations , 

from unsteady turbine aerodynamics and real-time control can no longer be assumed possible . A 

much more detailed assessment of unsteadiness lying within the short period range is therefore 

required to inform the design and optimisation of wind turbines operating within this unsteady 

environment. The term 'gustiness' is frequently used to describe these short period fluctuations , 

generated by atmospheric instabilities (buoyancy terms) and the mechanical shear (kinetic terms). 

An assessment of the wind resource can therefore be carried out, splitting an unsteady wind into 

the three components of: overall mean wind speed u, long period fluctuations u;P and short period 
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fluctuations u;P 
(2.2) 

The evaluation of these three terms is now discussed. 

2.1.1 An Assessment of Mean Wind Speed 

The terrain surface roughness of the ground surrounding a turbine site has a large influence on 

both the mean wind speed and on the magnitude of fluctuations. A smooth surface, such as the open 

ocean , results in small shear stresses and low levels of turbulent mixing, keeping fluctuations small 

within the internal sub-layer. In this case , the majority of the wind's kinetic energy is contained 

within the steady and long period components (u + u;P), resulting in relatively high mean wind 

speeds. A surface with increased roughness, such as an urban area, generates larger shear stresses 

and hence high levels of turbulent mixing which results in a dramatic increase in the level of 

fluctuations. Consequently, large amounts of energy enter the turbulent cascade, balanced by a 

loss of energy from the DC component and a corresponding drop in mean wind speeds , Mathieu 

& Scott (2000). The magnitude of shear stress crw can be assumed to be constant across a range 

of heights within the internal sub-layer as the mechanisms responsible for momentum transfer are 

observed to remain similar within this region, Duncan et al. (1970). Constmcting a velocity scale 

representative of this shear stress, is termed by the frictional velocity u1 

_ [crw ] ~ Uj- -
p 

(2.3) 

The rate of strain within the internal sub-layer is shown by Plate (1971) , via dimensional argu

ments , to be proportional to the ratio of frictional velocity and height 

8u Uj 
-ex: -
8z z · 

(2.4) 

Assuming, as previously stated, that momentum transport via turbulent eddies (characterized by 

an eddy viscosity E) is far greater than that possible via laminar shear (E » Jl) , crw can be shown 

to be proportional to the strain rate as follows 

au au 
CTw ex: (E + jl) - ~ E -

8 
. 

8z z 
(2 .5) 

Integrating Eq. 2 .4 provides an expression for the mean wind speed as a function of height above 

ground z and a parameter, termed the terrain roughness height, Za 

_ Uj Z 
u(z) = -ln - , (2.6) 

K Zo 
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defining frictional velocity u1 (representative of the scale of fluctuations) as 

KU 
Uj = -1-z n-zo 

9 

(2.7) 

and incorporating Von Kaman's constant K = 0.4. The terrain roughness height, observed within 

the logarithmic model to correspond to the velocity intercept when z = Zo, is a representative 

length scale describing the magnitude of shear stress within the internal sub-layer (20zo :::;; z :::;; 

lOOm, Wieringa (1996)) and should not be taken literally as a physical height where the magnitude 

of velocity fluctuations tend to zero. Here , within the laminar sub-layer, viscous contributions 

associated with laminar shear become important, preventing the successful application of the log

law (Eq. 2.6) within this region, Duncan et al. (1970). With knowledge of the surrounding terrain 

roughness height and a reference velocity Uref measured at a reference height Zref , application of 

Eq. 2.8 allows for the calculation of the entire mean velocity profile throughout the height of the 

internal sub-layer, as shown in Fig. 2.2 by profile (a) . 

Fig. 2.2: An illustration of reference parameters required for logarithmic scaling of u with 
z within the internal sub-layer (profile a), in addition to the growth of an internal 

boundary layer IBL resulting from a change in terrain roughness (profile b), adapted 
from Mertens (2003). 

_ Uref Z 
u = --ln-

ln Zref Zo 
Zo 

(2 .8) 

The measurement or estimation of Uref is relatively easy, however the determination of a terrain 

roughness height for a particular site is found to be fairly involved , requiring either the resolution 

of a section of the sub-layer's profile using a number of sensors placed logarithmically along a 

tall mast or, as suggested by Davenport et al. (2000), through the use of long time-series, high 

frequency turbulence measurements of the unsteady wind within the logarithmic region . Due to 

these difficulties, terrain roughness heights are usually estimated in practice via a terrain assess

ment and comparison with published roughness height observations over similar terrain. A number 

ofreviews of this data have been carried out (Davenport (1960); Wieringa (1992, 1993)), which, 

combined with recent data collected by Grimond & Oke (1999); Grimond et al. (1998) has re

sulted in the publication of an updated version of the classic Davenport roughness classification 
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(Davenport et al . (2000)) summarised here in Table 2.1. A database of reference velocities ac-

Zo [m] 

0.0002 

0.005 

0.03 

0.10 

0.25 

0.5 

1.0 

~ 2 

Classification 

Sea 

Smooth 

Open 

Roughly open 

Rough 

Very rough 

Skimming 

Chaotic 

Landscape description 

Water surface: Open sea or lake , tidal fiat , snow-covered plain. 

Featureless land surface: Beaches , marsh and fallow open country. 

Level open country: Heather, moor and tundra . 

Open agricultural: Cultivated or natural area , low crops or plant cover. 

Built agricultural: Cultivated or natural area , high crops and buildings. 

Suburban: Intensely cultivated landscape with many large obstacles . 

Towns: Densely built-up area. 

High-rise: City centres with a mixture of low and high-rise buildings . 

Table 2 .1: Broad terrain roughness categories, adapted from Davenpmt et al. (2000) . 

counting for the variation in wind speed as a result of changes in topography has been compiled by 
Burch & Ravenscroft (1992), interpolating experimental data obtained from 56 stations via the use 
a mass-consistent climate model (the NOABL model , Traci et al. (1978)), to form the Department 
of Trade and Industry's (DTI) wind speed database , reproduced here in Fig. 2.3. Wind speeds are 
presented at three measurement heights of 10 , 25 and 45 m above ground to a grid resolution of 
1Km2

. Local effects such as variations in local terrain roughness are not accounted for within the 
model , with a uniform 'roughly open' roughness height Zo = 0.1 m assumed throughout. Figure 2.3 

z = 10 [m] z =25 [m] z= 45[m] 

4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7 .0 

U [m/s] 

Fig. 2.3: Interpolated wind speed observations spanning a 10 year period, scaled to a 'roughly 
open ' roughness height, Zo = 0.1 m Burch & Ravenscroft (1992) . 

illustrates that , over large sections of the south of England coincident with a number of major ur
ban settlements , the mean wind speed is predicted to be almost constant with a value of u = 5 ms- 1 

at a height of z = 10 m. Adjustment to this mean wind speed reference is required to incorporate 
the effects of terrain roughness different to the uniform Zo = 0.1 m assumed in the DTI model or 
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mounting heights different from one of the three values provided. Figure 2.2 presents a schematic 
illustration of the effect of a sudden increase in terrain roughness height on the mean velocity pro
file. Here, a secondary boundary layer is shown to form within the internal sub-layer defined as the 
region of flow differing from the upstream profile (Best et al. (2008)), termed the internal boundary 
layer IBL with an associated height o. Coceal & Belcher (2005) have shown that, resulting from a 
change in terrain roughness height, O"w adjusts very quickly, with adjustment length scales typically 
in the order of three rows of buildings. This fast adjustment results in the creation of equilibrium 
profiles similar in nature to the previously discussed log-law profiles (Kaimal & Finnigan (1994)) 
within the IBL. Assuming that a log-law type equilibrium is reached, mean wind speeds within the 
IBL, for different terrain roughness heights and different elevations, can be predicted as follows. 
First, from the velocity reference point (obtained from the DTI database), Eq. 2.8 is applied to 
calculate the long period mean wind speed at a height corresponding to the top of the IBL o using 
the DTI specified terrain roughness height of Zo J = 0.1 m, illustrated by the movement up profile 
(a) in , Fig . 2 .4 (an annotated reproduction of Fig. 2.2). Next, using a terrain roughness height for 
the site being evaluated Z02 and the log-law estimate for the long period mean wind speed at the top 
of the IBL, Eq . 2 .8 is reapplied downwards to the required height within the IBL, illustrated here 
by a movement down profile (b) in Fig. 2.4. A number of formulations for predicting the growth 

Fig. 2.4: An illustrative schematic of the estimation procedure employed to transform velocity 
measurements (DTI database) to different terrain roughness heights and elevations 
within the internal sub-layer. 

of the IBL, required by the above tetTain adjustment model, are compared by Walmsley (1989) to 
experimental data, concluding that the implicit formulation given by Panofsky & Dutton (1984) 
provides the best match, Eq. 2.9. 

0 [ 0 l X - In - - 1 + 1 = BK-
Zo2 Zo2 Zo2 

(2.9) 

Figure 2.5 illustrates an example solution of Eq. 2 .9 , solved iteratively with B = 1.25 set to the 
recommended value and a down stream roughness length of zo2 = 1 m (typical of the start of 
an urban terrain). Observing that the IBL continues to grow at a fairly fast rate a long distance 
(x > 2 Km) past the change in terrain roughness would suggest that the distance from the edge of 
a city is an important parameter. However, Best et al . (2008) notes that reasonable estimates of the 
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Fig. 2.5: An illustration of internal boundary layer growth predicted by Eq. 2.9 (z02 = 1 m). 

wind resource can be made by assuming a fixed IBL height of 8 = 200 m. This height represents 

the top of a typical internal sub-layer and is similar in magnitude to the height where the mean wind 

speed is considered to be spatially uniform (a height unaffected by variations in terrain roughness, 

the diffusion height). For a ten·ain surface roughness z02 = 1 m, Fig. 2.5 illustrates that an IBL 

height of 200 m is attained after x ~ 1.7 Km. For locations closer to the edge of a roughness 

change, the assumption of 8 = 200 m is likely to produce underestimates of mean wind speed, 

whilst for distances x > 1.7 Km the assumption of 8 = 200 m is considered adequate (especially 

considering errors likely to be introduced when estimating z02 using Table 2.1). 

This simple boundary layer model is now applied to a range of roughness heights, listed in 

Table 2 .1 , spanning typical scales from open water values (zo = 0.0002) right through to highly 

built urban centres (zo 2), as illustrated in Fig . 2.6(a). The data in Fig. 2.6(a) is represented 
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Fig. 2.6: Influence of terrain roughness height on the mean (log-law) velocity profile within 
the internal sub-layer. 

in Fig. 2.6(b) to clearly show the influence of roughness and hence turbine location on mean 

wind speeds. For the present study, a rotor mounted at a height of z = 15 m operating within 

an environment characterized by a terrain roughness height of Zo = 1 m (Table 2.1) is considered 

representative of a typical urban VAWT installation, resulting (with reference to Fig. 2.6(b)) in a 

mean wind speed of u = 4.2 ms- 1• It is tempting at this point, to relate mean wind speeds to total 
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energy content. However, an energy estimate based solely on mean wind speed, discounting the 

short and long period fluctuations discussed at the beginning of this chapter, provides an incorrect 

description of the total kinetic energy. To correctly calculate the total available kinetic energy either 

a time-series of wind speeds can either be directly integrated (dt:::::; 1 s, T ~ 1000 hr, Fig. 2.l(b)) 

1 lT E = -pA u~dt, 
2 0 

(2.10) 

or, by defining a function p(u) that describes the probability of occurrence of wind speed as a 

function of wind speed, defined such that 

I: p(u)du = 1, (2.11) 

the integration can be performed across the bounds of p(u) 

E = -pAT u3 p(u)du, 
1 I(X) 
2 -(X) 

(2.12) 

returning a similar result to the time based integral. The use of probability distribution functions 

PDFs when estimating the total wind resource allows for long period calculations to be made in a 

very computationally efficient manner. However, as temporal information is lost in the formation 

of PDF estimates, this technique is not always applicable to the prediction of the likely output of a 

turbine operating within a fluctuating wind. When predicting the performance of a variable speed 

turbine operating within a wind with large proportions of energy contained at high frequencies, a 

temporal integration (modification of Eq. 2.10) is found necessary, further discussed in Chapter 5. 

For the distribution based calculation, in addition to the mean, measures of the spread and type of 

the distribution are also required. A range of wind speed models for estimating an unsteady wind's 

distribution are now presented (later validated with experimental data in Section 2.2). Based on a 

small set of parameters that are able to account for terrain type and mounting height (Eq. 2.12), 

these simple wind distribution models are favoured over the far more costly time-series estimate 

(Eq. 2.10) , valid only for the site from which the data is recorded. 

2.1.2 Changeability and Gustiness 

As shown in the introduction to this chapter, unsteadiness within the sub-layer of a typical at

mospheric boundary layer is generated by long period (changeability) and short period (gustiness) 

fluctuations about a long term mean wind speed. The spread of a distribution is described by a 

measure expressing the average of the squared magnitude of fluctuations away from the long time 

mean u' 2
, expressed here as a variance cr2

, calculated by integrating the power spectrum density 
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mean u' 2 , expressed here as a variance cr2
, calculated by integrating the power spectrum density 
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pSD function across the entire frequency range 

CT2 = u'2 =loo S(j) dj. (2.13) 

Simplifications not requiring knowledge of the entire PSD can be found, whilst ensuring that a 

good estimate of variance is still obtained, via a judicious revaluation of the limits of Eq .2.13 . 

Pasquill (1971) notes that, as shown in Fig. 2.l(b), the majority of the power contained in the 

unsteady components of a fluctuating wind lies within two peaks, the long and short period fluctu

ations , separated by the spectral gap characterized by very low powers (Fig. 2.l(b)). This spectral 

gap, almost two orders of magnitude wide , suppmts the assumption that the two peaks are uncor

rected and hence provides justification for the separate calculation of the short and long period 

variances (CT;P' CTfP) , the sum of which produces a value for the overall variance of the unsteady 

wind Mathieu & Scott (2000) (Eq. 2.14) . 

(2.14) 

The mechanisms responsible for the generation of these fluctuations and mathematical tools avail

able to model them are now presented. 

A Long Period Fluctuations 

The long period peak is created by wind speed fluctuations in geostrophic flows external to 

the atmospheric boundary layer (Fig. 2.l(a)), generated by the movement of country sized weather 

systems resulting in periods of order of 100 hours. Variations in flow speed external to the atmo

spheric boundary layer over these large time periods can be assumed to be quasi-steady, resulting 

in the slow variation of fully established boundary layer velocity profiles over time. From a turbine 

operation I control perspective , a precise model describing the PSD of these long period fluctua

tions, viewed here as a very slowly varying mean wind speed, is unnecessary as the spectral content 

is not likely to have any noticeable impact on the unsteady operation of a VAWT. However, the 

energy content within the long period section will impact the overall energy output from a turbine 

due to the dependence of power on the cube of wind speed and thus requires consideration. If a 

variance, describing the spread of these externally applied fluctuations, can be found/measured , a 

distribution could be defined and the energy content of the long period range quantified. A ratio 

comparing variance to the mean wind speed cp1P can be defined and following on from the above 

quasi-steady assumption , is assumed to remain constant with height travelling downwards through 

an atmospheric boundary layer (a fully developed profile) 

(2 .15) 
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It is possible to calculate this quantity directly from the long period PSD measured by Van der 

Hoven (1956), however as the weather is observed to change as a function of geographic location, 

measurements taken from an American site are unlikely to provide good estimates of the UK's 

notorious long period resource (changeable weather). Subsequent analysis of long period wind 

speed measurements (T = 72 days) taken from six turbine sites within the UK are presented in 

Section 2.2, providing an estimate for c/Jtp = 0.5. 

B Short Period Fluctuations 

Figure 2.7 illustrates a typical unsteady profile with a one hour period of wind speed read

ings collected in an urban area at a height of 15 m and a frequency of 4Hz (Section 2.2). At 

present, a feel for the level of unsteadiness in an urban wind is all that is required along with the 

observation that fairly large fluctuations about the mean occur over relatively small time scales. 

Unlike the long period section, variations in wind speed contained within the short period range 
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Fig. 2.7: A typical wind time-series recorded at a height of 15 m within an urban area. 

are seen (Fig . 2.l(b)) to occur over time scales comparable to the operation of a typical VAWT 

(seconds I minutes). Hence an accurate description of the distribution of power with frequency 

is required from which later predictions of turbine performance operating within gusty winds can 

be made (Chapter 5). Observation of unsteady winds within the short period range indicates that 

this unsteady power is contained within a large number of structures of varying scale and intensity 

generated within the atmospheric boundary layer. The mechanisms available for the generation of 

these short period fluctuations are: mixing caused by atmospheric instabilities (buoyancy terms) 

and mechanical production cause by large shear stresses applied by the ground (kinetic terms). 

Each of these short period energy source terms are now described in turn. 

Buoyancy terms are driven by the local stability of an atmosphere, characterized by density 

stratification created by vertical temperature gradients. If ambient air density decreases with in

creasing height, the atmosphere is said to be stable . Alternatively, when ambient air density is seen 

to increase with an increase in height, the atmosphere is said to be unstable. For a lot of atmo

spheric problems it is useful to express this density stratification in terms of vertical temperature 

gradients . To complicate things slightly, the effects of temperature reduction due to a decrease in 
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pressure with increasing height also need to be accounted for. This is achieved through the use 
of a temperature lapse rate (A), shown in Eq. 2.16 as a function of specific heat (cp) gravitational 
acceleration (g) and molar mass (M). 

A= dT =_gM 
dz cP 

(2.16) 

An atmosphere is said to be stable if its vertical temperature gradient is less than the lapse rate (A) 
and unstable if its temperature gradient it greater than A, De Nevers (2000). This stability criterion 
with respect to temperature gradients is shown in Fig. 2.8(a) along with a number of illustrative 
mechanical analogies. The local vertical temperature gradient is strongly driven by the time of day 
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(a) States of Atmospheric Stability shown in terms of 
vertical temperature gradients (solid line) and the 
adiabatic lapse rate (dashed line). 
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as a result of solar heating. 

Fig. 2.8: Illustrations of atmospheric stability and thermal inversion layers, De Nevers (2000). 

(Fig. 2.8(b)), shown in Fig. 2.8(a) to have large effect on the stability of the atmosphere. At night 
and early in the morning, cooling of the air close to the ground creates a temperature inversion 
(very stable atmosphere), later, with a clear sky or light cloud cover, this inversion is usually 
removed though solar heating of the ground and thus the air in close proximity to it (atmosphere 
becoming unstable). This creates a diurnal fluctuation in the buoyancy driven term, small at night 
and early in the morning and larger in the afternoon . This fluctuation in atmospheric stability 
is however not considered capable of generating the peak unsteady power component shown in 
Fig. 2.l(b). Instead, local asymmetries in solar heating created by changes in surface type such as 
land/sea interfaces or urban islands generating 'sea breeze ' type buoyancy driven flows are likely 
to be responsible here. 

Kinetic terms are generated by the application of the non-slip condition at the ground surface 
creating a region of high shear within the internal sub-layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2.l(a). To balance 
the drag force applied by the ground, momentum is transported downwards though the internal 
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sub-layer via a combination of laminar shear J1 ~~ and turbulent structures. At the large Reynolds 
numbers encountered within atmospheric boundary layers, on the order of 107 to 109 based on the 
thickness of the layer Zoric & Sandborn (1971), the majority of this vertical momentum transport 
is accomplished by the turbulent mechanism, characterized by a large number of unsteady over
turning eddies spanning a wide range of length scales contained within the micrometeorological 
section. 

The relationship between buoyancy and mechanical production is described by the Richardson 
number (Ri) , Dobbins ( 1979). Neglecting the influence of density fluctuations in the inertial term 
(the Boussinesq approximation) an overall Richardson number can be simply expressed, with the 
buoyancy term represented by the product of a mixing length L, a reduced gravity g' and the kinetic 
term, determined by the square of the mean velocity, u2 Eq. 2 .17. 

. g'L 
Rt = ---=2. 

u 
(2.17) 

Large positive values of Ri represent a stable atmosphere (suppressed mixing), and correspond
ingly large negative values represent an unstable atmosphere (increased mixing). Due to the cubic 
relationship between available power and wind speed, the majority of energy extracted by a wind 
turbine will be accomplished when the kinetic term in Eq. 2.17 is large and Ri ~ 0 (a neutrally sta
ble atmosphere). Therefore, when considering the operation of a turbine within a fluctuating wind 
environment, the turbulent energy source can be considered to be solely a product of the kinetic 
term with the effects of atmospheric stability playing a very minor role. 

Busch (1968) suggests that, for a stable atmosphere (Ri ;c: 0), a power spectrum normalised by 
the square of the frictional velocity (Eq . 2.7) should have a universal shape. Kaimal et al. (1972) 
go on to show that, for typical unsteady winds, the distribution of specific power u2 with frequency 
f is well described by the Kaimal power spectrum S 

lOOu}n 
S= -----...,...s 

f(0.44 + 33n)3 
(2.18) 

with normalized frequency, n 
Jz n = -. (2 .19) u 

Figure 2.9 illustrates a non-dimensional plot of Eq. 2.18 broadly showing an energy input at low 
frequencies, a roll-off in power at intermediate frequencies and the start of Kolmogorov's classic 
k- ~ inertial range at higher frequencies (Kolmogorov (1941)) .1 The dissipation range, occurring at 

1 
Section 2 .2 will compare experimental power spectra obtained from wind data recorded from six measurement 

sites of vary ing terrain roughness around the UK to the non-dimensional from of Eq . 2 .18 and two other proposed PSD 
formulations by Antoniou & Asimakopoulos (1992) and Davenport (1961) , concluding that for the spectra tested , 
Eq · 2.18 provides the best representation of the distribution of average power across length scales important to the 
operation of VAWTs. 
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Fig. 2.9: Normalised Kaimal power spectrum, Eq. 2.18. 

the highest frequencies, is not modelled by Eq. 2.18, however fluctuations at these scales are likely 
to have a very limited effect on both the wind's standard deviation and the overall unsteady power 
content. The dependence of the magnitude of the power spectrum on the square of the frictional 
velocity indicates that the level of shear stress within the internal sub-layer is directly linked to 
fluctuation size across the entire spectrum. A discrete PSD 2 for a real wind .data-set of length T 
sampled at a frequency is will contain N = isT samples. The first point of the PSD S (1) specifies 
the profi le's mean u and the next ~ points give the average specific power per frequency band of 
width 8-n = .b. 

N 

u(i)2 = i(i)S (i), (2.20) 

up to the Nyquist frequency of ~. As a result of aliasing, for frequencies greater than ~ the 
preceding information is repeated. Equation 2.13 expresses the sum of the product of specific 
power and frequency width across the entire spectrum (Eq . 2.18) producing a measure for variance 
(J

2 of the short period fluctuations over the bounds of the data sample 

i= ~ +l 

0'2 = is I S (i). 
N i=2 

(2.21) 

Integrating the continuous form of Eq. 2.21, using the Kaimal spectrum (Eq. 2.18), across all 
normalised frequencies, provides an estimate for the component of variance generated within the 
short period range O';P 

2 l oo lOOu}n 7.84K2U2 
0' = dn = = 7.84u1

2, 
sp o i(0.44 + 33n) ~ ln t 2 

(2.22) 

similar to the result presented by Arya (1988) 

(2.23) 

2a fin ite data-set , both in terms of maximum sampling frequency and sample length 
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By comparing Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22 it is now possible to calculate a sample frequency and an overall 

sample time T sp necessary to record the majority of fluctuations in the short period range. Figure 

z.lO(a) illustrates the distribution of power over the short period range for the previously calculated 

mean wind speed of u = 4.2 ms- 1
, terrain roughness of Zo = 1 m and hub height of z = 15 m. A 

peak power is observed to occur at a period of ~ 180 s, falling quickly to minimal values spaced 

approximately within two orders of magnitude either side of this peak. This illustrates that the 

majority of the fluctuating power in the short period range is contained above periods of ~ 1000 s. 

Figure 2. 10(b) illustrates that a sample rate of f s = 4Hz is more than capable of adequately resolv-
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Fig. 2.10: An example approximation of the short period range (ft = 4.2 ms- 1, z = 15 m, 
Zo = 1 m). 

ing the high frequency side of the peak. Using this sample frequency, a comparison can be made 

between the overall (Eq. 2.22) and truncated (Eq. 2 .21) estimations of variance contained within 

the short period range. For the two sample periods T sp = 300 sand T sp = 1024 s, shown marked in 

Fig. 2.1 O(b), respective approximations of(]" sp were calculated within 16.1% and 4.9% of the exact 

integral. These calculations illustrate an important point that, by using sample periods greater or 

equal to T sp = 300 s, the majority of significant short period fluctuations can be captured. This 

thesis concentrates on evaluating the impact of short period fluctuations on a VAWT's performance 

(Chapter 5) and employs this sample period, where the exclusion of ~ 16% of the short period fluc

tuations from the low frequency side is not viewed to significantly affect the unsteady behaviour of 

a VAWT with a typical step response on the order seconds. However, subsequent detailed analysis 

of the likely annual energy outputs at the end of Chapter 5 in Section 5.6 considers the truncation 

of ~ 16% of the short period variance as more significant. Here a sample period of T sp = 1024 s is 

used to simulate the short period effects resulting in a satisfactory truncation error of 4.9%. 

In order to assess the impact of the short period fluctuation on the operation of an urban VAWT, 

a length scale argument can be made, by use ofTaylor's hypothesis of 'frozen' turbulence relating 
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fluctuation frequency f and short period mean wind speed to a gust length Dgust 

with a wave number k 
1 

k=--, 
D gust 

20 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

as illustrated in Fig. 2.11. For the purpose of discussion we concentrate on a length scale for 
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Fig. 2.11: An illustration relating gust size to gust frequency and mean wind speed. 

an urban wind, likely to be a 'worst case' scenario, taking a frequency of f c = 1 Hz shown in 
Fig. 2.1 O(b) to adequately capture the majority of the short period range. For the above parameters 
(u = 4.2) a gust length scale of 50m is calculated. This length is found to be over an order 
of magnitude larger than the diameter of a typical urban turbine ( 3m) and provides us with the 
comforting knowledge that, theoretically at least , a wind turbine of this scale should be able to 
physically resolve structures containing the majority of the unsteady energy contained within the 
short period range. Whether it is desirable, or even possible, to design a turbine control system that 
is capable to adequately 'track' fluctuations occurring at this frequency is left as a topic for further 
debate in Section 5 .2. 

In addition to the application of Eq. 2.21 to predict the variance of short time period discrete 
data-sets given u, z and Z0 , it is noted here that with knowledge of an unsteady wind's variance 
and mean (calculated from time-series data) , Eq. 2.21 is easily inverted to provide an estimate of 
frictional velocity u1 

Uj = I' 

(
100,b, " ~ +I S(i)) z 

N L... i=2 /(1) 

defining the non-dimensional power spectrum S as 

- JS s = - 2 , 
uf 

resulting in an estimate of terrain roughness height Za 

z 
Zo = --_ · exp Kll 

IIJ 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
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By splitting a long time-series data-set into a number of shorter segments, long period components 
not modelled by Eq. 2.18 can be removed. An average of multiple solutions of Eq. 2.28 thus 
provides a statistically converged estimate for Zo using discrete, short period, single point wind 
data; a technique that is examined further in Section 2.2. 

2.1.3 Wind Speed Distribution 

The ' type' or shape of wind speed distributions at many sites has been well documented and 
in most cases a two parameter Weibull probability distribution function PDF (Weibull (1951)) 
with shape factor k and scale parameter A (Eq. 2.29) can be adjusted to fit experimental data well. 
A recent review by Chadee & Sharma (2001) shows the Weibull distribution to be preferable to 
alternatives such as the Rayleigh or lognormal distributions and this conclusion is supported by 
an examination of wind data recorded from six measurement sites of varying terrain roughness 
around the UK, comparing Weibull, lognormal and gamma distributions in Section 2.2. 

k ( u )k-l ( u )k 
p(u) = J J exp- J . 

For a specified Weibull PDF, with appropriate use of the Gamma function r, the mean u 

variance(J"2 

and higher order moments such as the skewness y 

r(1 + t)A3
- 3u(J"2 + u3 

y= 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

are readily calculated. However, in order to calculate the shape and scale factors for an unsteady 
wind with a mean defined by Eq. 2.8 and standard deviation as given by Eq. 2.21, Eqs. 2.30 and 
2.31 need to be solved numerically as the r function is not easily inverted. A solution to Eqs. 2.30 
and 2.31 is found by first eliminating A and setting the result equal to the variable X 

(2.33) 

The root of Eq. 2 .33, X= 0, is then solved numerically, varying k using an algorithm originated 
by Brent ( 1973) and implemented using MATLAB 's f zero function. 
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2.1.4 Total Kinetic Energy 

Use of the methods presented in Sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 enables the calculation of an 
entire unsteady wind distribution via Eq. 2.12, and hence the total wind energy resource for a given 
site, with knowledge of just the surrounding terrain roughness height Zo and a geographically ac
curate reference mean wind speed (provided by the DTI database). Example Weibull distributions 
generated using the above method at a height of z = 15 m with terrain roughness heights represen
tative of sea (Za = 0.0002 m, u = 6.7 ms- 1 

), rural (zo = 0.03 m, u = 5.8 ms- 1 
), and urban (Z0 = 1 m, 

u == 4.2 ms- 1
) environments are illustrated in Fig. 2.12(a). In addition to the distribution of speeds, 
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Fig. 2.12: Predicted wind speed and energy distributions for varying terrain roughness heights. 

total kinetic energy content can also be calculated by application of Eq. 2.12 to the PDF shown in 
Fig. 2.1 2(a), which , when evaluated assuming a Weibull distribution, results in an expression for 
total kinetic wind energy E 

E = ~pAT A3
f ( 1 + ~). (2.34) 

The contribution of a particular wind speed to the total available energy is determined by p(e) 

(2.35) 

Example energy distributions are shown in Fig. 2.12(b). As anticipated, the majority of energy 
contained within a wind profile is distributed at speeds higher than the mean. However, Fig . 2.12(b) 
also shows that, for an urban site, the energy content of very high wind speeds is relatively low 
because of their low probability of occurrence. In such a case <;t reduction in turbine 'cut-out' 
speeds for rotors operating in rough urban areas , as opposed to those designed for rural or off
shore sites, may be justified. 
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With the above statistical tools in place, an assessment is made of the effects of both terrain 

roughness and turbine hub height on the total available kinetic energy resource, as presented in 

Fig. 2 .1 3. The effect of terrain roughness height in the distlibution of energy between the mean, 

long period and short period fluctuating components is illustrated in Fig. 2.13(a). Here, as ex

pected , a movement to larger terrain roughness sites results in an increase in the percentage of 

energy contained within the short period range over the long period and DC components. At low 
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Fig. 2.13: The influence of terrain roughness height and turbine hub height on both the distri
bution of kinetic energy components and the total wind resource . 

roughness heights (e.g . off-shore wind farms) the majority of the energy content is seen to reside 

within the DC and long period components, however as terrain roughness is increased to values 

representative of the built environment, the energy contained within the short period fluctuating 

components becomes appreciable, reaching 28% of the total energy resource in a typical urban 

environment (zo = 1 m). Here, an increase in roughness results in a profile with a wider 'spread' 

(higher variance) and hence a higher unsteady energy content. This is considered significant, from 
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both an energy extraction and load assessment standpoint, for the operation of wind turbines in the 

built environment. Normalising the total energy resource by a value calculated to be representative 

of an open water site Za = 0.0002 m at a hub height of z = 15 m illustrates the full effect of terrain 

roughness on the wind energy resource in Fig . 2.13(b). The impact of terrain roughness on the 

wind resource is seen to be considerable, the analysis indicating that a change in turbine site from 

an open water to a typical urban environment (zo = 1 m) will likely result in a reduction of energy 

output of between 65% and 75%, depending on whether the energy contained within the short 

period fluctuating components can be harnessed. The effect of a turbine's mounting height within 

an urban environment (zo = 1 m) on the kinetic energy distribution and on sea-site normalised 

outputs are shown in Figs. 2.13(c) and 2.13(d) . Moving a turbine to a higher location within the 

internal sub-layer is seen to reduce the magnitudes of the unfavourable short period fluctuations, 

but not to the same extent as the increase observed in Fig. 2.13(a) which results from a movement 

from smooth (sea) to a rough (city) location . However, even the migration of the turbine mounting 

height from 15 m to 60 m is not enough to recover all of the initial kinetic energy resource available 

at 15 m over the sea, Fig. 2.13(d). 

Assuming that the decision has been made to operate a wind turbine within an urban environ

ment, Fig. 2.13 shows us that, in order to exploit an urban wind resource to its full extent, an urban 

turbine needs to be able to extract energy from the DC and fluctuating components. 

2.2 Experimental Wind Data 

To complement the theoretical predictions of Section 2.1 concerning the nature of an urban 

wind resource: mean wind speeds, probability distribution types and spread, power spectrums and 

techniques for predicting terrain roughness heights from single point wind data, a detailed analysis 

of a substantial set of experimental wind data is undertaken. 

2.2.1 Measurement Sites 

Wind speed data recorded by Quiet Revolution Ltd. from six measurement sites, illustrated in 

Fig. 2.14(a), comprising two coastal (Sites A and B) , one rural (Site C) and three sub-urban/urban 

(Sites D-F) locations are used in this study. In all cases wind speeds are recorded by a sonic 

anemometer at a sampled frequency of 4Hz, mounted 1m above a 5m V A WT. The VAWT located at 

SiteD is mounted on a 3 m mast placed on top of a four storey building resulting in a measurement 

height of 25 m, whilst the turbines from the five remaining sites are placed on ground standing 

9 m masts resulting in an anemometer measurement height of 15 m. An illustrative example of the 

installation at Site C is given in Fig. 2.14(b) indicating the height ofthe anemometer and its position 

relative to the turbine. The proximity of the turbine to the anemometer is not thought to affect the 
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(a) Locations of wind measurement sites. (b) Typical ground mounted installation (Site C). 

Fig. 2.14: Wind data measurement site locations and typical anemometer configuration. 

wind data measurements . A terrain assessment is carried out via the examination of the 8 Km by 

6 Km site centred aerial photographs presented in Fig. 2.15 . Terrain roughness height estimates 

(a) Site A. (b) SiteB. (c) Site C. 

(d) Site D. (e) Site E. (f) Site F. 

Fig. 2.15: Aerial photographs illustrating an 8 Km by 6 Km area centred about each wind 
measurement site. 

using the updated Davenport classification method (Davenport et al. (2000)) are presented in Table 

2.2 alongside a summary of anemometer heights , locational data and sample times for the six 

measurement sites. Here, even the site with the smallest length data-set (Site A, 9 days, sampled 

at 4Hz) is considered large enough such that statistically significant observations can be made. 

Where more data is available (Site B 72 days), this has been included so that observations about 

the quality of predictions vs. sample size can be made. 
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Site T [days] Latitude Longitude Terrain Zo [m] z [m] 

A 9 51 ° 37' 47.5" N 4° 58' 45 .3" w Smooth 0.0005 15 

B 72 54o 42' 48.0" N 3° 30' 7.0" w Open 0.03 15 

c 32 51 o 28' 38.8" N 1° 33' 25.65" w Roughly open 0.10 15 

D 65 51 o 25' 13.2" N oo 13' 32.5" w Rough 0.25 25 

E 33 51 ° 30' 17.45" N oo 10' 52.28" E Very rough 0.5 15 

F 42 52° 3' 50.9" N oo 43' 55.22" w Very rough 0.5 15 

Table 2.2: Wind data measurement, site information and data-set lengths. 

2.2.2 Wind Speed and Energy Distributions 

A series of histograms constructed with a bin width of0.3ms- 1 are shown, compared with Log

normal (Eq. A.1), Weibull (Eq. 2 .29) and Gamma PDF (Eq. A.2) fits in Fig. 2.16 . The agreement 
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Fig. 2.16: Wind speed distributions and associated PDF fits for a number of wind sites. 

with all of the two parameter distributions appears reasonable , however it is important to note that 

no distribution is perfect. An interesting observation can be made for Sites D and E, both profiles 

displaying a sharp peak at low wind speeds u < 3 ms- 1• It is suggested here that this could be 

an artefact of atmospheric instability (Ri < 0) as both sites are located near the middle of a large 

urban center (London) where ground level heating (buildings and traffic) could be responsible for 

unstable density stratification at low wind speeds . Although not important for the operation of 

Wind turbines (Section 5 .6), later spectral analysis of this unsteady wind data attempts to remove 
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these effects by only recording distributions where the sample mean is greater than 3.5 ms- 1
• At 

the first examination, no single PDF appears to show a conclusive fit with the histograms for all 
six sites , modelling the general trends but not capturing the entire shape of each profile. However, 
the purpose of these two parameter PDF fits is not to capture the complete histogram shape but to 
both predict the running time of a turbine, that is the proportion of time that the wind speed lies 
between the turbine 'cut-in' and 'cut-out' speeds ui11 < u < U0111 , and the available energy contained 
within these speeds. The PDF fit at the high wind speed tails is therefore more important from an 
energy perspective than an accurate resolution of the histogram peak if that lies below uin . Figure 
2.17 illustrates the distribution of energy across the range of wind speeds recorded, the wind speed 
histograms from the six sites and associated PDF fits transformed via an application of Eq. 2.12 
and shown normalised by total wind energy. Again the fits are not perfect, however the Weibull 
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Fig. 2.17: Wind energy distributions and associated PDF fits for a number of wind sites. 

PDF can clearly be seen to model the distribution of energy far better that the Lognormal and 
Gamma distributions. Here, the importance of the PDF's tails is evident, with both the Gamma 
and Lognormal distributions overestimating wind energy at higher speeds . Although a perfect fit 
for all sites from a simple two parameter distribution is not achieved, the Weibull distribution is 
considered more than adequate for the engineering purposes of predicting both the percentage of 
total time that a turbine can operate and the size of the available wind resource. The Weibull fit 
estimating the energy distribution for site E (Fig. 2.17(e)) is seen to be particularly poor, as the two 
parameter Weibull estimate is seen to be unable to fully capture the true wind speed distribution, 
shown in Fig. 2.16(e) to be approaching a bi-modal form. The main wind parameters calculated 
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from the six sites (maximum recorded wind speed U111an mean wind speed u and variance cr2 in 

addition to the shape k and scale A parameters from Weibull PDF fits) are summarised in Table 

2.3. Examining the mean wind speeds from Sites A to F, a general downward trend is shown 

Site T [days] Umax [ms- 1] u [ms-1] cr2 [m2s-2] k A 

A 9 20.7 6.65 5.93 2.96 7.44 

B 72 51.2 5.53 13.92 1.55 6.17 

c 32 49.9 5.07 7.71 1.94 5.74 

D 65 25.4 4.56 6.63 1.85 5.14 

E 33 30.6 6 .07 16.36 1.51 6.72 

F 42 16.5 3.59 3.44 2.04 4.06 

Table 2.3: Summary of experimental wind data parameters. 

corresponding to an estimated upward trend in roughness, with an anomalous result returned for 

Site E showing a mean wind speed closer to that expected for a very low roughness site rather 

than the high terrain roughness that its urban location suggests . The proximity of Site E to the 

River Thames , illustrated in Fig. 2.15(e), may provide a possible explanation for this good wind 

site located within the urban environment. This postulation is examined further in Section 2.2.4 

where calculations are performed to provide estimates of terrain roughness height for each of the 
six sites. 

2.2.3 Directional Data 

In addition to wind speed, the sonic anemometers at Sites B and D were configured to also log 

wind direction. This directional data is presented in Fig. 2.18 as an intensity wind rose with 20, 

18o segments illustrating direction as a percentage of total time for Sites Band D , Figs. 2.18(a) and 

2.18(b) . Each segment is split into four sections to roughly communicate the distribution of wind 

speeds within each directional segment. A strong prevailing wind direction (as percentage of time) 

is not evident for either site , with no directional segment observed to exceed 15%. Interestingly, 

Fig. 2.18 shows that SiteD , an urban site (Fig . 2 .1 5(d)) , experiences a stronger directional asym

metry than Site B , positioned near the coast (Fig. 2.15(b)). This is most likely due to a combination 

of the larger mounting height of SiteD (z = 21 m VS z = 15 m) and the effects of a sea breeze3 , 

evident in a direction opposite to the prevailing wind in Site B (coastal). 

31ow speed convection driven winds created by temperature differences between the land and the sea 
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Fig. 2.18: Directional wind data. 
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The distribution of power with wind speed is now examined in the spectral domain via the 

calculation of estimates for a wind's power spectral density PSD function, a technique introduced 

in Section 2.1. The method for spectral estimation used here is illustrated by means of an example, 

using the nine days of wind data from Site A. The simplest way of creating a PSD estimate from 

a set of time-series data, to examine the average signal power per frequency band !1f = ~ ,is to 

multiply the discrete fast Fourier transform of the signal by its complex conjugate (thus removing 

phase information from the signal), normalizing the result by the number of samples N. The trans

formation of truncated (infinite time-series) wind data into Fourier space in this fashion results in 

an undesirable 'Gibbs effect' producing wiggles in the high frequency components . If this trunca

tion instability is ignored and a number of PSDs (created using the above method) are averaged, 

these high frequency wiggles are observed to accumulate, indicating artificially high power power 

contents near the Nyquist frequency. To reduce this 'Gibbs effect' the sudden time-series truncation 

(a rectangular window) is replaced by a cosine type Hamming windowing function (Oppenheim 

& Schafer (1989)) applied to the time-series data before transformation into Fourier space. As 

mentioned in Section 2.1, only knowledge of the distribution of an unsteady wind's power within 

the frequency range relevant to the operation of a VAWT is of interest. Figure 2.10 illustrated via 

an assumed Kaimal power spectrum , showed that high frequencies f ;(: 1 Hz contained very little 

power. Conveniently, the current wind data-set is sampled at a frequency of f s = 4Hz resulting 

in a Nyquist frequency of 2Hz, thus adequately resolving the smallest scales required by the cur

rent study. Examination of Table 2.2 illustrates that the sample lengths available are more than 

capable of resolving the largest scales that lie within the short period range . However, as was also 

mentioned in Section 2.1, the examination of a wind's power spectrum across periods of the order 

of days or months is not instructive to the unsteady operation of VAWTs which are capable of 

responding to ('tracking ' ) oscillations over far shorter periods (minutes rather than days) , Section 
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5.6. The incorporation of long periods may also be detrimental when comparing experimental 

spectra to theoretical PSD models, such as the Kaimal spectrum, as these low frequency effects 

are unlikely to be accounted for. An upper sample length ofT ~ 17 minutes, corresponding to 

N == 212 samples, has therefore been chosen. Figure 2.20(a) illustrates a PSD estimate performed 

using a Hamming window for ~ 17 minutes of unsteady wind data recorded from Site A. The 

resulting PSD is seen to contain a large amount of noise. It is tempting, considering the amount of 

data available, to now simply average a number of these PSD estimates (for Site B ~ 6000 PSD 

estimates could be constructed) to reduce error. However the aim of the current exercise is not 

simply to compare experimental power spectra with theoretical estimates, but to also develop a 

method capable of calculating terrain roughness from single point unsteady wind data. Expanding 

the sample period will result in spectral ' information' from a range of terrain roughness heights 

(a range of wind directions) as the terrain sounding a typical turbine site (especially urban loca

tions) is usually far from homogeneous and the wind changes direction with time. Whilst this is 

not a problem for global terrain roughness estimates (where this aggressive averaging technique 

is used) , the requirement for an azimuthal resolution of terrain roughness places an upper limit on 

the length of data over which averaging is permissible and places an importance on the averaging 

technique used . Here, a method by Welch (1967) is employed , reducing signal noise whilst keep

ing total signal length to a minimum. The length of signal over which averaging is permissible 

is set to four times the base sample length, which in this case results in a total signal length of 

~ 1 hour. PSD estimates using a Hamming window are then performed seven times within this 

enlarged signal, a 50 % overlap resulting in seven estimates as shown in Fig. 2.19. The result of 

~Hamming window 

~ I I 
N=l N=212 N=213 N=2 1

' 

Fig. 2.19: An illustration of Welch's short period spectral estimation technique applied to time
series data. 

this short period averaging is illustrated in Fig. 2.20(b) showing a significant reduction in signal 

noise compared to the single estimate of Fig. 2.20(a), whilst keeping the total signal length to a 

minimum. Power spectra estimated from a series of one hour samples produced using Welch's 

technique are presented as a spectrogram in Fig. 2.20(c) illustrating the variation of average spe

cific power with time and frequency over ~ 9 days. For all the following PSD estimates (including 

Fig. 2.20(c)), only samples with a mean greater than 3.5 ms- 1 (cmTesponding to the 'cut-in' wind 

speed U;11 of a well designed turbine) are included in an effmt to remove the effects of atmospheric 

instabilities from influencing the PSD estimates , as discussed in Section 2.1. Clearly evident from 

the spectrogram presented in Fig. 2.20(c) is a time variation of the PSD, the most significant of 
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Fig. 2.20: Power spectra estimates (Site A). 
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which is identifiable as daily fluctuations. Assuming a stable, neutral, or near neutral, atmosphere 

(Ri ;S 0) this variation can be attributed to changes in either mean wind speed (local weather sys

tems) or changes in terrain roughness height (variations in wind direction for a non-homogeneous 

turbine site4). Non-dimensionalising the power spectrum estimate removes these effects and re

sults in a fixed description of non-dimensional power variation (Eq. 2.27) with non-dimensional 

frequency (Eq . 2.19). This non-dimensionalisation requires information of both the mean wind 

speed (known) and the frictional velocity (unknown). By assuming that a global spectral model 

capable of describing the distribution of average power with frequency across the range of time 

scales important to the operation of a VAWT exists, then the calculation of frictional velocity be

comes possible via the fitting of PSD estimates to the theoretical power spectrum (a least squares 

technique is used here). Calculating a PSD estimate averaged over the full nine days of unsteady 

wind data available from Site A, Fig. 2.20(d) shows the result of this least squares fit with the 

Kaimal power spectrum. This fit results in the estimation of a nine day average of frictional veloc

ity uf = 0.590 ms- 1 and therefore, as frictional velocity is a simple function of u, z and Zo (Eq. 2.7) 

of which two are known, an estimation for the nine day average terrain roughness height can be 
4a nightly change in direction due to a stable, off shore sea breeze for this coastal site (Site A) 
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calculated , Zo = 0.0084 m. 

Using the above technique, global teiTain roughness heights for the all six sites are now calcu

lated. Here averages of Hamming windowed 2 12 point PSD estimates taken across the full unsteady 

wind data-set are adjusted (via variations in u1) to provide a best (least squares) fit with the chosen 

theoretical spectrum. With so much data available for these global estimates, the use of Welch's 

method is considered unnecessary here (later utilised for short period estimates) and no window 

overlap is used. As previously mentioned, this technique for teiTain roughness estimation relies 

on a known theoretical power spectrum, to increase confidence in the method three spectra are 

tested: the Kaimal spectrum Kaimal et al. (1972) previously introduced in Section 2.1 (Eq. 2.18), 

the Antoniou spectrum Antoniou & Asimakopoulos (1992) 

JS(j) 18j 
(2.36) = u} (0.44 + 5j) ~ 

and the Davenpmt spectrum Davenport (1961) 

JS(j) = --------:-4 ' 
(1 + x2 ) 3 

(2.37) 

defining X as 

X-- 12001, 
(2.38) 

z 
as discussed by Hillart et al . (2001) and compared in Fig. 2.21. Figure 2.22 shows the results 
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Fig. 2.21: Theoretical power spectrums. 

of these tests, each with a globally averaged 2 12 point PSD estimate fitted in turn to each of the 

three theoretical spectra described above. The adjusted PSD estimates fit the theoretical spectra 

reasonably well, with the best overall agreement attained using the Kaimal spectrum. Evident in 

all the estimates is an underestimate of power (compared with theory) at the low wave number 

end of the spectrum. Here, the shape of the PSD will likely be driven by the sizes of structures 
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Fig. 2.22: Global PSD estimates (solid line) and associated theoretical spectra (dashed line). 

responsible for energy input at these large length scales and site to site variation is considered 
likely. Terrain roughness heights predicted using the above method are summarised in Table 2.4, 
showing initial (objective) site estimates using Davenport's revised terrain classification method 
alongside estimates resulting from spectral fits with the three theoretical spectra tested. The use 

Site Terrain type estimate Kaimal fit Antoniou fit Davenport fit 

A 0.03 0.0084 0 .01534 0 .0001 
B 0.1 0.3326 0.4719 0.0290 
c 0 .25 0.1223 0.1816 0.0073 
D 1 1.2789 1.12164 0.1666 
E 1 0.0339 0.0348 0.0008 
F 2 0.5282 0.7008 0 .0689 

Table 2.4: Comparison of tenain roughness height estimates between Davenport classification 
and a series of spectral fits, considered 'best fits' highlighted in bold (z0 [m]) . 

of the Kaimal spectrum results in the 'least bad' PSD fits and is thus considered the best model 
for power spectra typically encountered by a wind turbine across a range of terrain roughness 
heights. Assuming that the Kaimal power spectrum applies, Fig. 2.23 illustrates a comparison 
between estimated power spectrums for the six sites. Remembering the huge change in terrain type 
resulting from the movement from a rural/coastal location of Site A to the built environment of Site 
F (Fig. 2.15) the agreement shown by Fig. 2.23 is considered to be very good, justifying both the 
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use of the Kaimal power spectrum for terrain roughness height prediction and also as an input to the 
stochastic wind model capable of simulating unsteady time-series wind data . However, even with 
the use of a Hamming window, an assumed Gibbs effect is evident at the highest frequencies (close 
to Nyquist) characterized here by an upturn in the tails of most of the PSD estimates . Looking 
back to the values of terrain roughness heights estimated by the spectral model detailed in Table 
2.4 , a reasonable agreement between the model results and the objective terrain type estimates 
is shown, with predictions from all sites (excluding Site E) falling within their estimated terrain 
type roughness class. A possible explanation for the anomalous result provided by Site E, in the 
form of a much higher mean wind speed than its urban location would suggest (Table 2 .3), may 
be proposed when examining this Site's terrain roughness estimate of Zo = 0.0339 m. Here the 
proximity of the site to the River Thames, covering a wide azimuthal range positioned upwind 
in the prevailing direction, is a suggested cause of the high mean recordings and low roughness 
estimate. 

It was noted at the end of Section B that terrain roughness height estimates are also possible 
with knowledge of the short period (T ~ 1024 s) mean and variance. Here , the assumption of a 
Kaimal power spectrum enables Eq . 2.21 to be inverted providing an estimate for frictional velocity 
(Eq. 2 .26) and hence terrain roughness height (Eq. 2 .28). Predictions made using this method for 
terrain roughness height estimation, termed the short period method, are shown in Fig. 2.24(a) 
to compare well with the more computationally intensive spectral fit method . Without resolving 
the log-law region of the internal sub-layer, full validation of either of these terrain roughness 
height schemes is difficult. However, the spectral fit method can be partially verified by using 
terrain roughness height estimates and a rural mean wind speed reference at z = 10 m provided 
by the DTI database (assuming an IBL height of o = 200 m) to predict the mean wind speed 
and variance of the measurement sites. Examination of the measurement site locations illustrated 
in Fig. 2.14(a) and the DTI database of topographical mean wind speeds illustrated in Fig. 2.3 
highlights only very minor differences in a reference mean wind speed (z = 10 m, Zo = 1 m) 
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(c) Comparison of short and long 
period variance estimates with 
experimental data (z0 estimated 
via the spectral fit method). 

Fig. 2.24: Comparison of terrain roughness height estimation techniques and mean wind speed 
and variance predictions with experimental data . 

of u = 5 ms- 1
, hence assumed constant for all six sites . Figure 2.24(b) illustrates the results 

of these calculations, with a good agreement between measured and predicted values u shown, 
increasing confidence in the wind speed prediction methods detailed in this chapter. For Sites A 
and B the u estimates are seen to fall slightly below measured values. As both sites are located 
near to a coast (representing a sharp change in terrain roughness height) an assumed IBL height of 
8 = 200m is probably a large overestimate and the most likely cause of these discrepancies. Here, a 
more detailed assessment of the surrounding terrain roughness and application of Eq. 2.9, required 
to obtain a better estimate of 8, would likely result in a better prediction . Estimates of mean 
short period standard deviations presented in Fig. 2 .24(c) are shown to be predicted well using the 
spectral fit terrain roughness heights as are estimates over all standard deviation, including the long 
period fluctuations (c/Jtp = 0.5). 

With the terrain roughness prediction model partially verified, short period variations in Zo are 
now examined in the hope of identifying a dependence of Zo on wind direction for sites with non
homogeneous azimuthal terrain roughness distributions. Here Hamming windowed PSD estimates 
are made over 2 10 samples (t = 256 s), averaged using Welch's method over 2 12 samples (t =~ 

17 minutes). Figure 2.25 illustrates the results of these calculations for Sites B and D (the only 
large data-set sites(> 2 months) where directional data was recorded). Here a striking dependence 
between terrain roughness height and wind direction is shown, with Site B illustrating a jump in 
Zo of over two orders of magnitude between 220o < E> < 300°, Fig . 2.25(a) . Reference to the 
histogram I aerial photograph montage for Site B shown in Fig. 2.25(c) highlights a series of large 
roughness elements (terraced housing) between the turbine site and the coast. Although, at first 
counter intuitive, Panofsky (1974) explains that a sudden increase in terrain roughness results in an 
extraction of momentum initially from only the flow close to the ground, leaving the flow higher up 
unaffected (the top of the IBL, or interface). This can lead to localised areas of increased shear and 
hence a temporary increase in fluctuations above that expected from an evaluation of local terrain. 
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The lowest calculated terrain roughness height for Site B lines up with a corridor to the coast free of 

buildings or vegetation. The dependence of tenain roughness on wind direction is less pronounced 
for Site D, with Fig. 2 .25(d) showing a more homogeneous distribution of roughness elements 
distributed for a large distance in all directions surrounding the measurement site , Fig. 2.15(d). 

2.3 Stochastic Modelling 

The review and development of theoretical models in Section 2.1 and the analysis of experi
mental wind speed data in Section 2.2 provides an overview of the wind resource found within the 

internal sub-layer of the atmospheric boundary layer. The significant observation that unsteadi
ness, from a wind energy stance, is predominantly created by the two mechanisms of large scale 

Weather system movement and small scale mechanical turbulence , allows wind speed fluctuations 
to be split into the two unique categories of changeability and gustiness (Section 2.1.2). The op
eration of a variable speed turbine across the long period mechanism is considered trivial due to 
the large time periods involved ~ 100 hr. However, as noted in Section 2 .1.2, the resolvable short 
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period fluctuations present a more significant challenge requiring a greater understanding of both 

unsteady aerodynamics and unsteady turbine dynamics and control than is currently available. 

The level of unsteadiness contained within the short period section is observed to be a strong 

function of terrain roughness height and, to a lesser extent, turbine hub height. Traditionally, 

wind turbines are mounted in rural or offshore locations to both maximise available kinetic energy 

and minimise power content contained within the short period modes, Fig. 2.13. Mounting a 

turbine in an urban location results in both a drastic reduction in available kinetic energy and a 

corresponding rise in a wind's gustiness. Unsteady aerodynamic and control models detailed in 

Section 5.2 and Appendix C require unsteady wind inputs to model the impact of these increased 

(urban) short period fluctuations on turbine performance. Experimental wind data could be used 

for this purpose, however very long time period runs (large CPU times) would be required to 

achieve statistical convergence. With a relatively high sample frequency Us ;c; 1 Hz), Section 

2.1.2 shows that time periods as small as 1024 s are sufficient to capture the majority of the short 

period range. Here, models describing the spread of unsteady power with frequency PSD and the 

distribution of wind speeds PDF can be combined to generate unsteady stochastic time-series wind 

data typical of a target wind environment (a function of turbine hub height and terrain roughness 

height) for use as inputs to later developed unsteady aerodynamic and control models. Unsteady 

stochastic wind inputs are generated here employing a method by Deodatis & Micaletti (200 1), 

adapted to simulate Weibull distributed unsteady winds (Eq. 2.29) and incorporating the effects 

of mounting height and terrain roughness on the short period fluctuations . Figure 2.26 provides 

an overview of the method used. Model inputs comprising the wind's PDF, which is calculated 

Mean 
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Randomize 
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no 
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Fourier 

transform 

Inverse fast 
Fourier 
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Fig. 2.26: Stochastic wind generation flow chart. 

using Eq . 2 .33 with knowledge of both the target profile's mean (Eq . 2.8) and variance (Eq. 2.21) , 
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and the wind's PSD, specified by the non-dimensional Kaimal power spectrum (Eq. 2.18), along 
with a measure for frictional velocity (Eq. 2.7). The target PSD provides a complete description 
of the distribution of fluctuation magnitudes with frequency, however as phase information is not 
initially known, the target Fast Fourier Transform FFT can not be calculated explicitly, requiring 
the use of the iterative method illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.26. This iterative process is 
initialised through the specification of normally distributed, randomly generated phase information 
allowing for the inversion of the FFT and the generation of time-series data. This initial inversion 
produces an unsteady wind with the correct mean and variance (specified by the PSD) but, as 
shown in Fig. 2.27(a), without the target Weibull distribution highlighted in this case by a number 
of negative wind speeds. To correct for this, the generated profile is adjusted or 'mapped' from the 
calculated CDF to the target CDF, as shown in Fig. 2.27(b), resulting in a wind speed distribution 
illustrated in Fig. 2.27(c). As a result of this 'mapping', power is no longer distributed at the 
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Fig. 2.27: Wind speed distribution correction (CDF map). 

correct frequencies, requiring the re-creation and subsequent inversion of a symmetric FFT. Prior 
to this operation, the 'mapped' profile can be inverted and the phase information extracted to be 
used in the construction of the new symmetric FFT in place of the randomly generated phase 
information initially used . Subsequent iterations following the process illustrated in Fig. 2.26 
produce a convergent behaviour in the generated stochastic time-series wind data towards both the 
target PSD and PDF. As the mean and variance of the stochastic time-series wind data is correct for 
every iteration, a skewness termination parameter is used within the iterative method. At the end 
of each iteration the generated profile's skewness is compared with the target skewness (Eq. 2.32), 
with a convergence flag set to return a positive result, terminating the iteration , when an agreement 
within 5% is reached. Convergence using this criteria for a 2 12 point simulation (T = 1024 s, 
!s == 4 Hz) is typically achieved within five iterations with CPU times of :S 4 s (run on a Mac 
Pro computer configured with two 2.66 GHz dual core Intel Zeon processors). An example 300 s 
unsteady stochastic time series wind speed distribution sampled at is = 4 Hz and generated using 
the above method for a short period mean of Lisp = 5 ms- 1 terrain roughness height of Zo = 1 m and 
turbine hub height of z = 15 m is shown in Fig. 5.5. 



Chapter 

3 -------------------------------

The Aerodynamic Performance of Vertical Axis Wind Thrbines 

Accurate , reliable and computationally light theoretical models serve as an indispensable tool 

for the effective aerodynamic and structural design and operation of VAWTs. Experimental tests 

cannot be performed for every facet of a turbine's design. Models fill this gap, enabling the de

signer to perform calculations across a wide range of parameters . Ideas can be tested , and load

ing cases generated. Widely used actuator-disk momentum models , first applied to propellers by 

Glauert (1948) and later adapted for the analysis of VAWTs Strickland (1975); Templin (1974, 

1985), have seen a great deal of use in the VAWT community due to their simple formulation, low 

computational requirement and the surprisingly good agreement attained with wind tunnel data 

for integral parameters such as power coefficients. The development and application of this par

ticular model is discussed at length due to its prominence and continued use in VAWT literature 

Strickland (1986) (Section 3.1). Two additional modelling techniques applied to the steady inflow 

performance prediction ofVAWTs are also reviewed: computational fluid dynamics CDF (RANS), 

discussed in Section 3.2, and free-vortex models, discussed in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Actuator-Disk Momentum Theory 

Actuator-disk momentum theory, first developed for propellers by Glauert (1948) has received 

a great deal of attention from the wind turbine sector. Although originally used for the study 

of HAWTs, the same approach was later also applied successfully to the study of VAWTs . The 

correct modelling of a VAWT requires knowledge of the flow-field passing through the turbine. 

The turbine and its wake create an effective blockage, which results in a reduction in flow velocity, 

ttr, from the free-stream, Uoo , passing though the turbine. This flow retardation can be defined in 

terms of an interference factor , a 

(3.1) 

A simple and effective technique, borrowed from the study of both propellers and HAWT's, models 

the VAWT as a 1D actuator disk, shown in Fig. 3.1. The change in stream-wise momentum of the 

flow passing though the turbine, control volume 'A', is computed via a force balance with the 

39 
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Fig. 3.1: ID actuator disk. 

stream-wise load applied by the turbine, control volume 'B', expressed in Eq. 3 .2. 

(3.2) 

Assuming that total pressure remains constant upstream and downstream of the disk, application 
of Bemoulli 's equation results in an expression for 1'1p 

(3.3) 

Here, it is commonly assumed that the total change in momentum inside control volume 'A' divides 
equally between the upstream and downstream sides of the actuator disk. This can be shown, for 
the previously stated assumptions, by re-arranging the above equations to give 

(3.4) 

By non-dimensionalising F, by the free-stream dynamic pressure, tpu~, and disk area A, a stream
wise force coefficient C_,. can be expressed as a function of the interference factor a 

Cx = 4a(l -a). (3.5) 

When modelling high solidity rotors or turbine operation at high tip speed ratios, large disc loading 
results in a correspondingly large momentum loss. Simple, ID, actuator-disk momentum theory, 
Eq. 3.5, is seen to fail when applied to these cases. This is because it predicts flow reversal in 
the wake which results in an unphysical reduction of stream-wise momentum loss for a > 0.5. 
Turbines operating in this regime are said to be experiencing a 'turbulent wake state' where flow 
through the turbine has been shown to become increasingly three-dimensional Moriarty & Hansen 
(2005) . To overcome this problem, Glauert suggested an empirical correlation Glauert (1926), 
Eq. 3.6 , which is widely used in actuator disk momentum models M. L. Buhl (2005), illustrated in 
Fig. 3.2(a). 

C -(a > 0.4) = 0.86 + 1.56(a- 0.143i. (3.6) 

The combination of Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 is widely accepted as a good description for momentum loss 
across a range of interference factors. In order to use the above to determine the power output of a 
turbine, a second relationship for C, and a is needed. This can be obtained from the blade element 
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model which calculates the stream-wise load from an integration of the aerodynamic forces acting 
on individual turbine blades for a given interference factor. A sketch of a single turbine blade, 
illustrating the nomenclature used in the following discussion, is shown in Fig. 4.10. Knowledge 

Free-stream 
Component, Ur 

Normal Force 
Coefficient, C" 

Fig. 3.3: Schematic of a VAWT blade illustrating conventions used. 

of the turbine's rotational speed and the interference factor enables the calculation of the resultant 
velocity vector Uef 1 

Uejj 
.../(A. + (1 -a) sin 8)2 + (1 - a)2 cos2 e, (3.7) 

and the blade angle of attack a 
,! . ll 

(1-a) + sm u a = arctan ...:....__:_ __ _ 
case 

(3.8) 

The airfoi l characteristics (C,(a), C,(a), asran) are incorporated into the blade element model via 
a look-up table based on 2D experimental data. This also allows for changes in effective blade 
Reynolds number to be included in the model. The second relationship for C.r and a is shown in 
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Eq. 3.9 Strickland (1975) . 

( )

2 
crf..BR Ueff . 

Cx = - - -- (C11 cos()- C sm ()) . 
nf..X Uoo 

(3.9) 

A typical result for the stream-wise force coefficient, plotted as a function of interference factor, is 
shown in Fig . 3.2(b) for a range of tip speed ratios. At high tip speed ratios I interference factors, 
the blade angle of attack remains small, and the flow attached. As the tip speed ratio I interference 
factor is reduced and angle of attack increases, blade stall is evident by a sudden reduction in C.r 
(Fig. 3.2(b)). 

The solution procedure for the determination of the interference factor via a force balance 
is shown graphically in Fig. 3.2(c) . Both the stream-wise momentum loss ('momentum model') 
and the averaged stream-wise blade load (' blade element model ' ) are computed for a range of 
interference factors and the crossing point marks the correct solution . 

3.1.1 VAWT Stream-Tube Models 

The actuator disk momentum model, outlined above, has seen successful development and 
application in the HAWT sector. This ID theory, however, does not immediately lend itself to 
the study of VAWTs . Modifications, required to accommodate the effects of variations in angle 
of attack with respect to azimuth (multiple stream-tube models) in addition to VAWT's stream
wise thickness (double multiple stream-tube models) , is necessary. Development of this model for 
VAWTs has resulted in the evolution of a number of variants. These models are summarised in 
Fig. 3.4 . Templin (1974) , the first successfully applied actuator-disk momentum theory to VAWTs . 

(a) SSTM. (b) MSTM. (c) DMSTM (a =const.) . (d) DMSTM (a =cos fit). 

Fig. 3.4: Actuator Disk Momentum models applied to Vertical Axis Wind Turbines. 

In a revolution, VAWT blades experience changes in angle of attack a and resultant velocity con
tinually throughout each rotation. The blade angle of attack a passes through zero at the edges of 
the turbine and reaches a maximum at the turbine centre. The flow conditions for each blade there
fore vary considerably with azimuthal position. The assumption of uniform interference factor 
across the turbine enabled Templin to calculate the total stream-wise force , via the blade element 
method, BEM (Section 3.4), and hence the free stream velocity and tip speed ratio, A, for a single 
operating condition. Assuming a uniform interference factor allows the calculation of A to be per-
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formed explicitly once a force balance across the whole turbine is attained, avoiding the need for 
iteration. 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the calculation of a as a vector sum of the rotational and stream-wise 
velocity vectors. As blade angle of attack varies continually throughout each rotation, the local 
momentum loss is a function of blade azimuth, e. The assumption of a uniform interference factor, 
implicit in Templin's single stream tube model SSTM (Fig. 3.4(a)), is therefore only valid when 
rotor loading is very low (low tip speed ratios I solidity) and a uniform momentum loss across the 
turbine can be assumed. As the blade loading increases or if blade stall occurs, the distribution of 
free-stream velocity across the rotor becomes extremely non-uniform and the constant interference 
factor approximation is seen to be invalid, Paraschivoiu (1981); Strickland (1975). 

Strickland addressed this problem by dividing Templin's single actuator-disk into a number of 
elements distributed around the turbines azimuth, Strickland (1975), creating the multiple stream
tube model MSTM shown in Fig. 3.4(b) . The allowance for a variation of interference factor 
across the turbine produces a more physical model, especially when the turbine is highly loaded 
or operating close to blade stall. This step, however, adds a level of complexity to the solution. 
As each element is required to share the same free-stream velocity, the interference factor is now 
calculated from a specified free-stream, unlike Templin's single disk model, which specifies an 
interference factor and solves for the free-stream. 

Reversing the solution direction, as outlined above , introduces non-linearities , through the use 
of experimental airfoil data in the calculation of an applied stream-wise force coefficient. This, in 
addition to the fact that the function of a with respect to azimuth angle is unknown, led Strick
land to employ an iterative scheme. The iterative approach between the momentum and blade 
element models, required for a solution of each disk's local interference factor, a, is illustrated by 
(Fig . 3.5). For high disk loading , this iterative approach can lead to problems. Multiple authors 

a (seed) 
t a (new) 

Fig. 3.5: Illustration of the iterative scheme employed in multiple stream-tube models. 

applying an iterative actuator-disk method to both VAWTs and HAWTs have reported both erratic 
solutions and convergence failures of the iterative method at high blade loading Gupta & Leishman 
(2005); Healey (1981, 1983); Klimas & Sheldahl (1978); Paraschivoiu (1983); Strickland (1975). 
A failure in the model's ability to capture three dimensional effects is often cited as the reason 
for convergence failure at these high blade loading. The iterative method appears to have only 
been successfully applied to low solidity turbines . Convergence of the iterative method can be im-
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proved though the use of a relaxation scheme, James (1996), with an under-relaxation parameter, 
w, as outlined in Eq. 3.10, but as will be shown below, this does not resolve the problem. 

(3.10) 

Further stream-tube model developments see the inclusion of two actuator disks in series Loth & 
McCoy (1983); Paraschivoiu (1981, 1983) . However these Double Multiple Stream-tube mod
els DMSTM assume either a constant interference factor (Fig . 3.4(c)) Paraschivoiu (1981), or an 
empirical cosine interference factor distribution (Fig. 3.4(d)) Loth & McCoy (1983); Paraschivoiu 
(1983) across the turbine. By assuming a fixed interference factor profile, iterations on each stream 
element can be avoided and the solution becomes very similar to Templin's initial single stream 
tube model Templin (1974), sharing with it a failing to correctly resolve the distribution of inter
ference factor across the turbine Paraschivoiu (1981); Strickland (1975) . Both blade stall and high 
tip speed ratio operation result in a highly non-uniform intelference factor distribution across the 
turbine. These effects are not captured by the aforementioned methods that assume pre-defined 
intelference factor distributions. A further development of double multiple stream tube models 
Paraschivoiu (1987) correctly address the variation of intelference factor as a function of azimuth . 
Using an iterative scheme Paraschivoiu (1987) does not report any convergence failure within the 
model , however solutions appear to be restricted to low solidity rotors. 

However, actuator disk models are insufficient for more detailed work requiring greater res
olution of blade forces around the turbine's azimuth, blade-blade interactions , the influence of 
stream-line curvature and the effects of operation at high rotor loading. This is where both as
sumptions concerning the quasi-steady formulation, ID momentum loss though the turbine and 
model convergence are seen to break down. The failure of model convergence at high rotor load
ing was overcome by Mclntosh et al. (to appear 2009) 1 however other shortcomings within the 
momentum type models remain . 

3.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

A number of recent attempts have been made to model the steady inflow pelformance of 
VAWTs using Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes RANS methods , Hamada et al. (2008); Vassberg 
et al. (2005). Unfortunately the complexity of a VAWT's flow-field does not lend itself easily to 
the use of these Newtonian type methods for the global evaluation of turbine performance. Here, 
conflicting requirements for the resolution of small blade chords and large turbine wakes are com
bined with the need to time step models over very long periods to allow for full wake development. 
For higher tip-speed-ratio runs (,.l = 4) full wake development is only observed to occur for La-

1Work carried out on actuator disk models is not included as part of this thesis 
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grangian based free-vortex simulations once 26 full revolutions were completed (Chapter 4). This 
global convergence is observed by Vassberg et al. (2005) to be very slow. When CFD solutions 
are terminated prematurely, an underdeveloped wake allows for rotor plane flow speeds higher 
than observed for the developed case and over-predictions in turbine performance can result. The 
requirement for a turbine wake of sufficient length, such that its effects on a turbine's flow-field 
is unaffected by subsequent development, places a large demand on CPU time when computing 
global steady inflow VAWT performance. The application of CFD to the evaluation of turbine 
performance and subsequent rotor optimisation when operating within a realistic unsteady inflow 
is not considered possible due to current limitations on available computing power. However, the 
use of CFD within VAWT research should not be ruled out completely. There are many cases 
where high quality unsteady airfoil data is required in order to make performance predictions us
ing lighter modelling techniques such as free-vortex models (Section 3.3). It is conceivable that, 
when high quality experimental data is not available, CFD solutions using pre-defined variations in 
blade pitch and relative velocity could be used to resolve airfoilloads, passing solutions to global 
free-vortex performance prediction and optimisation techniques. 

3.3 Free-Vortex Models 

The requirement for greater azimuthal resolution of VAWT blade loads, unattainable using 
actuator-disk momentum models (Section 3.1), led to the development of the free-vmtex repre
sentation of a V A WT. The first of these free-vortex models applied to VAWTs, and curiously one 
of the most advanced was carried out by Strickland et al. (1979). Similar to actuator-disk tech
niques, blade forces (lift and drag) are calculated within the free-vortex model using the blade 
element method BEM (Section 3.4) based on experimental airfoil data (for example Sheldahl & 
Klimas (1980)) and applied with knowledge of blade local velocity vectors. Free-vortex models 
differ markedly from the actuator-disk techniques in the calculation of blade relative velocities and 
the representation of the turbine's wake. Here , the local induced velocity vector, u is calculated 
via summation of the velocity components induced by the bound circulation of the other blades, 
the previously shed free vorticity, the blade rotational velocity and the free-stream , as shown in 
Eq . 3.11. 

N n 

U = I Ubound +I Ujree + Urotation + Uoo (t) (3 .11) 
i=2 i=l 

The time variation of the effective velocity vector Ueff causes a continual change in angle of attack, 
lift, and hence bound circulation r bound 

(3.12) 
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at each blade. As the bound circulation changes, a continuous vortex sheet is shed, conserving 
total circulation . This sheet is modeled by a discrete number of line vortices, shed at each time 
step, with a circulation r free 

(3.13) 

as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Velocity vectors due to the free-stream and blade rotation are well defined 

ll~ 

Fig. 3.6: Representation of a continuous vortex sheet using discrete vortex blobs. 

in terms of the tip-speed-ratio, .1, leaving the solution of any BEM based VAWT model concerned 
only with the correct calculation of the blade/wake induced velocity vector, obtained here from the 
2D formulation of the Biot-Savart law 

r 
u8 = - . (3.14) 

2nr 
Stepping the above model forward in time results in the development and convection of a vortical 
wake very similar to that observed experimentally by Strickland & Goldman (1980), resulting in 
a temporal and spatial resolution of a VAWT of a far greater fidelity than that conceivable using 
ID quasi-steady actuator-disk models. Once the wake is fully developed at a specified operating 
condition, calculations of azimuthal loads and integral parameters such as power coefficients are 
easily tractable , accounting for profile and skin friction drag via a drag coefficient C1 calculated 
using the same technique as detailed above for C1• 

Although a very promising technique for modelling the aerodynamic performance ofVAWTs, 
the free-vortex model was considered to be very computationally 'heavy', requiring excessively 
long run-times to obtain converged solutions during its development and use in the 1980s. Much 
ofthe subsequent development of the free-vortex technique (applied to VAWTs) in this period was 
therefore concerned with the reduction of model run times through ether momentum model type 
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prescribed wake schemes Basuno et al. (1992); Coton et al . (1994); Jiang et al. (1991); Wilson & 
Walker (1981, 1983) or reductions in the free-wake update step Oler (1992); Vandenberghe & Dick 
(1987) , rather than increases in solution fidelity or the application of the technique to the simulation 
of turbine performance within fluctuating winds, building-turbine or turbine-turbine interactions. 
A more recent development of a free-vortex model by Ponta & Jacovkis (2001) utilises blade local 
CFD solutions in place of the BEM, however treatment of the wake is seen to remain much the 
same as the original formulation by Strickland & Goldman (1980) and solutions are only presented 
for steady inflow turbine performance. Current free-vortex models have seen successful application 
to the prediction of integral VAWT performance parameters such as power coefficients . However, 
due to their steady inflow formulation and the apparent lack of vortex merging schemes, extensions 
to the simulation of turbine performance within unsteady flows has not been the subject of active 
research. 

3.4 The Blade Element Method 

Unless higher order techniques are employed2
, both actuator-disk momentum models (Section 

3.1) and free-vortex models (Section 3.3) require, as inputs, integral blade loads as a function of 
angle of attack, relative velocity, Reynolds number (a weak function of blade azimuthal position) 
and reduced frequency (discussed further in Section 3.4.2). Experimental airfoil data resolving the 
large a range observed in VAWTs, such as that recorded by Sheldahl & Klimas (1980), is most 
frequently used as a steady reference. However, as shown in Section 5.3.2, the parameterization 
of airfoil polars is also possible. Although capable of predicting loads as a function of the blade 
local velocity vector (a and Re), separate treatment of the additional effects of virtual camber and 
dynamic stall, not accounted for with the sole use steady airfoil data, is found necessary; discussed 
next in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 

3.4.1 Virtual Camber 

A consideration, only really necessary for higher solidity rotors , is the effect of virtual camber 
created by curvature in the free-stream observed from a blade fixed frame Milgliore et al. (1980). 
This effect can be accounted for by assuming that airfoil sections, for which experimental data is 
available, are mapped using a con formal transform (Section 4.3, Eq. 4.40) to allow for free-stream 
curvature present in the rotating frame. This technique allows for airfoil properties to remain 
fixed when moving between experimental data and turbine performance predictions, in addition to 
separating the effects of solidity from those of virtual camber. 

2such as blade local CFD (Ponta & Jacovkis (2001)) , vortex panel methods (Vandenberghe & Dick (1987)) or 
unsteady experiments , respectively increasing run times , making post stall predictions very difficult and substantially 
increasing simulation cost 
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3.4.2 Dynamic Stall 

High wind speed power output of wind turbines is frequently limited by the maximum power 
rating of its system components . To limit power output and hence extend the range over which 
turbines can remain operational in high winds, a turbine's aerodynamic efficiency is purposely 
reduced via reductions in tip-speed-ratio from steady inflow optimum values A < A*. Early VAWTs 
controlled in this manner were seen to exceed power predictions when operating at tip speed ratios 
where stall was expected during at least part of a blade rotation (based on static 2D airfoil data). 
First observed by Brochier et al. (1986) on the Magdalen Island VAWTs, this power increase is 
attributed to Dynamic Stall. 

Even within a steady inflow, the operation of VAWTs is inherently unsteady, with variations 
in pitch and relative velocity (blade accelerations) occurring at a frequency equal to the rotor's 
rotational speed w. Here, a reduced frequency k 

ac c 
k=- ::::: -

wR R' (3.15) 

can be defined relating the period of transit of slow structures over the blade chord c to the period of 
oscillation Ashley (1978). Away from stall, increases in integral blade forces above steady values 
due to an accelerating free-stream Jones & Babinsky (2007) (often referred to as 'added mass' ef
fects) are found to be negligible due to the small chord to radius ratios found in operational VAWTs 
(~ ~ 0.07), Touryan et al. (1987); Wilson (1980) . However, the inertial and transitory effects of 
boundary layer separation and subsequent re-attachment, termed dynamic stall, are shown to have 
a significant effect on both overall power performance and the generation of cyclic lateral loads 
when operating at tip-speed-ratios below A* (power limitation in high winds or turbine operation 
within a fluctuating inflow) . In the absence of unsteady airfoil data, recorded using pre-defined 
variations in pitch and relative velocity, cmTections to steady 2D airfoil data, based on blade re
duced frequency k, are found necessary to account for the effects of dynamic stall, Newman (1985). 

Dynamic stall , also observed on the inboard sections of retreating helicopter blades whilst in 
forward flight, Harris & Pruyn (1968), is a highly complex problem that remains an active area of 
research today. At high reduced frequencies, lift , drag and pitching moment acting on an airfoil 
undergoing 'pitch-up' motions past the static stall angle of attack or 'pitch-down' motions from 
deep stall are observed to deviate by as much as 50% to 100%, Leishman (2006) from static values 
(i.e. k = 0). Although shown to be a function of a number of variables such as: airfoil shape, pitch 
rate, frequency, Reynolds number and Mach number as well as three dimensional effects, Carr 
(1988) , the dynamic stall process, illustrated in Fig . 3.7 is broadly characterised by the following 
sequence of events: 

1. pitching upwards (increasing a) past the static stall angle, a flow reversal within the upper 
surface boundary layer is observed, as shown in Fig . 3.7(d) . The onset of this flow reversal, 
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(d) Stage 1: Airfoil exceeds static stall angle, flow re
versals take place in boundary layer. 

(e) Stage 2: Flow separation at the leading-edge, for
mation of 'dynamic stall vortex'. Moment stall. 

(f) Stage 2-3 : Vortex convects over chord, inducing 
extra lift and aft centre of pressure movement. 

(g) Stage 3-4: Lift stall. After vortex reaches trailing 
edge, flow progresses to a state of full separation . 

(h) Stage 5: When angle of attack becomes low 
enough , flow reattaches front to back . 

Fig. 3.7: A schematic illustration of the 2D dynamic stall process on an airfoil undergoing 
pitch oscillations at a high reduced frequency, adapted from Leishman (2006). 
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and hence boundary layer separation, is delayed to a slightly higher angle of of attack than the 

static stall angle by the effects of positive virtual camber (free stream curvature in blade relative 

frame due to 'pitch up' motion) and positive vorticity shed from the trailing edge reducing the 

magnitude of the upper surface adverse pressure gradient for the dynamic case. 

2. with further increases in a, the upper surface separation point moves towards the leading edge. 

Boundary-layer separation results in a fall (to negligible values) of wall shear forces acting 

along the upper surface. The rearwards movement of the airfoil's centre of pressure (a reduc

tion in the leading edge suction peak due to boundary-layer seperation) results in a large nose 

down pitching moment, termed moment stall and illustrated in Fig. 3.7(c). Boundary-layer sep

aration is also responsible for a sharp rise in form drag, as shown in Fig. 3 .7(b). Temporarily 

unaffected by the upper surface separation, lift is shown in Fig. 3.7(a) to continue to rise, 'over 

shooting ' maximum static values. Streamline curvature around the leading edge creates high 

local velocities at the point of separation resulting in large amounts of vorticity entering a re

cently formed free-shear layer. This shear layer then begins to wrap-up, forming the dynamic 

stall vmtex, maintaining streamline curvature above the airfoil, blade normal pressure gradients 

and hence lift, as illustrated in Fig. 3.7(e). 

3. further vorticity input from the leading edge causes the growth of the dynamic stall vortex 

(Fig. 3.7(f)), reducing the rate of the structure's stream-wise convection. Whilst the dynamic 

stall vortex remains above the airfoil, large streamline curvature and correspondingly high val

ues of lift are maintained, Fig. 3.7(a). 

4. once the dynamic stall vortex convects past the trailing edge of the airfoil, streamline curvature 

can no longer be maintained across the highly separated flow field above the airfoil's upper 

surface . Here, lift is shown to drop sharply (Fig. 3.7(a)), termed lift stall. Full aitfoil separation 

results, characterised by a pair of quasi-stable free shear layers originating from the airfoil 's 

leading and trailing edges, illustrated in Fig. 3.7(g). At this point (stage 4), airfoil forces and 

moment tend towards static values, Figs. 3.7(a), 3.7(b) and 3.7(c). 

5. pitching downwards, similar delays observed in stages 1, 2 and 3, concerned with the effects 

of negative virtual camber and the requirement to convect the structures downstream of the 

airfoil prior to the establishment of new flow conditions (in this case the re-attachment of the 

upper surface boundary-layer, Fig. 3.7(h)), result in an ' under shoot' in lift below static values, 

Fig. 3.7(a). With further decreases in a, attached flow is re-established, closing the force and 

moment hysteresis loops. 

Many models, of varying levels of complexity, have been developed with the aim of simulating 

the above dynamic effects based on either steady 2D airfoil data or dynamic airfoil coefficients 

(obtained from wind tunnel tests), along with information on airfoil dynamics, such as pitch rates, 
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without resorting to costly higher order methods such as direct numerical solutions via CFD. A 
recent review of dynamic stall models applied to wind turbines by Larsen et al. (2007) lists the 
following frequently used models: the Boeing-Vertol model, Gormont (1973), the ONERA model, 
Tran & Petot (1981) and the Leishman-Beddoes model, Leishman & Beddoes (1989), with modifi
cations of the Leishman-Beddoes model by 0ye (1991) forming the 0ye model and modifications 
by Hansen et al. (2004) forming the Risp model. Increasingly empirical in nature, the more ad
vanced Leishman-Beddoes dynamic stall model, the Risp and 0ye derivatives and the ONERA 
model are found to require fitting coefficients derived from unsteady experimental data. 

The main requirement of a dynamic stall model within this thesis is that it covers the broad 
effects of stall delay and subsequent reattachment on lift and drag (but not pitching moment) 
as a function of blade reduced frequency for the purpose of cyclic averaged power predictions 
for turbine operation at tip-speed-ratios below ;l*. As the resolution of cyclic lateral loads at 
low tip-speed-ratios is not of primary concern, the comparatively simple (and perhaps less accu
rate/versatile) Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model Gormont (1973), as modified by Berg (1983) for 
VAWT performance prediction and utilised by Paraschivoiu & Allet (1987) for the simulation of 
dynamic stall on VAWTs, is used for all subsequent work. The details of this dynamic stall model 
are given in Appendix B. 

3.5 Summary of Literature Review 

An extensive review of wind within the built environment (Chapter 2) highlighted that a signif
icant proportion of available wind energy (23%) is contained within an urban wind's short period 
fluctuations or 'gustiness'. The operation of VAWTs within the built environment will result in 
exposure to these highly unsteady winds. The incorporation of short period free-stream unsteadi
ness, evaluated over time periods from 0.25 s up to 1024 s, within the design and optimisation of 
urban wind turbine systems is therefore thought to be essential for the correct performance pre
diction and design optimisation of urban VAWTs. A review of current aerodynamic performance 
models applied to VAWTs does not appear to show any research concerned with the optimisation 
of power output within gusty environments. Also, there are no prediction models capable of re
solving turbine performance in an unsteady free-stream. A result of their quasi-steady formulation, 
actuator-disk momentum models are found to be limited by an inability to temporally and spatially 
resolve a flow-field, restricting their application to isolated turbines operating within steady winds. 
The two models found to be applicable to the spatial and temporal resolution of an unsteady free 
stream are CFD (RANS) (Section 3.2) and free-vortex models (Section 3.3). An approach util
ising CFD (RANS) is currently considered far too computationally intensive for the successful 
application to an unsteady systems based performance optimisation. Free-vortex models show 
the most promise for application to this area. Chapter 4 presents work carried out in developing 
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this technique for the successful application to the performance prediction of a turbine operating 
within an unsteady free-stream , with the results of this application presented in Chapter 5. This 
work is followed by a steady inflow rotor design optimisation also contained within Chapter 5. 
Free-vortex simulations are then combined with the stochastic wind model developed in Chapter 
2, formulations for rotor dynamics and control algorithms (Appendix C) and estimations of typi
cal installation losses enabling the eventual performance prediction and optimisation of an entire 
installed wind turbine system operating within the built environment. Finally, the performance of 
turbines operating within close spaced arrays , typical of many current urban VAWT installations, 
utili sing the developed free-vortex model is presented at the end of Chapter 5. 



Chapter 

-------------------------------- 4 

Free-Vortex Model Development 

Siting a VAWT within an urban environment , on and around buildings, raises concerns about 
rotor vibration . Unfortunately, current 2D free-vortex methods applied to VAWTs are unable to 
account for the effect of blade sweep , introduced in order to smooth this cyclic loading . In addition 
to this, current models are found unable to model the effects of an unsteady free-stream , illustrated 
in Chapter 2 , as a necessary requirement for assessing the turbine petformance within an urban 
environment. Here, a 2D free-vortex model is presented which incorporates blade sweep and 
is capable of investigating unsteady loading and power extraction of VAWTs with both swept 
and un-swept blades subject to both steady and unsteady winds. Original vortex re-gridding and 
merging strategies are incorporated within the 2D free-vortex model in order to suppress short 
wave computational instabilities and to allow for very fast solution times. A computationally 
light solution is a necessary requirement for both the effective application as a design tool and for 
simulating long time series unsteady wind data, typically requiring hundreds of turbine revolutions 
per data point. The developed free-vortex model is validated against data from wind tunnel tests of 
both straight and swept bladed VAWTs. This chapter concludes with a control volume analysis of 
a VAWT made possible by the successful solution for variations in static pressure though a VAWT 
and its wake from velocity data provided by the developed free-vortex model. 

4.1 Free-Vortex Model 

A Lagrangian based free-vortex model is developed here in order to study the effect of blade 
sweep, unsteady inflows and wind tunnel blockage on turbine performance. The model resolves 
the fl ow of a 2D turbine , i .e. a number of rotating wings of infinite aspect ratio. A finite span 
correction is applied using the form for an elliptically loaded wing, Eq. 4.9 . Each lifting wing is 
represented as a (moving) bound vortex whose strength varies with time and position. Vorticity is 
shed into the wake as a result of strength variations of the bound vortex. Shed vorticity is convected 
in the 2D plane. Resolution of the flow-field close to the turbine gives local flow conditions at 
each rotor bade, from which lift and drag forces can be calculated via the interpolation of force 
coefficients obtained from steady 2D experimental airfoil data. If available , airfoil data for the 
correct pitch rates and a range could be used to allow for unsteady effects such as dynamic stall, 

53 
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a major component of VAWT operation at lower tip-speed-ratios. However, simple models may 

be used in lieu of unsteady airfoil data to simulate these unsteady effects. Here, the Boeing Vertol 
model Gormont (1973), as modified by Berg (1983) and described in Appendix B is employed to 
this effect. An additional benefit arising from the use of 2D airfoil data within the vm1ex model 

is that turbine force and power predictions can be made using hypothetical lift I drag polars. This 
is a useful feature for rotor design, allowing the effects of certain airfoil characteristics, such as a 

late stall or a high zero lift drag, on the turbine's CP curve to be assessed. Figure 4.1 shows some 
examples of operational urban VAWTs. A reference case representative of the rotor in Fig.4.1(a), 

a three bladed turbine, with a NACA 0012 blade section, blade aspect ratio, AR = 20 and solidity, 
cr = 0.25 , has been used here to illustrate the details of the model. 

(a) H-type VAWT by Windterra . (b) Swept VAWT by QuietRevolution. 

Fig. 4.1: Examples of operational urban VAWTs. 

The main developments of the free-vortex model outlined in Section 3.3 concentrate on: 

o increases in solution fidelity via the use of a 2nd order Runge-Kutta time stepping and veloc

ity cut-off functions Krasny (1987), termed here as vortex blobs . 

o preservation of wake stability through methods developed to ensure vortex blob overlap, 
termed wake re-blabbing. 

o reductions in model run-times via a vortex merger scheme. 

o the specification of a wake development criterion for steady inflow simulations. 

Following this initial development, techniques for incorporating: finite span and spoke drag 
corrections, the effects of blade sweep and rotor geometry, unsteady inflows and the effects of 
wind tunnel blockage are presented. 

4.1.1 Point Vortex Representation and Wake Re-blobbing 

A vortex blob method (velocity cut-off) as given by Krasny (1987) using a Gaussian vorticity 
distribution Lamb (1932) is employed in order to suppress the growth of short wave instabilities 
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within the 2D free-vortex model. To ensure initial blob overlap and hence a stable discrete rep
resentation of a continuous vortex sheet, vortex blob radii, rC> are initially sized relative to the 
azimuthal resolution of the model, fj,() 

(4.1) 

The vortex sheets are subsequently re-discretised at each time step in order to maintain overlap 
whilst adjusting r free to maintain the correct circulation distribution of each vmtex sheet. This 
re-discretisation is illustrated in Fig. 4.2 (single sheet shown for clarity). The break-down of a 
continuous vortex sheet representation without re-discretisation (large kinks) and a finer vortex 
sheet resolution with re-discretisation are clearly visible in Fig. 4.3 The 2D form of the Biot-Savart 

(a) Blob separation. (b) Wake re-blabbing. 
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Fig. 4.2: Vmtex blob re-discretisation maintaining continuous vortex sheet representation. 

(a) Without re-discretisation. (b) With re-discretisation. 

Fig. 4.3: Effect of vortex blob re-discretisation on wake structure (16 Rotations, A= 6). 

law combined with a Lamb-Oseen velocity cut-off function Lamb (1932) is used to calculate the 
tangential induced velocity, u8 , Eqs. 4.2. 

(4.2) 
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Velocity components u and v can thus be resolved, Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

The Lamb-Oseen profile is favoured over other vorticity distributions , such as the Rankine profile, 
as the second derivative of vorticity is continuous . Although continuous curvature in vorticity is 
not necessary for the initial free-vortex solution , it is found to be a requirement for subsequent 
work concerning the solution for pressure variations through a VAWT and its rotational wake, 
Section 4.3. 

Practical wind turbines operate at relatively high Re (Re ~ 105) and the free-stream convects 
the wake away from the turbine. This allows the effects of viscous diffusion within the wake to be 
neglected. 

4.1.2 Second Order Time Stepping 

The free-vortex model is initialised at the first time step by calculating the angle of attack 
of each blade, a , based on the rotational and free-stream velocity components. Subsequent time 
steps include the influence of the other blades, the turbine wake and the effects of dynamic stall. 
An iterative scheme is employed, typically < 6 iterations at each step, to calculate the influence 
of blade-on-blade interactions. Free vortices are convected over each time step using the second 
order Runge-Kutta method, detailed in Fig. 4.4 . The time step, !J.t is set by the turbine's rotational 

Cal culate Convect Re-calculate Convect free vortices in 20 plane over full 
velocity vectors ~ free vortices in 20 plane ~ veloc ity vectors ~ time step from inital vortex locations, 

fo r each free vortex over half a time step at inital vortex locations using re-calculated velocity vectors 

Fig. 4.4: Second order Runge-Kutta method. 

speed wand the azimuthal resolution of the model 118, as shown in Eq . 4.25. 

/).() 
11t = -

w 
(4.5) 

The model can also determine start-up from rest if information on the mechanical properties of the 
turbine and details of the control system are available . 
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4.1.3 Vortex Blob Merger 

To limit the computational overhead, which increases with the square of the number of free 
vortices, nFV2 , a vortex merging scheme is employed. Merging greatly reduces the number of 
vortex blobs and thus the computational effort. In order to preserve the flow-field close to the 
turbine, vortices are only made eligible for merger once they have been convected a distance d 
downstream of a 'merge curtain' MC which is placed a number of turbine radii downstream of 
the turbine centre. In order to preserve the first moment of vorticity, only like-sign vortices are 
amalgamated, and merged vortices are placed according to Eq. 4.6, Sarpkaya (1988). 

~r-x-L..J I I 
X=--

~f; 
(4.6) 

Merging vortices in this manner does not conserve higher moments of vorticity. To limit the 
degradation of the flow-field close to the turbine, merging can only take place downstream of the 
merge curtain once a merging criterion is satisfied, ensuring that merging only takes place for weak 
or far away vortex pairs. 

lf1f2l f1r2 

------- < Mtol 
lf1 + f2l d:.sd~ · 5 Uoo 

(4.7) 

Equation 4.7 formalises the likely impact of a specific vortex merger on the turbine's flow-field 
Spalart et al. (1983). Here, vortex mergers are only carried out when the evaluation of Eq. 4.7, 
assessed at the turbine's centre, falls below a specified merger tolerance M101 for each candidate 
pair tested. For the current study, a merger tolerance of M 101 = 0.01 is used. Capping the number of 
free vortices nFV in this fashion limits the number of calculations necessary at each time step, and 
hence greatly reduces calculation times. The effect of vortex merger on the flow-field down-stream 
of the merger curtain is illustrated in Fig. 4 .5. To determine the validity of the merging process 

- - - MC=I.SR ... 

Fig. 4.5: Vortex merger capping nFV (A = 4, nrcv = 100). 

and assess the best location for the merge curtain, a range of calculations were performed for the 
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H-type reference turbine. Here, merge curtains were placed at distances between 0.5 and 4 radii 
downstream of the turbine centre and computations were performed in each case for 40 tip-speed
ratios to establish the performance curve. As expected, the solution enor increases as the curtain is 
moved closer to the turbine. Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) show the influence of merge curtain location 
on angle of attack and relative velocity variations for a single blade completing a full revolution 
at a tip-speed-ratio of 4, whilst Fig. 4.7(a) shows the influence of merge curtain location on the 
complete performance curve. Variations are more noticeable at higher tip-speed-ratios due to the 
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(b) Blade fixed velocity for a single revolution. 

Fig. 4.6: Influence of merge curtain location on local, turbine blade, flow field (/l = 4). 

stronger wake influencing the turbine flow-field to a greater extent. A value of MC = 2.5 is used 
for all subsequent calculations in order to limit nFV, whilst maintaining a reasonable level of 
accuracy. The effect of model resolution, !18, is assessed in Fig. 4.7(b). It can be seen that there 
is a significant effect if the turbine is under-resolved. A resolution of 118 = 20o, shown to produce 
converged values of C", is used in all subsequent calculations. 

4.1.4 Wake Development 

An example of the development of a turbine wake operating in a steady flow at a tip-speed-ratio 
A = 4 is shown in Fig. 4.8. Across the turbine, the flow is seen to decelerate and a vortical wake 
is formed. As each blade traverses from a down-wind to an up-wind location, negative vorticity is 
shed. Likewise on the up-stream to down-stream pass, free vmticity of the opposite sign is gener
ated. The effect of these regions of opposite signed vorticity contained in the shear layers at both 
sides of the wake is to decelerate the flow passing though the turbine whilst slightly accelerating 
the flow passing on either side (for a wake of finite length). These velocity changes are clearly 
visible in Fig. 4.8. The velocity induced by each vortex element is shown in Eqs . 4.3 and 4.4 to 
decrease with the inverse of separation distance. However, for the case of a VAWT, the cancelation 
of opposite signed vorticity, typically positioned along both edges of a rotor's wake (Fig. 4.26(b)), 
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Fig. 4.7: Influence of merge curtain location and model resolution on test turbine's steady Cp 
curve. 

Fig. 4.8: Velocity field calculated from free-vortex model (normalised by free-stream). 
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can lead to an effective inverse square decrease in wake induced velocities with separation distance 
from the turbine . The flow around the turbine blades, and hence turbine performance is therefore 
dominated by the near wake. After starting from rest in a constant wind, the flow-field around 
the blades and values for C P are observed to asymptote to steady values as the wake develops and 
grows . In order to ensure that the wake has developed to such an extent that accurate predictions are 
possible, whilst maintaining relatively quick run times, a wake development criterion is used. This 
criterion is based on the length of the wake shed L wake rather than on the number of blade rotations 
nrev that the model computes because at higher tip-speed-ratios the turbine will need to complete a 
greater number of revolutions than for lower tip-speed-ratio runs. This criterion specifying nrev as 
a function of tip-speed-ratio required for full wake development is expressed in Eq. 4.8. 

A L wake 
nrev = ---. 

2n R 
(4.8) 

Figure 4 .9 shows the relationship between CP and L.~ke for the test turbine, run under steady con
ditions for various values of A. Convergence is shown to be attained when L.~ke > 40. A value of 
b:;f = 40 is used in all subsequent steady analysis. 
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Fig. 4.9: Asymptotic behaviour of turbine performance predictions as a function of stream
wise wake development. 

4.1.5 Finite Span Correction 
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To account for simple 3D effects, an additional induced drag component is applied to the tab
ulated data using Eq. 4 .9 . This equation describes the induced drag of a finite span wing with 
elliptical loading . In general, wind turbine wings are more likely to be of rectangular plan-form 
and do not feature elliptical lift distributions, however at large aspect ratios (AR > 5) the differ
ences to the induced drag coefficient are only minor Hoerner (1965). 

cP 
Cc~ ind = nAR. (4.9) 

When considering possible interactions with wakes shed by other blades, the correction given by 
Eq. 4.9 is possibly an over simplistic representation of actual 3D effects. However, for the large 
aspect ratio blades considered AR > 20, the induced drag correction is only found to have a small 
influence on overall turbine performance. A finite span correction for lift is not included here as , 
again for the high aspect ratio case, the influence on overall turbine performance is considered to 
be minor. 

4.1 .6 Spoke Drag 

A spoke drag correction is required when both validating the free-vortex model with experi
mental data and, as spokes are a necessary requirement for all H-type VAWTs , for making realistic 
design predictions of rotor performance. Here , a simplistic correction is applied in the form of a 
spoke drag power coefficient C pa 

C = WTspoke 
po .!. AU3 . 2p 00 

(4.10) 

The parasitic torque T~poke multiplied by the turbine's rotational speed w represents the total power 
loss resulting from the addition of spokes. In making the following assumptions that: two complete 
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sets of spokes are required to hold the top and bottom of each blade in place, the spoke chord 
remains constant with radius and equal to the blade chord, and a spoke drag coefficient Cdsp• 

remaining constant with a varying radial station an expression for T spoke is constructed 

(4.11) 

Combining Eqs . 4.10 and 4.11 simplifies the expression for the spoke power loss coefficient 

(4.12) 

showing a dependence on rotor aspect ratio ~, solidity and tip-speed-ratio cubed 1• Once Cdsp 

is defined, either from experimental measurements of 'wind off' torque or an informed estimate, 
Eq. 4.12 can be used to estimate spoke drag and hence adjust turbine Cp predictions accordingly. 
The spoke drag coefficient Cdsp should not be confused with a 2D sectional drag coefficient. Here, 
the integral formulation of Eq. 4.11 incorporates the effects of changes in: Reynolds number, blade 
chord and sectional shape with radius, along with drag contributions from both turbine hub and 
blade junctions, resulting in 'wind-off' spoke drag predictions (Eq . 4.11) far in-excess of equivalent 
2D sectional drag coefficients. An extra spoke interference drag, only occurrent for upwind blade 
passes at operational tip-speed-ratios and therefore not accounted for by 'wind off' tests, is also 
likely to effect most VAWTs. Here, additional adverse pressure gradients generated by upwind 
'lifting' blades acting along spoke I blade junctions are likely to result in corner separations, further 
increasing spoke drag and decreasing overall turbine performance. In reality, this component of 
spoke drag is both extremely hard to account for and to incorporate within predictive models. 
Components of spoke drag generated by lifting blade I spoke interactions are not accounted for 
within the current work. 

4.1 .7 Blade Sweep Within the 2D Vortex-Model 

The 2D free-vmtex model detailed above has been extended to incorporate the effects of blade 
sweep, as illustrated in Fig. 4.l(b). To ensure that the current model remains light in terms of 
run time, blade sweep is implemented as a simple correction whilst retaining the assumptions and 
simplicity implicit in the two-dimensional model. 

As for the un-swept case, blade rotation, relative to a fixed direction free-stream, causes a 
continual change in angle of attack, lift, and hence bound circulation rbound at each blade . As the 

1The importance of the A3 dependence is highlighted by an investigation into the impact of spoke drag on a turbine 's 
power curve (Section D) illustrating the significant power losses resulting from rotor operation at moderate to high 
tip-speed-ratios . 
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bound circulation changes, a continuous vortex sheet is shed, conserving total circulation. This 
continuous sheet is discretised, resulting in a number of line vortices, the inclination of which are 
fixed by the sweep angle of the blade A and the blade azimuth when the vortex is shed() (Fig. 4.10). 
Once shed, the inclination of the free-vortex is then conserved, changing only if a merger takes 

I Turbine Inclined line vortex 

I axis 

~d 

Fig. 4.10: Schematic diagram of inclined line vortex. 

place with a vortex shed at a different azimuth. In this case, the post merger azimuth is calculated 
heuristically as a strength weighted average utilizing a method similar to that employed previously 
by Eq. 4 .6. 

L r;e1v; 

efv = L r; . (4.13) 

Total circulation is conserved for all vortex mergers, as for the un-swept case (Section 4.1.3). 
Sweep introduces a third component of velocity, w, not present in the un-swept 2D model. The 
velocity field induced in a direction tangential to a line vortex, UtJ. is calculated via the 2D form of 
the Biot-Sava1t law incorporating a Lamb-Oseen velocity cut-off function Lamb (1932), as shown 
previously in Eq. 4.2. The resulting induced velocity field is no longer axially symmetric in the 2D 
plane. To illustrate this, the magnitude of velocity induced in the x, y plane surrounding inclined 
line vmtices is shown in Fig. 4.11. Expressing the inclination of the line vortex, LV, and the 

(a) oo inclination . (b) 30° inclination . (c) 60° inclination. 

Fig. 4.11: Velocity field asymmetry resulting from the inclination of an infinite line v01tex . 
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perpendicular distance between the inclined line vortex and a point of interest on the x, y plane 
(Fig. 4.10) r as vectors, LV and r, the unit vector, fi, normal to both LV and r can be found 
(Eq. 4.14). 

A rxLV 
n=---

jrxLVI 
(4.14) 

u8 can thus be represented as the vector, u with components in the x, y and z directions, as shown 
in Eq. 4.15. 

u = fi.u 8 (4.15) 

To ensure that the swept vortex model can remain 'computationally light', the wake is only con
vected in the 2D plane using the same method as that detailed above for the un-swept case. The 
shedding and convection of these inclined line vortices, showing only a single blade's wake over a 
single rotation for clarity, is illustrated in Fig . 4.12. The induced out of place velocity component, 

/ 
Wind 

Fig. 4.12: Generation and convection of inclined free vortices. 

w, is only considered when calculating the effective flow velocity and angle of attack of a swept 
blade . As illustrated in Fig. 4 .13, the chord-wise component of velocity, uc is partly a function of 
w, induced by both adjacent swept blades and the inclined wake. The chord-wise and normal blade 
components of velocity, Uc and U11 , are expressed in Eqs. 4.16 and 4.17 . 

' 

. . 

Fig. 4.13: Chord-wise , normal and span-wise velocity components resulting from blade sweep. 

Uc = u sin 8 cos A - v cos 8 sin A + w sin A (4.16) 
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U11 = u cos 8 + v sin 8 (4.17) 

A blade lift coefficient, and hence a value for bound circulation based on the chord-wise flow 
across the swept blade, can be found using the same methods as detailed above for the un-swept 
case. However, it has been observed that swept wings are subject to a delayed stall, or an extended 
dynamic stall compared to un-swept wings, Frankin (1966); McCormick (1995). In the absence 
of higher order techniques, a simple stall delay model is incorporated in the form of a correction 
to the 2D airfoil data based on the curve fitting of experimental data, Crawford (2006). Here as is 
assumed to increase by the cosine of blade sweep raised to a factor n providing a value for a swept 
stall angle of attack as/\ 

CYs/\ = CYs COS A11
, (4.18) 

with n set equal to -1 .5. This correction is applied in the case of experimental airfoil data, tabulat
ing force coefficients for a range of varying thickness symmetric NACA airfoils Sheldahl & Klimas 
(1980) via an increase in thickness above the chord-wise geometric value such that as/\ equals as . 

For the parametric studies contained in Section 5.3.2, this correction is applied by modifying as 

within the aitfoil model accordingly. 

Average run times, using a Mac Pro computer configured with two 2.66 GHz dual core Intel 
Zeon processors, for the vortex model, executing within the MATLAB programming environment, 
to return developed solutions, as detailed in Eq. 4.8 for 25 tip-speed-ratios from 0.2 to 5 are ~ 
4.5 minutes for a typical 3 bladed un-swept rotor and ~ 7.5 minutes for a typical 3 bladed swept 
rotor. 

4.1.8 Rotor Geometry 

Many VAWT designs (Darrieus , V-type, Mosgrove) incorporate variations of rotor parameters 
with height z, such as (but not limited to) blade radius R(z), sweep A(z), tow {J(z) (a leaning 
away from the vertical) and rotor solidity O'(Z). Although the 2D free-vortex model is not able to 
explicitly model these 3D geometries, averaged power coefficients are tractable via the integration 
of a number of 2D free vortex model predictions Cp(A., A,fJ, 0') (incorporating sweep and, with 
minor modification, tow as described in Section 4.1.7) over a rotor height H 

H 

- 1 I C P = H C p(A.(z), A(z),{J(z), O'(z))dz. (4.19) 

0 

The resulting height averaged power coefficient C P thus expressed as a function of mean tip-speed
ratio 1 is based on free-stream, rotational speed and the rotor's average radius. 
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4.1.9 Fluctuating Free-Stream 

The free-vortex model is modified to accept an unsteady wind profile as a free-stream input. 
After initialising the model with a steady free-stream for a number of rotor rotations (specified by 
Eq. 4.8) , unsteady wind profiles are convected though the turbine and into the wake at a velocity 
equal to the profile's mean. At each time step the free-stream velocity is evaluated as a function of 
time and stream-wise distance, typically with different values returned from each stream-wise sta
tion due to a variation of location within the 'frozen' unsteady profile. These values of free-stream 
velocity are then used in a similar fashion to the steady inflow model (Section 3.3), informing both 
calculations of blade lift and wake convection. This is illustrated for both the convection of the 
unsteady profile and the evaluation of free-stream velocity as a function of distance in Fig. 4.14. 

Free-stream _.. 

~ I 
. . 

'frozen' profile convected at mean velocity~ 
' l'lt . 

0.5 

0~--~----~--~----~----~----~--~----~----~--~ 
-4 -3 -2 -I 0 2 3 4 

Stream-wise distance x!R 

Fig. 4.14: An illustration of the free-vortex model operating within a fluctuating free-stream . 

4.1.10 Wind 'funnel Blockage 

In most cases, the only data available for comparison with model predictions comes from 
wind tunnel experiments . The effect of walls located close to the turbine, and hence wind tunnel 
blockage, can be assessed within the 2D vortex model by simulating wind tunnel walls with a zero 
normal flow constraint2 Alidadi & Calisal (2007). This constraint is imposed by the superposition 

2The effects of a diffuser, present in most wind tunnels down stream of the working section, on subsequent wake 
development are neglected by the current parallel wall constraint. Providing that comparative experiments are con
ducted a suitable distance upstream of the diffuser entrance(> 2R), this omission is unlikely to have a significant effect 
on the prediction of integral turbine performance parameters . An assumption supported here by the effective inverse 
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of linearly varying vortex panels Katz & Plotkin (200 1) of various strengths upon the existing flow
field. This technique is illustrated here for a VAWT operating along the centreline of a six turbine 
radii width wind tunnel. Vortex panels are distributed at a pitch of 4 panels per turbine radius, 15 
radii upstream and downstream of the turbine centre. A system of n equations with n unknowns is 
constructed by equating the wall normal induced velocities due to the tunnel walls, Eq. 4.20, with 
the wall normal induced velocities due to the turbine, wake and free-stream, Eq. 4.21. The wall 
normal velocities are then evaluated at the centre of each wall panel and the resulting system of 
equations is set to zero, Eq. 4 .22. 

Uwa/1 = [ /]y 

Uturbine = fi · U 

[/][y] = -fi . u 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

Calculation of the influence matrix, (1], which accounts for the additional wall normal induced 
velocity due to all other vortex panels and the subsequent inversion ofEq. 4.22 results in a solution 
containing the required matrix of panel strengths [y] . This inversion is performed whenever a 
value for the induced velocity is required by the vortex model, which typically occurs three times 
per cycle whilst calculating blade relative velocities and angle of attacks and a further two times 
during the RK time step. An example of a fully developed flow-field including wall constraints is 
shown in Fig. 4.1.10 . 

Fig. 4.15: Velocity field calculated from free-vortex model (normalised by free-stream) show
ing influence of wind tunnel walls. 

Once the flow-field has developed within the tunnel, a velocity profile across the tunnel width 
is recorded eight radii upstream of the turbine. Integrating this profile and dividing by tunnel width 
provides a value for the average free-stream velocity. The tip-speed-ratio of the turbine and calcu
lated coefficients are then adjusted accordingly. Figure 4.16(a) illustrates, for the reference rotor 
detailed in Section 4.1, how the addition of tunnel walls results in an apparent increase in power 
coefficient above that calculated for the unconstrained case . This increase in power coefficient is 

square relationship between wake induced velocities and stream-wise distance discussed in Section 4 .1.3. 
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Fig. 4.16: The influence of wind tunnel blockage on apparent rotor performance. 

due to the tunnel walls conserving mass flow upstream of the tunnel , resulting in higher flow veloc
ities passing through the turbine . This blockage effect is illustrated by two velocity profiles taken 
at the centre of the turbine for both a constrained and unconstrained rotor, as seen in Fig. 4.16(b). 
It should be noted that the 2D wind tunnel correction exaggerates the blockage effect of a real, 3D, 
configuration. In the 3D case, the ability of the approaching flow to turn above and below a finite 
height rotor would reduce the magnitude of blockage correction necessary. 

Unfortunately, due to the discrete formulation of the zero normal flow constraint (Eq . 4.22), 
finite wall normal velocities away from the centre of each vortex panel are possible , permitting a 
non-physical variation in wind tunnel volumetric flow rate as a function of stream-wise distance. 
This variation in volumetric flow rate can however be suppressed to negligible levels via the use 
a suitably high panel density along each simulated wall. To test that the node density used in 
the above simulations is of a sufficient magnitude, an example calculation is performed for the 
reference rotor detailed in Section 4.1, operating at a tip-speed-ratio of A = 4.6 and bounded using 
the wind tunnel geometry and vortex panel density detailed above. Volumetric flow rates at 17 
stream-wise stations, spaced evenly from 8 radii upstream to 8 radii down stream of the turbine 's 
centre , are calculated by integrating velocity profiles, recorded once the flow-field has developed 
within the tunnel and averaged over five rotor revolutions, across the tunnel width. At each stream
wise station the difference between the local flow rate Q_,. and the tunnel inflow Qin , evaluated 8 
radii upstream of the turbine centre, is calculated and presented as a percentage, normalised by the 
tunnel inflow, to give an expression for the accumulated wind tunnel 'leakage' lw1 , 

Qx 
/lVI = -100(-. - 1). 

Qill 
(4.23) 

Figure 4.1.10 illustrates an overall positive leakage, a net loss of mass flow from the tunnel, of 
less than lw1 < 0.2% . Indicating that the present node density used within linear strength panel 
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method is indeed of a sufficient magnitude to successfully simulate, to a respectable accuracy, a 
zero normal flow constraint within the 2D free-vortex model. 
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Fig. 4.17: Accumulative wind tunnel leakage. 

4.2 Validation With Experiment 

4.2.1 Free-Vortex Convection 

A Convective Vortex ~erger 

A test case observing the convective merger of two eo-rotating Lamb-Oseen LO vortices is 
devised as a method of verifying in the 2nd order RK free-vortex convection scheme contained 
within the free-vortex model. Here, two equal strength f 0 LO vortices, each constructed from 
2500 individual 'blobs' , are set at a separation L between their centres that is equal to four times 
their core radii . A fraction of the non-dimensional characteristic vortex turnover time tc 

(4 .24) 

here set equal to 560 , is used to define a time step b.t 

(4.25) 

over which the resulting flow-field is stepped forward in time using the 2nd order RK scheme illus
trated schematically in Fig . 4.4. A comparison between this computational case and an analogous 
experiment conducted in water using ink tracers to visualise the convective merger Meunier et al. 
(2002) is shown in Fig . 4.18 . The resulting merger is observed to be similar, with the maintenance 
of vorticity close to the centre of each vortex and the filamentation of the outer sections comparing 
well with experiment. It should be noted that for reasons discussed in Section 4.1.1, a viscous 
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method is indeed of a sufficient magnitude to successfully simulate, to a respectable accuracy, a 

zero normal flow constraint within the 2D free-vortex model. 
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Fig. 4.17: Accumulative wind tunnel leakage. 

{ 4.2 Validation With Experiment 

4.2.1 Free-Vortex Convection 

A Convective Vortex Merger 

A test case observing the convective merger of two eo-rotating Lamb-Oseen LO vortices is 

devised as a method of verifying in the 2nd order RK free-vortex convection scheme contained 

within the free-vortex model. Here, two equal strength ro LO vortices , each constructed from 

2500 individual 'blobs', are set at a separation L between their centres that is equal to four times 

their core radii . A fraction of the non-dimensional characteristic vortex turnover time tc 

(4.24) 

here set equal to 560
, is used to define a time step 11t 

(4 .25) 

over which the resulting flow-field is stepped forward in time using the 2nd order RK scheme illus

trated schematically in Fig. 4.4. A comparison between this computational case and an analogous 

experiment conducted in water using ink tracers to visualise the convective merger Meunier et al. 

(2002) is shown in Fig. 4.18. The resulting merger is observed to be similar, with the maintenance 

of vorticity close to the centre of each vortex and the filamentation of the outer sections comparing 

well with experiment. It should be noted that for reasons discussed in Section 4.1.1, a viscous 
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(a) Dye visualisation of convective vortex merger. 

(b) Computational simulation. 

Fig. 4.18: Comparison of computational convective merger with experiment. 

correction is not applied within the current model. The example shown in Fig.4.18 is therefore not 
presented as a study of the vortex merger process, but rather as a reality check for the convection 
scheme used (no significant formulation issues). 

B Thrbine Wake 

A second convection test case is presented using images taken from a series of VAWT wake ink 
dye experiments conducted by Strickland & Goldman (1980) . One, two and three bladed rotors 
with: a NACA 0012 profile, a fixed chord to radius ratio of0.15, resulting in solidi ties of 0.15, 0.30 
and 0.45, and a fixed blade Reynolds number of Rec = 4 x 104

, are run for~ 4.5 rotations with dye 
ejected at the trailing edge of a single blade to visualise the turbine wake. As vorticity, represented 
in the case of the free-vortex model by a series of vortex blobs, convects with the local flow 
velocity, a direct comparison between the dye tracers and the computational model can be made. 
Figure 4.19 illustrates single blade wakes generated by the free-vortex model run for the above 
cases , using 2D experimental airfoil data for the NACA 0012 profile Sheldahl & Klimas (1980), 
superimposed on images from the wake ink dye experiments, inverted here to aid clarity. The 
free-vortex model wakes are shown to compare very well with experiment, increasing confidence 
in the free-vortex scheme. The best comparison is achieved by the single bladed low solidity rotor 
shown in Fig. 4.19(a), with overlap between model and experiment maintained throughout the 
whole image. Here, both the expanding wake and the beginnings of a vortex sheet roll-up, visible 
along the wake sides close to the downstream edge, are captured well by the vortex model. A good 
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(a) 1 blade (a- = 0.15). (b) 2 blades (o- = 0.30). (c) 3 blades (o- = 0.45). 

Fig. 4.19: Comparison of free-vortex model wakes with ink dye experiments, /l = 5. 

comparison is also achieved, moving to the higher solidities of Figs. 4.19(b) and 4.19(c), although 
discrepancies between theory and experiment are visible near the downstream edge of the highest 
solidity case, er= 0.45. It is suggested that, due to the low number of rotations completed ( ~ 4.5), 
this mismatch is likely to be dominated by high strength starting vorticity that has yet to convect 
away from the near-field. This suggestion is supported by the presence of strong cross-stream 
curvature or 'bulging', indicative of an underdeveloped wake, visible near the downstream edge of 
the image in Fig. 4.19(c). 

4.2.2 Wind Thnnel Tests 

Two sets of experimental data were available for comparison with predictions from the vortex 
model. A summary of the geometry of the two rotors is shown in Table 4.1. 

rotor profile height radius solidity sweep n Re11 00 X 105 reference 

wvu NACA0015 3.25 1.525 0.227 0 1.31 Waiters et al . (1979) 
qr NACA0025 5 1.34 0.372 30 1 Penna (2007) 

Table 4.1: Test turbine geometry. 

Power coefficient estimates for the 2D free-vortex model can be seen to compare well with ex
perimental data from wind tunnel tests on a 2-bladed VAWT carried out at West Virginia University, 
Fig. 4 .20, where the experimental data published has the effects of both wind tunnel blockage and 
spoke drag removed Waiters et al. (1979). Predictions of the power coefficient maximum CP max 

and the CP distribution at tip-speed-ratios greater than the steady inflow optimum (;l > ;l*) are 
show in Fig . 4.20 to agree well with experiment. However, discrepancies in the free-vortex model 
prediction are evident at tip-speed-ratios close to and below ;l* . The location of ;l* is shown to be 
under-predicted, whilst the C P curve gradient at tip-speeed-ratios below ;l* is shown to be over pre
dicted. Although there are a number of mechanisms responsible for the shape of the power curve 
in this rejoin, the one considered to be most significant is dynamic stall. Here, an under-prediction 
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in dynamic loads by the the Berg modified Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model (Appendix B) is 
proposed as the most likely cause of the differences between free-vortex model predictions and 

experiment. 
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Fig. 4.20: Steady, straight bladed, validation for 2D Vortex Model. 

The swept model is now validated against experimental data from wind tunnel tests on a 3-
bladed VAWT, illustrated in Fig . 4.21 and carried out by Quiet Revolution Penna (2007). The 

Fig. 4.21: Quiet Revolution VAWT undergoing testing in the 9 meter NRC wind tunnel. 

effects of strut drag are subtracted from the the free-vortex model predictions of the Quiet Revolu
tion rotor using Eq. 4.12 described in Section 4 .1.6 . 'Wind off' aerodynamic torque readings were 
taken over a range of chord Reynolds numbers from 1 x 105 to 4.5 x 105 . Subtracting the influ
ence of zero lift blade drag , calculated from tabulated experimental airfoil data Sheldahl & Klimas 
(1 980) , from these values and rearranging Eq. 4.12 enables the calculation of Cdsp • illustrated here 
in Fig. 4.22. Within the Re range of 2 x 105 and 4 x 105 , corresponding to a tip-speed-ratio range of 
2 to 4, Cdsp is observed to be fairly constant with a mean value, used in subsequent calculations, of 
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0.038. The value of 0.038 is observed to be over two times greater than the rotor blade's zero lift 
drag; this is most likely due to a larger spoke thickness to chord ratio and additional interference 
effects arising at each blade I spoke junction. The 2D vortex model was run both unconstrained 
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Fig. 4.22: Steady, swept bladed, validation for 2D Vortex Model. 
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and with simulated tunnel walls set at a width matching the 9 meter NRC wind tunnel in which the 
experiments were performed. 

The influence of variations in blade radius with height H visible in Fig. 4.21 (a 'Darrieus' 
type geometry), is accounted for via the calculation of a height averaged power coefficient using 
Eq.4.19 described in Section 4.1.8 , discretised over 100 equally spaced sections. The influence of 
associated variations in blade tow (blades leaning away from the vertical, typically by < 1SO) on 
integral parameters such as power coefficients are considered to be small and are not accounted for 
here. 

As seen in Fig. 4.22(b), power estimates using the swept 2D free-vortex model compare well 
with both the unconected and corrected experimental results. The greatest discrepancies between 
the experimental and computational power curves are seen at high tip-speed-ratios (;l > 4) and at 
tip-speed-ratios just below where blade stall is observed to occur (Cpmm). At high tip-speed-ratios 
the rotor's operation is dominated by both zero lift blade and strut drag with small discrepancies 
resulting in large changes in power coefficient. At and below tip-speed-ratios where stall is ob
served, turbine performance is driven by unsteady effects simulated in this case by a dynamic stall 
model. Here, differences between the model and the true unsteady flow physics are most likely 
responsible for discrepancies between the computed and experimental power curves . 
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4.3 Control Volume Analysis and Pressure Field Investigation 

To further verify the free-vortex model in addition to providing a means of investigating the 
process by which a VAWT extracts energy from the wind, a 2D control volume analysis, equating 
energy loss in the wake to the predicted power extraction by the turbine, is undertaken. To achieve 
this know ledge of the static pressure field through the rotational turbine wake is required. It is noted 
by Gresho (1991) that, with specified boundary conditions, a solution for the static pressure field 
is possible solely from information about the velocity field, achieved via the numerical integration 
of Poisson's equation for pressure. Whilst the numerical task is found to be fairly involved, an 
experimental study of variations in static pressure both through a turbine's wake and within the 
rotor itself, would be comparatively simple. It is for these reasons, both the further verification 
of the free-vortex technique and the calculation of a static pressure field for future comparison 
with experiment, that a numerical solution for the static pressure distribution through a VAWT is 
persevered with here. 

Figure 4.23 depicts a control volume surrounding a VAWT operating at a tip-speed-ratio of 
three , illustrating both the power fl.uxes Pet) crossing the boundaries of the control volume and the 
shaft work extracted by the turbine w¥. Even when operating in a steady wind, the aerodynamic 
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Fig. 4.23: Control volume enclosing a VAWT illustrating flows of energy (/l = 3) . 

torque, and hence power generated by a turbine, is seen to fluctuate about a mean value, with a 
frequency equal to the number of rotor blades multiplied by the rotor's rotational frequency. This 
unsteady torque output over a single rotation is illustrated in Fig. 4.24. Unsteady work extraction 
results in a change of the total energy contained within the control volume with time L\;;··. The 
evaluation of this unsteady total energy term can however be avoided by noting that the cyclic 
nature of wx(t) (Fig. 4.24), results in a zero net energy accumulation within the control volume for 
each revolution. Integrating the fl.uxes shown in Fig. 4.23 with respect to time over a number of 
complete revolutions results in the summation of the unsteady total energy term to zero. Equat
ing the remaining time-averaged fl.uxes, integrated across the entire control smface, produces an 
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Fig. 4.24: The 'torque ripple ' , an illustration of unsteady power extraction (;l = 5, single revo
lution). 

expression for the time-averaged shaft work wx 

T T 

- Wx = I P 01adt- I Pindt. 
0 0 

Equation 4.26 is simply the steady flow energy equation. Expressed in differential form 

1 
dq- dwx = d(h + 21ul2) 

and combined with both the 2"d law of thermodynamics 

dq = T(dS - dS in·) 

and a T dS equation 

TdS = dh- vdp 

74 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

gives shaft work in terms of a change in the sum of static and dynamic pressures (ps, ~p lnl2
) and 

the viscous loss term T dS irr 

(4.30) 

As viscous losses are not modelled within the free-vortex model, the TdS irr term will be set to 
zero throughout the flow-field. Integrating Eq. 4.30 first across the control surface, and then with 
respect to time, gives 

T L 

1 If 1 ( 1 2) A - Wx = T P Ps + 2plul u · n ds dt. (4.31) 
0 0 

Outside the rotational wake p 0 is assumed to be constant and the majority of Eq . 4 .31 is evaluated 
via a combination of the application of the Biot-Savart law (Eq. 4.2) and unsteady Bernoulli's 
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Fig. 4.24: The 'torque ripple', an illustration of unsteady power extraction (/l = 5, single revo
lution). 

expression for the time-averaged shaft work wx 
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Equation 4.26 is simply the steady flow energy equation. Expressed in differential form 

and combined with both the 2"d law of thermodynamics 

dq = T(dS - dS in·) 

and a T dS equation 

TdS = dh- vdp 

74 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

gives shaft work in terms of a change in the sum of static and dynamic pressures (ps, !P lul2
) and 

the viscous loss term T dS ;,.,. 

(4.30) 

As viscous losses are not modelled within the free-vortex model, the TdS ;,.,. term will be set to 

zero throughout the flow-field. Integrating Eq. 4.30 first across the control surface, and then with 

respect to time, gives 

1 IT IL 1 ( 1 2) A - Wx = T p Ps + 2plul u · n ds dt. (4.31) 

0 0 

Outside the rotational wake Po is assumed to be constant and the majority of Eq . 4.31 is evaluated 

via a combination of the application of the Biot-Savart law (Eq. 4.2) and unsteady Bernoulli's 
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equation 

(4.32) 

along the upstream and side boundaries. However the rotational turbine wake cutting across the 
down-stream boundary introduces complexities. Here, the total pressure can no longer be assumed 
to be constant. Although the wake is represented by a number of discrete vortex elements, through
out which a potential field exists , it should be remembered that these elements are the result of a 
discretisation of a series of continuous wakes, or sheets of vorticity originating from each blade. 
The overlapping vortex blob approach used to model these sheets and suppress the growth of short 
wave instabilities is seen here to also be the cause of a reduction in total pressure within the wake, 
and hence the 'missing work' resulting from the extraction of energy by the turbine. To evaluate 
this 'missing work' term information about the change in static pressure in addition to the known 
change in dynamic pressure across the wake is required. 

To both inform the control volume analysis and improve the understanding of the mechanisms 
that allow the extraction of energy from the wind, a method for the calculation of static pressure 
though the rotational, unsteady regions of a VAWT's wake is needed. As mechanical energy is 
not conserved though the wake, solution methods based on the representation of the velocity field 
as a scalar potential (unsteady Bernoulli formulation) are not applicable . It is noted by Gresho 
(1991) that taking the divergence of the Navier-Stokes equations allows pressure, in the form of a 
Laplacian (Eq. 4.34), to be expressed solely as a function of the velocity and vorticity fields 

1 2 1 2 2 A - p V p = 2 VIol + w - u · (V X wez), (4.33) 

where V2 denotes the operator 
a2 a2 

v
2 
= 8x2 + ay2. (4.34) 

Both of these fields can be calculated with relative ease directly from the free-vortex model. In 
order to avoid discontinuities when calculating the vorticity field, discrete vortex blobs are mod
elled as Lamb-Oseen vortices with a Gaussian vorticity distribution, as described in Eq. 4.2. This 
matches the implementation in the vmtex model as described earlier. The vorticity field ( is hence 
calculated from the curl of the velocity field 

(=V X u. (4 .35) 

Extracting the pressure field from information about the velocity and vorticity fields requires the 
numerical inversion of Eq. 4.33. This is accomplished though the use of Matlab's PDE solver. The 
domain of interest is first filled with an unstructured triangular mesh using a Delaunay triangulation 
algorithm. Boundary conditions are then specified in either a pressure (Dirichlet) or pressure 
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gradient (Neumann) form for all external and internal boundaries. Finally, Eq. 4.33 is integrated 
outwards from each boundary, returning an estimation of the pressure field passing though both 
irrotational and rotational regions of the domain. 

A test case of a single Lamb-Oseen vortex with an exact solution of pressure variation within 
the viscous core is used to assess the above technique. The radial variation in static pressure within 
the viscous core is evaluated via the integration of Eq. 4.36 expressing stream line normal pressure 

gradients d'p as a result of flow-field curvature. 
C/1 

dp u~ 
-=p-, 
dn r 

(4.36) 

This test case highlights the sensitivity of the PDE integrator to sharp gradients in the pressure 
field, only converging to the exact solution when an extremely large number of triangles is used. 
To overcome this problem, whilst keeping the triangle number within available computational 
limits, an adaptive re-gridding approach is implemented. Here, an initial grid is generated using 
a small number of triangles across which Eq. 4.33 is solved. A Dirichlet boundary condition, 
calculated assuming a constant total pressure along the external boundaries, placed greater than 
or equal to a distance of three core radii away from the LO vortex centre, is used in this case. 
The returned pressure field is then used to compute the magnitude of jumps in pressure between 
adjacent triangles responsible for upsetting the integrator. Triangles returning large jumps are then 
refined and the solution of the PDE is repeated using the adapted mesh. This iterative technique 
is then cycled a number of times until either jumps in pressure between adjacent cells are reduced 
to an acceptable level, or until a value for the maximum number of triangles possible within the 
solution is attained. Fixed and adaptive grids of approximately 2500 cells for the Lamb-Oseen test 
case are shown in Figs. 4.25(a) and 4.25(b). The returned radial pressure distribution though the 
LO vortex core is shown, in addition to the exact solution (Eq. 4.36), in Fig. 4.25. The advantages 
of mesh refinement are clearly visible and very good agreement with theory is attained for the 
adapted case. 

(a) Fixed grid ~ 2500 triangles. (b) Adaptive grid~ 2500 triangles. 
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(c) Comparison with theory. 

Fig. 4.25: Adaptive re-griding applied to a Lamb-Oseen test case with exact solution. 
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With the triangulation and re-meshing techniques now defined and the simple LO vortex test 
case returning a positive result, we turn our attention to the solution ofEq. 4.33 across a VAWT's 
flow-field. To provide velocity and vorticity data, the free-vortex model discussed in Section 4.1, is 
run for a 3 bladed H-type rotor, operating at a tip-speed-ratio of five, using experimental airfoil data 
from a NACA 0012 section and a rotor solidity set equal to 0.25. The flow-field is solved for 33 
revolutions with a merge curtain placed five radii down-stream ofthe rotor's centre, so as to provide 
adequate resolution of the turbine's wake. Data from the final revolution of this computation is then 
taken as an input to the PDE solver so that both unsteady and cycle averaged pressure fields can 
be calculated. As an example, the final step of this solution is shown in Fig. 4.26, illustrating both 
the velocity Fig. 4.26(a) and vorticity Fig. 4.26(b) fields. Additional graphics highlight the relative 
positions of the rotor blades, wakes and discretised vortex blobs. The boundary conditions for this 

(a) Velocity. (b) Vorticity. 

Fig. 4.26: Flow-field calculated from free-vortex model. 

problem are found to be more involved than for the simple LO test case. Not only does a rotational 
wake cut the downstream edge of the domain, removing the possibility of the application of a 
Dirichlet boundary condition, but additional internal boundaries, representing each of the blades' 
geometry, are also required so that pressure forces applied by the blades on the flow-field are 
conectly modelled. The upstream and side boundaries are discussed first. Located outside the 
rotational wake, the total pressure along these boundaries can be assumed to be constant. Here 
a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied, with the static pressure along the upstream and side 
boundaries calculated via the application of the unsteady formulation of Bernoulli 's equation 

(4.37) 

with the unsteady term ~~ evaluated, where possible, using a central difference scheme. As previ
ously mentioned, the downstream boundary cuts through a rotational wake so the static pressure 
along this edge is not known a priori. This necessitates the use of a Neumann boundary condition. 
The pressure gradient for this BC being calculated directly from a 2D formulation of the Euler 
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equations in the stream-wise direction 

and applied accordingly within the PDE. 

Du 
Vp = -p-, 

Dt 

78 

(4.38) 

The free-vortex model introduced in Section. 3.3 avoids the need to resolve each blade though 

the use of look-up tables containing experimental airfoil data, each lifting blade represented by a 

single point vortex . Unfortunately this formulation is no longer applicable when solving for the 

pressure field through the turbine , as blade loads, in the form of a pressure distribution around the 

smface of each blade, need to be introduced via Dirichlet BCs applied to internal boundaries within 

the PDE domain. Switching our point of reference from a bank to a blade fixed frame highlights 

the likely impact of the pressure distribution set up around the rotating blades . At a tip-speed-ratio 

of five, the dynamic contribution to the stagnation pressure in the blade fixed frame is observed 

to be in the order of 25 times greater than that calculated in the fixed reference frame. The static 

pressure field, our link between different frames of reference, is therefore likely to be dominated by 

contributions from the variation of static pressure around each blade's surface. In order to extract 

this pressure distribution in addition to modelling the near-field effects of the blade 's geometry 

on the velocity field , each blade's point vortex representation is replaced by a zero normal flow 

constraint consistent with the actual blade geometry. This normal flow constraint is constructed 

at each time step in the rotating frame using a vortex panel method similar to that employed in 

Section. 4.1.10 to simulate the effects of wind tunnel walls. 

The panel method is first run for a single NACA 0012 airfoil within a rectilinear flow across a 

sweep of a from zero to fifteen degrees using a step size of0.1 degrees. The NACA 0012 geometry 

is represented by 100 linearly varying vortex panels distributed around the airfoil, with the leading 

edge panel density set four times greater than the remaining panel density (Fig . 4 .28) . This variable 

panel density allows for greater resolution of the leading edge suction peak whilst keeping the 

total number of panels used to a minimum. In order to close the resulting set of equations before 

inversion (4.1.10), a Kutta condition is applied , specifying a zero pressure difference across the 

trailing edge. Figure 4.27 presents values of lift coefficient returned from this simple, inviscid 

panel method alongside experimental data for a NACA 0012 airfoil and a 2Jra lift curve slope 

derived from thin airfoil theory. As shown in Fig . 4.27, blade thickness , when introduced to an 

inviscid panel method , results in an increase in the gradient of the lift curve slope. In addition to 

this, blade stall cannot be captured by the inviscid method. For the chosen case-study, modelling 

the pressure field through a turbine operating at a tip-speed-ratio of five, blade stall is (intentionally) 

avoided, however the increase in lift curve slope remains. Use of the panel method to represent 

each airfoil will result in higher blade forces than those present in the free-vortex model simulation. 

As blade representation via the panel method is simply being superimposed on top of an existing 

solution , with a wake strength specified from changes in lift calculated from experimental data , 
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Fig. 4.27: Comparison of airfoil panel method to expetimental data (NACA 0012, Re3.5x 106). 

the implementation of a model where larger fluctuations in lift are present is likely to result in 
discontinuities between the blade and the wake (circulation is no longer conserved). As a possible 
solution to this problem of matching the lift of the panel method to experimental data, it is proposed 
that the trailing edge T E Kutta condition be replaced with a total circulation TC condition when 
solving for panel strength . The introduction of the total circulation condition, in addition to a 
requirement for the flow to leave airfoil at the trailing edge, requires the resulting over-determined 
set of equations to be solved in the least squares sense. This method ensures continuity between 
the blade and the wake. An additional problem is now introduced at the trailing edge, illustrated 
by Fig. 4.28. Using a TE Kutta condition (Fig. 4 .28(a)) results in a flow with zero curvature 
around the trailing edge, however, as already discussed, the total circulation calculated differs 
from the experimental value. Specifying the total circulation fixes this problem, but unfortunately, 
as shown in Fig. 4.28(b), this condition introduces substantial curvature around the trailing edge. 
Viscous effects in a real fluid would in effect solve these issues, with the formation of a boundary 

(a) Trailing edge Kutta condition. (b) Total circulation condition. 

Fig. 4.28: Stream-line visualisation for an airfoil at 8 degrees angle of attack within a uniform 
rectilinear flow. 

layer both reducing the overall lift-curve slope in addition to providing the ability to support small 
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pressure gradients around the trailing edge. In this case, it is considered unnecessary to graduate 
to higher order (viscous) methods simply to calculate the pressure field with greater confidence. 
With knowledge of the failings implicit in both the TE Kutta and TC conditions, a solution of the 
pressure field is sought, trailing both conditions. 

Moving now to a blade fixed co-ordinate system, Milgliore et al. (1980) noted that a symmet
ric airfoil operating within a rotating frame takes on 'virtual camber' due to flow-field curvature. 
As mentioned in Section 3.4.1 , this 'virtual camber' effect is removed by the use of the confor
mal transform shown in Eq. 4.40 to map a profile designed for rectilinear flow (z - plane) to its 
equivalent within a rotating frame (w- plane) 

f(w) = expz. (4.39) 

This mapping is first illustrated in Fig. 4.29(a) for a very large chord to radius ratio of 0.5 to 
highlight the transform method, for a three bladed turbine this ratio would conespond to a solidity 
of 1.5. Figure 4 .29(b) then compares the pre and post mapped sections for the NACA 00 12 airfoil 
used in this study (er = 0.25). The transform shown in Fig. 4.29(b) is broadly equivalent to the 

pre transform ~ 
post transform c 

,W\\\ )))))} I I 
X 

(a) Conformal mapping ~ = 0.5. (b) Conformal mapping~ = 0.083 . 

Fig. 4.29: An illustration of the conformal transform used to map rectilinear airfoils to their 
equivalents in a rotating frame. 

addition of camber Zmax 
c 

2 ! 
Zmax _ N ( N 1 ) 

2 

~-cr-cr-4 ' (4.40) 

placed at 50% chord, in this case <max ~ 1%. 
c 

Solved within a rotating frame and accounting for the induced velocities from the other blades 
and the wake turbine's wake, Fig. 4.30 illustrates the resulting flow-field in both the blade reference 
frame (Fig. 4.30(a)) and the fixed frame of reference (Fig. 4.31(a)). Figure 4.31 illustrates flow 
patterns across the whole turbine for the blade reference frame (Fig. 4.31(a)) and fixed frame of 
reference (Fig. 4.31 (b)). With the internal blade boundaries now defined with vortex panels, the 
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(a) Blade reference frame. (b) Fixed frame of reference. 

Fig. 4.30: Illustration of blade and fixed frame streamlines surrounding a single rotor blade. 

(a) Blade reference frame. (b) Fixed frame of reference. 

Fig.4.31: Illustration of blade and bank fixed streamlines surrounding a VAWT. 

static pressure distribution, in the form of a pressure coefficient C P, normalised in this case by the 

dynamic pressure in the blade fixed frame tp(wR)2 , can be extracted for use as the final Dirichlet 

BC for the internal boundaries. Local blade tangential velocities, equal to local panel strength 

y, are converted to pressure coefficients with the assumption that the fixed-frame total pressure 

P0 = Pa + tpu;, is constant throughout the turbine. This is obviously not the case, however, 

considering the relative magnitudes of the dynamic pressure term in the blade reference frame 

to the fixed-frame dynamic pressure term, it can be assumed that variations in fixed-frame total 

pressure will be of second order (Eq. 4.41). 

c = 1- (L)2 

P wR 
(4.41) 

The addition of a Coriolis term in Eq. 4.41 is found to be unnecessary due to the fact that the 

pressure distribution is being sought along a fixed surface within the rotating frame. The resulting 

pressure distribution for a single blade (Fig. 4.32(a)) and calculated lift coefficients for a whole 

turbine rotation (Fig. 4.32(b)) using both the TE Kutta and TC conditions are shown in Fig. 4.32. 

As anticipated by examination of Figs. 4.27 and 4.28, the TE Kutta condition results in a variation 

in lift coefficients larger than those predicted by the free-vortex model (experimental data) and a 
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smooth TE condition, whilst the TC condition matches the free-vortex values for C1 (by definition) 
but contains a non-physical spike in pressure at the trailing edge. 
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(b) Blade lift coefficient. 

Fig. 4.32: Pressure BCs used within PDE solver. 

With all boundary conditions defined, attention is now turned to the mesh used for numerical 
solution of Eq. 4.33. Illustrated in Fig. 4.25 for the LO test case, the PDE solver is very sensitive 
to sharp steps in pressure. As the present solution contains large pressure gradients introduced via 
the blade surface BCs, an adaptive mesh is found necessary to provide adequate resolution in these 
areas whilst keeping the overall node count within computational limits. Figure 4.33 illustrates this 
mesh refinement for the entire domain, while Fig. 4.34 provides a detailed comparison between 
refined and unrefined meshes surrounding a single blade. The majority of the mesh refinement is 

(a) Unrefined mesh . (b) Locally refined mesh. 

Fig. 4.33: Comparison of equally sized ( ~ 70, 000 triangles) unrefined and locally refined 
meshes. 

found to be clustered around each blade, with very little adjustment taking place in the far-field. 
This reflects the refinement technique used, corresponding to areas of extreme pressure gradients. 
Refinement is observed to be particularly high around the leading edges of all blades for both the 
TE Kutta and TC conditions with high triangle densities also observed around the blades ' trailing 
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(a) Unrefined grid. (b) Refined grid. 

Fig. 4.34: Blade detail of two equally sized grids ( ~ 70,000 triangles) illustrating grid refine
ment in high pressure gradient areas achieved via adaptive meshing. 

edges for the TC condition. 
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Using ~ 20 steps of adaptive grid refinement, starting with an initial grid size of 10,000 tri
angles and applying a refinement limit of 50,000 triangles, the Eq. 4.33 is solved for both the TE 
Kutta and TC conditions . The variation of pressure coefficient, shown here non-dimensionalized 
by the free-stream dynamic pressure, is presented illustrating the global pressure field (Fig. 4.35) 
as well as a detail of the pressure field in the immediate vicinity of a single blade (Fig. 4.36) . As 
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(a) Poisson (total circulation condition) . (b) Poisson (trailing edge Kutta condition) . 

Fig. 4.35: Comparison of instantaneous pressure coefficient computations. 

anticipated, the local blade static pressure distribution is seen to dominate both the global pres
sure field and the associated mesh refinement, with an order of magnitude change in the C P scale 
required when switching between the global (Fig . 4 .35) and blade detail (Fig. 4.36) views . Com
paring Figs. 4.36(a) and 4.36(b) a large difference in the pressure field is observed which is a direct 
result of the closure equation used within the blade panel method. The trailing edge Kutta con
dition ensures a smooth flow leaving the trailing edge, avoiding the occurrence of large pressure 
gradients or stagnation points in this region, whilst the total circulation condition adjusts airfoil cir
culation to match airfoil data. This adjustment produces regions of high curvature and correspond
ingly high, non-physical pressures close to the trailing edge. The instantaneous pressure fields 
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(a) Poisson (total circulation condition). (b) Poisson (trailing edge Kutta condition). 

Fig. 4.36: Blade detail illustrating static pressure field. 

are then averaged over a whole rotor revolution, the result of which is presented in Figs. 4.41 and 
4.37(b). Comparison with a time-averaged solution assuming a constant total pressure (Bernoulli's 
equation), shown in Fig. 4.37(c), highlights the effect of the trailing edge stagnation point in the 
total circulation case on the global pressure field. Outside the rotational regions (turbine wake), 
the total pressure is known to be constant. The time-averaged pressure fields returned from the 
Poisson solver should therefore match pressures calculated via Bernoulli's equation in these areas. 
The trailing edge Kutta solution appears to achieve this fairly well (Fig. 4.37(b)) showing a small 
over-pressure region upstream of the turbine, a result of turbine blockage turning the flow either 
side of the rotor. Reduced pressure regions either side of the wake are also observed, a result of 
curvature set up in a cross-stream direction spanning the expanding wake. Examining the total 
circulation case shown in Fig. 4.37(a), high trailing edge pressures are seen to cause a much larger 
over-pressure region upstream of the turbine far in excess of Bernoulli, extending well into the irro
tational flow-field. Also, within a couple of radii downstream, a very fast recovery to atmospheric 
pressure is observed, again not agreeing with Bernoulli's equation in these side regions outside the 
wake . The above discussion indicates that matching the circulation of the panel method blades to 
the values used within the vortex model, from which the flow-field is generated, is not as important 
as ensuring that realistic pressure distributions are maintained around each airfoil. The pressure 
field generated using a trailing edge Kutta condition within the blade panel method is therefore 
seen as a more likely candidate for the actual static pressure distribution though a VAWT. Turning 
now to the variation of static pressure though the rotor itself and into the wake, Fig. 4.37(b) shows 
two distinct pressure drops across the upstream and downstream sides of the rotor, correspond
ing to rotor azimuths displaying high values of torque and hence power extraction. It is evident 
from Fig. 4.38 that power is initially extracted from the static pressure field, with only very slight 
changes in the kinetic term across the upstream and downstream rotor passes, Fig. 4.38(a). Plotting 
the stream-wise pressure distribution though the centre of the turbine (Fig. 4.38(b )) illustrates this 
point further, showing sharp pressure drops across both upstream and downstream planes. Figure 
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(a) Poisson (total circulation condition). (b) Poisson (trailing edge Kutta condition) . 

(c) Bernoulli. 

Fig. 4.37: Comparison of time-averaged pressure coefficient computations. 

4.38( c) best illustrates these regions of power extraction showing the variation of total pressure Po, 
normalised by free-stream total pressure. Bemoulli's equation predicts, by definition, no change in 
Po and hence zero work done. Here, the total circulation condition displays non-physical changes 
in total pressure upstream of the rotor, whilst the trailing edge Kutta condition, with which most 
confidence is held, only shows large changes in total pressure across the upstream and downstream 
edges of the rotor. Three quarters of the drop in total pressure occurs across the upstream edge 
and the final quarter occurs across the downstream edge. This is again supported by torque data 
from the vmtex model, reproduced here, showing the variation of a single blade's torque as a 
function of azimuth, Fig. 4.39. Further downstream from the turbine it can be assumed that once 
the wake relaxes and the streamlines become parallel, the pressure across the wake will return 
to atmospheric, resulting in all the energy eventually being extracted from the kinetic term. Ex
amination of Figs. 4.26 and 4.41 illustrates the persistence of wake curvature a number of radii 
downstream of the turbine. Initially, this curvature will be caused by the expanding wake, however 
it is not inconceivable that an artefact from the use of a merge curtain is partly responsible for the 
persistence of curvature a number of radii downstream. Although a solution of the pressure field 
through the rotor and its wake has been achieved, doubt has been introduced over the accuracy 
of the solution, due mainly to the requirement of a very high mesh resolution surrounding each 
blade at the expense of solution fidelity away from the rotor (Fig. 4.33) and the sensitivity of the 
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Fig. 4.39: Torque history for a single blade illustrating regions of high torque around a VAWT's 
azimuth (A = 5) (reproduction of Fig . 4.24). 
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solution to the blade surface boundary condition applied. In order to improve the accuracy of the 
pressure field, the solution domain is redefined. As previously mentioned, outside the rotational 
Wake the total pressure is known to remain constant, therefore the variation of static pressure is 
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only required along the downstream control surface which cuts the turbine wake. Redefining the 
boundaries of the PDE in this manner, illustrated by Fig. 4.40 , allows for the omission of the blade 
surface boundary conditions and their associated high pressure gradients. Applying Dirichlet BCs 
to the sides of the control volume (Eq. 4.37) and Neumann BCs to the upstream and downstream 
boundaries (Eq. 4.38), Poisson's equation (Eq. 4.33) can once again be solved using the adaptive 
re-meshing technique detailed above. A collection of pressure profiles for a single turbine revolu-

Control volume 

Fig. 4.40: Control volume illustrating adapted unstructured mesh placed across wake ( ~ 
1000 triangles, /l = 3). 

tion running at tip-speed-ratios of 2 , 3.4 and 5 are shown in Fig. 4.41 . The first column illustrating 
instantaneous profiles, the second column the unsteady nature of the wake and the third column the 
time-averaged pressure profiles. Evident from Fig. 4.41 is both the unsteady nature of the wake 
in addition to the total pressure loss indicated by the difference between the constant potential 
and Poisson solutions for static pressure variation across the wake. At higher tip-speed-ratios, the 
effect of wake curvature is observed to become more pronounced, with a drop in static pressure 
below atmospheric even outside the rotational wake (Fig. 4.41(h)). Using the instantaneous pres
sure profiles calculated via the reduced PDE domain shown in Fig. 4.40, Eq. 4.31 can be evaluated 
with increased confidence over the entire control surface. Calculations are time-averaged over five 
turbine rotations and presented in terms of a non-dimensional power coefficient for a range of tip
speed-ratios from A= 0.1 to A= 5.4 in Fig. 4.42. Here we can see a very good agreement between 
energy loss in the wake and inviscid work extraction by the turbine. Both the control volume and 
zero drag blade element techniques (free-vortex model) are observed to plateau at the single actu
ator Betz limit with increasing tip-speed-ratio, thus giving confidence in the application and use of 
the free-vortex method for VAWT performance prediction and analysis . 

4.4 Summary of Modelling Techniques 

Within this chapter a 2D free-vortex model capable of simulating the aerodynamic performance 
of VAWTs has been developed. Major strengths of the model include: 
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Fig. 4.41: Wake pressure profile comparisons evaluated 4 radii down-stream of turbine centre. 
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Fig. 4.42: Comparison of rotor power extraction to power loss in the wake. 

o The accurate prediction of VAWT performance in a very computationally efficient manner, 
typical run times for a 30 point C P curve ~ 5 minutes (run on a Mac Pro computer configured 
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with two 2.66 GHz dual core lntel Zeon processors). 

o Full spatial resolution of the turbine(s) and flow-field allowing for the simulation of wind 
tunnel walls, building-turbine interactions and turbine-turbine interactions. 

o Full temporal resolution of the turbine(s) and surrounding flow-field allowing for the simu
lation of the effects of unsteady winds. 

o The incorporation of a blade sweep model within a 2D technique. 

A solution for the variation of the static pressure field through a VAWT from data contained 
within the free-vortex model has been achieved. This seemingly simple task was found to be 
complicated by a dependence of solution accuracy on the integration of velocity field curvature 
in addition to requirements for blade surface boundary conditions absent in the free-vortex tech
nique. The pressure field solution was nevertheless attempted because benefits from both ensuring 
physical consistency of the free-vortex technique (via control volume methods) and the prospect 
of comparison with experimentally measured values of static pressure both inside a VAWT and 
though its wake were thought to outweigh the effort involved. Although a positive result was 
gained from the free-vortex model verification, not possible without detailed knowledge of the 
pressure field, the unsurprising conclusion that the static pressure across a VAWT wake tends to 
atmospheric as streamlines become parallel downstream of the rotor suggests that the exercise of 
extracting the pressure field from a free-vortex solution is rather futile. This view is supported by 
the fact that the computational effort involved in the extraction of the pressure field is far greater 
than that involved in the initial free-vortex simulation. An interesting result was however gained 
from the examination of the pressure distribution through the rotor itself. Here, useful insights 
gained into the mechanisms responsible for power extraction from the wind (total pressure dis
tribution through rotor, effects of local wake curvature on the unsteady and time-averaged static 
pressure field and eventual energy extraction solely from the kinetic term) lend themselves nicely 
to the prospect of future experimental testing. 

In addition to the application of a merge curtain, effectively limiting the total number of vmti
cies within a solution, the use of experimental airfoil data and dynamic stall models facilitate the 
light computational formulation and coiTespondingly fast solution times of the Lagrangian based 
free-vortex technique. The representation of each blade by a single vo1tex (a lifting line approach) 
avoids the need for the detailed resolution of each rotor blade (a stumbling block, in terms of run 
times for grid based techniques where the global flow-field, typically many times larger than each 
blade chord, also needs resolving). The bound vortex representation of each blade, seen as a major 
strength of the technique, is also an area of weakness, as the solution is only as good as the exper
imental airfoil data I unsteady models supplied. Modelling sweep provides an illustrative example 
of the extent of this weakness, here doubt is raised about the validity of the empirical stall delay 
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model, combined with a dynamic stall model not designed to simulate stall on swept blades. It is 
shown that, rather surprisingly, this combination still results in acceptable comparisons with ex
perimental data. The reason given for this apparent paradoxical behaviour with low quality inputs 
providing reasonable results, is that the results are presented in the form of an integral power co
efficient. Although an important parameter for communicating the overall performance of a rotor, 
the use of power coefficients effectively hides shortcomings in any numerical technique through 
the averaging of rotor torque over a single I or number of revolutions. The need to resolve lateral 
loads to a higher azimuthal resolution I accuracy, although questionable (especially when consider
ing the unsteady environment in which, to a greater or lesser extent, all wind turbines are destined 
to operate), would require correspondingly high accuracy unsteady experimental data. Here, the 
cmTent free-vortex technique could be run in conjunction with a series of unsteady experiments 
- the free-vortex model informing an unsteady experiment of the blade kinematics (variations in 
pitch and relative inflow velocity), with experiment relaying blade loads back to the free-vortex 
technique as inputs (subsequent iterations leading to improvements in accuracy). A large increase 
in solution fidelity could be expected from such an approach. Experiments used to resolve blade 
local flows, incorporating full scale (dimensionally accurate) Reynolds number and unsteady ef
fects, with the free-vortex model employed to predict global rotor performance. This combined 
experimental I theoretical technique would likely be capable of high accuracy predictions whilst 
avoiding the conflicting experimental issues of both wind tunnel blockage and high rotor rotational 
speeds . 3 

3The testing of sub-scale turbine models to reduce blockage results in higher rotor rotational speeds in an attempt 
to match Reynolds numbers, these ever increasing speeds are eventually capped by structural limits . 



Chapter 

----------------------------------- 5 

Optimization of Installed Energy Output 

The primary concern for a designer or operator of wind turbines should be the useful energy 
gained from the installed system, with consideration given to both the economic and environmen
tal cost of initial procurement and maintenance. In chapters 2, 3 and 4, the available wind and the 
turbine were considered in isolation without a great deal of attention paid to the influence of one 
on the other. Within the current chapter, the interaction between an unsteady wind and a VAWT 
is now considered, using the installed energy output, in this case electrical energy delivered to the 
grid, as a judgement criterion for the performance of the wind turbine system. Initially, the effect 
of an unsteady wind on the aerodynamic performance of a VAWT is described and techniques are 
presented for modelling this interaction. Then, a parametric study assessing the influence of factors 
such as airfoil design and turbine configuration is undertaken, with the aim of producing a turbine 
best suited for operation within a gusty wind. Next, real world factors are considered with an as
sessment of all the losses present in the power conversion process from wind to grid with the aim 
of informing later predictions of installed energy output. The above elements (unsteady inflow, 
rotor design, system losses) are subsequently combined with a dynamic turbine model incorpo
rating feedback control algorithms so that the ability of a 'real world' VAWT to extract energy 
from a fluctuating wind can be assessed. Original control concepts are presented for optimising 
the energy capture of an urban VAWT and yearly predictions of 'grid delivered' energy are made. 
Finally, as urban wind turbines are likely to operate in close proximity to one another, the effect of 
turbine-turbine interactions on net energy generation is assessed. 

5.1 The Energy Coefficient 

A power coefficient compares the average power generated by a wind turbine to the total power, 
in the form of kinetic energy, passing though an area A, equal to the rotor's flow normal area, at 
an instant in time. As shown in Fig. 4.24, a VAWT's torque, and hence power output, is unsteady, 
typically oscillating with a fundamental frequency N times the rotor's rotational frequency, where 
N is the number of rotor blades. For the purpose of assessing the pefformance of a rotor operating 
in a steady wind, this oscillation in torque, also refetTed to as a torque ripple Reuter & Worstel 
(1978), presents no major problem. An average value of torque taken over a full revolution is 

91 
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easily calculated and provided the wind and the turbine's rotational speed remains constant, a 
power coefficient is tractable, providing a good metric for rotor performance. When either free
stream fluctuations or changes in a rotor's rotational speed with time are introduced, this judgement 
criterion quickly becomes ill-defined. Aside from the special case of a cyclic unsteady free-stream, 
discussed further in Section 5 .2, the calculation of a power coefficient in these cases is meaningless, 
primarily due to the requirement for values of cyclic averaged torque. To circumvent this problem, 
a ratio of generated to available energies, termed an energy coefficient Ce is employed there. Over 
a period of operation T the kinetic energy passing though an area A can be integrated to produce a 

value for the total energy available EIVind 

T 

1 I 3 EIVind = 2pA u(l) dt. (5 .1) 

0 

It should be noted that the integral shown in Eq. 5.1 is very different from an energy estimate 
calculated by taking the cube of the mean wind speed CtpAU

3
T) which ignores the unsteady energy 

contribution.lt was shown earlier in Fig. 2.13 that there is a 30% difference for urban wind profiles, 
indicating that the gusts contain a significant amount of energy. In a similar fashion, the unsteady 
power production for a turbine operating over the same time period is integrated to give the total 
aerodynamic energy generation Erurb 

(5.2) 

the ratio of energy extracted to energy available over a pre-defined period of time forms the energy 
coefficient 

T 

J Cwi(t)U(r) dt 
Ce = Erurb = _o _____ _ 

EIVilld T J U(r) dt 

(5.3) 

0 

For a steady wind, Ce evaluated over a turbine revolution equals CP. With the exception of the 
aforementioned cyclic inflow tests, all subsequent work concerning the aerodynamic performance 
of the unsteady operation of VAWTs is carried out employing Ce as a performance figure of merit. 
When operating within an unsteady wind, the adjustment of a rotor's rotational speed to match 
changes in wind speed, such that a constant tip-speed-ratio is maintained, is not possible. Here 
a tip-speed-ratio demand Ad is defined, representative of the tip speed to which the rotor aims 
to operate at. This definition of Ad is made with the knowledge that fluctuations in wind speed 
will lead to variations of tip speed either side of this demanded value. Similar to the presentation 
of turbine performance in a steady wind, curves of CP as a function of A, unsteady performance 
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curves are generated depicting Ce as a function of AJ for a pre-defined unsteady case. Here, the 
turbine performance is integrated over the entire unsteady inflow for each AJ, as opposed to being 
integrated over a single revolution for the steady case. 

5.2 Modelling VAWTs Operating Within a Gusty Wind 

The performance of the turbine in fluctuating winds is both a function of the tip-speed-ratio set 
by a feed-back controller and the ability of the turbine system to maintain that tip-speed-ratio as 
free-stream conditions change. Ideally a turbine would always operate at the optimum tip-speed
ratio for a given wind speed, tracking changes in the free-stream through adjustments in rotational 
speed. In practice this 'perfect' tracking of a fluctuating wind is found to be near impossible as 
both the ine11ia of the turbine and the restrictions of the controller/generator prevent fast changes 
in rpm necessary to maintain a fixed A. In order to investigate the unsteady aerodynamic effects 
introduced by a fluctuating wind, we will first make the simplifying assumption that the turbine is 
unable to track changes in wind speed at all, a constant w operation. This initial assumption is not 
far from reality and would be the case for rotors with high ine11ia I undersized generators (large 
time-scales characteristic of the turbine response time, t,.;se) or high frequency winds of high energy 
content (small time-scales with a conespondingly high characteristic frequency f c representative 
of the unsteady wind). The ratio of the preceding two time-scales forming the turbine response 
parameter g 

(5.4) 

the present case examining turbine operation at the lower limit of constant rotational speed opera
tion where g = 0 . Setting the rotor to operate at a constant rotational speed allows for the effects 
of rotor dynamics and various controller algorithms to be initially separated from the unsteady 
aerodynamic effects under consideration. Active tip-speed-ratio control would enable a closer 
tracking of a demand in A, (increasing q) however unsteady aerodynamic effects highlighted using 
a constant rotational speed model would still be prevalent when tracking a demand in A. 

For a rotor operating at a constant rotational speed, fluctuations of wind speed with time result 
in fluctuations in a turbine's local tip-speed-ratio , increases in wind speed causing a drop in tip
speed-ratio and decreases resulting in a conesponding rise. The constant w model assumes a 
'perfect' tracking of a constant demand in w. As a gust changes the operating point of the turbine, 
the aerodynamic torque is likely to vary. The 'perfect' controller is realised in this theoretical 
model by setting the applied torque to always exactly balance the cunent aerodynamic torque. The 
sum of the resulting torque always equate to zero, thus preventing any changes to rotational speed. 
Two methods are proposed in order to model the effects of an unsteady free-stream. The first, 
termed the quasi-steady gust model, makes the assumption that at an instant in time the turbine 
performance is set by the unsteady tip-speed-ratio A(t) and the steady free-stream power curve 
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of the rotor. The second, termed the unsteady gust model, utilises the time-accurate free-vortex 

model developed in Chapter 4 to model the effects of an unsteady free-stream to a much higher 

fidelity. Incorporating the constant w condition , these two approaches are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 . 

As the quasi-steady gust model allows the use of a predetermined CP curve (from steady tests 

RPM Controller RPM Controller 

(a) Quasi-steady gust model. (b) Unsteady gust model. 

Fig. 5.1: Constant rotational speed control models. 

of computations), the use of this model would save lots of computational effort compared to the 

unsteady gust model. 

5.2.1 Quasi-Steady Gust Model 

Here, the quasi-steady gust model, shown schematically in Fig. 5.l(a), a cycle-averaged torque 

coefficient Cn is calculated directly from the steady power curve 

C () = Cp(,l ) 
T t A(t) • (5.5) 

Where the unsteady tip-speed-ratio A(t) is calculated based on the tip-speed-ratio demand Ad, the 

mean wind speed and the current fluctuating wind speed are evaluated at the rotor's centre, as 

shown in Eq. 5.6. 
u 

A(t) =Ad-· 
U(l) 

(5.6) 

An assessment of unsteady performance of the rotor may be made via the energy coefficient pre-

sented in Section. 5.1. Integrating the unsteady power output with time across an unsteady profile 

gives 
T 

J Cr(t)A(t)u~l) dt 
0 Ce =-----

T 

J u~l) dt 
0 

(5.7) 

The solution of equation 5.7 is found to become computationally heavy when calculating Ce across 

longer unsteady wind data sets, for example the calculation of operational performance over a 

whole month, at a number of fixed rotational speeds . Here we note that, for a constant rotational 
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speed operation, temporal integration is unnecessary, with Cr(t) and /t(t) in fact only being a func

tion of wind speed and /td with no dependence on the phase of the fluctuating signal. Expressing 

fluctuations of wind speed as a probability distribution function P(u) (Fig. 2.12(a)) rather than as 

a time series (Fig. 2.7) the integration expressed in Eq. 5.7 can be performed across the bounds of 

P(u) as follows : 
()() 

I Cp(,l)P(u)u3 du 
0 Ce=-----

oo 

I P(u)u3 dU 
0 

(5.8) 

As shown in Section 2.1, a typical wind 's PDF may be constructed from knowledge of the tenain 

roughness height, rotor height and mean wind speed . Combined with a steady power curve, pre

dictions of the constant rpm output of a turbine operating in a fluctuating wind are now possible 

across a wide parameter space. In addition to this, information about the cunent wind's variance 

and mean may be used to quickly inform the turbine of the optimum operating conditions based on 

calculations using the above PDF method. Applications utilising this technique to optimise power 

output are left for further discussion in Section 5 .4. We now turn our attention to the validity of the 

assumptions made in developing the quasi-steady gust model, by considering the phase content of 

a fluctuating wind through the use of the unsteady gust model. 

5.2.2 Unsteady Gust Model 

The unsteady gust model, shown schematically in Fig. 5.l(b), utilises the time-accurate free

vortex model developed in Chapter 4 in order to resolve the unsteady forces that result from oper

ation in a fluctuating free-stream. Initially important parameters need to be identified, in addition 

to those captured by the quasi-steady model, that affect turbine operation within an unsteady free

stream. As discussed in Chapter 2 and illustrated in Fig. 2.15, gusts of wind can be represented 

as overturning structures convecting downstream at a speed equal to the mean. Comparing the 

diameter of an overturning structure D gusr to the diameter of the wind turbine under consideration 

( = 2R) allows the problem to be characterised in the form of a reduced frequency k gusr, 

2R 2Rfc 
kgust = D = 

gust 
-u 

(5.9) 

representative of the unsteadiness associated with the turbine's operation in a wind fluctuating with 

a characteristic frequency f c. Figure 5.2 illustrates the influence of reduced frequency on a turbine's 

wake development using a sinusoidal wind with an amplitude set at 10% of the mean. The columns 

correspond to three different reduced frequencies (0, 0.06 and 0.6) and the rows to each one of four 

positions within the sinusoidal wind (minimum, increasing, maximum and decreasing). For the 

steady wind case (kgusr = 0), changes in wind speed result in changes in tip-speed-ratio over an 
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infinite period. Here, it is observed in the first column of Figs . 5 .2(b) and 5 .2( d) that the gradient of 
the wind profile (zero in this case) has no influence on the wake structure with the turbine wake seen 
to be fully developed in both cases . For the lower of the two finite reduced frequencies, kgusr = 0.06 , 
changes in wind speed result in incremental adjustments to the wake's structure. As the wind speed 
continues to change, these adjustments are convected down-stream away from the turbine in such 
a manner that a snap-shot taken of the developing wake closely resembles the wake of its steady 
counterpart (kgusr = 0). However closer examination of Figs. 5 .2(b) and 5.2(d) highlights some 
discrepancies between the wake structure for the increasing and decreasing cases. At this reduced 
frequency, shown in Section 2.1 to be typical of a 1.5 m radius VAWT operating within an urban 
environment, unsteady wake effects are unlikely to significantly alter the flow-field passing through 
the turbine. At a much higher reduced frequency of 0.6, wake development is seen to occur over 
time-scales shorter than needed for convection across the rotor. Comparison of images taken of the 
steady (kgusr = 0) and unsteady turbine wakes in this high reduced frequency example (kgusr = 0.6) 
displays large discrepancies in the near-field with sizeable curvature evident in the unsteady wake . 
This unsteady wake development is likely to have a large impact on the flow though the turbine 
resulting in an aerodynamic performance that differs from its quasi-steady counterpart. As the 
unsteady profile used in this example is periodic, the effect of reduced frequency on a turbine's 
power coefficient can be assessed. By running each model over~ 24 revolutions it is found that, 
provided the rotor's rotational frequency is not in phase with that of the unsteady wind profile, the 
extraction of phase averaged power coefficients, based on mean wind speed, is possible. Running 
the model over such a long time period allows data to be binned according to rotor position and 
location within the sinusoidal cycle. For every point within the sinusoidal cycle, an unsteady power 
coefficient can hence be calculated by taking a weighted average of binned values corresponding to 
a full azimuth of rotor positions. The results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 5.3 for two 
amplitudes of sinusoidal inflow of 10% and 30% at three reduced frequencies of 0.06, 0.12 and 
0.60 (Figs. 5.3(a) and 5 .3(b)). For both amplitudes and all frequencies, hysteresis loops in CP are 
visible as a result of the unsteady inflow. At tip-speed-ratios below that conesponding to the steady 
inflow CP maximum A* these loops are formed in an anti-clockwise sense, increasing A causing a 
decrease in C P below the steady baseline and decreasing A resulting in a corresponding increase. 
Above A* , the reverse is true with loops formed in the clockwise sense. Consistent with preceding 
observations of unsteady VAWT wake formation resulting from sinusoidal inflows (Fig. 5.2) the 
lower two reduced frequencies result in only small deviations from the steady CP curve. Here the 
quasi-steady gust model would capture the majority of the unsteady flow physics; changes in A 
resulting in changes in CP consistent with movement along the steady CP curve. At the highest 
reduced frequency (kgusr = 0.6), the quasi-steady gust assumption is seen to break down; Fig. 5.2 
illustrates significant changes in the near-field wake structure away from the steady counterpart. 
Here, large departures from steady values are observed, with increases in excess of C P nwx ' ruling 
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Fig. 5.2: Influence of reduced frequency on near-field wake development. 

out a simple phase lag as explanation for the mechanisms responsible. To discount the effect of 

the blade dynamic stall model (Appendix B) and hence isolate the unsteady mechanisms arising 

from a dynamic wake formation , the sinusoidal inflow simulation is run with Ad = 3.5 both with 

and without the dynamic stall model enabled, Fig. 5.4. Hysteresis loops present in Fig. 5.3 are 

observed for the 'dynamic stall off' case for both the 10% and 30% fluctuations (Figs . 5.4(c) and 

5.4(d)). The 'dynamic stall off' loops are shown to be similar to the 'dynamic stall on' counterparts 

(Figs. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b)). These dynamic wake effects are thus considered to be rotor/gust effects 

driven by the gust reduced frequency kgust rather than blade dynamic effects driven by higher 
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frequency fluctuations in blade angle of attack, characterised here by the blade reduced frequency 
k = ~ . This hypothesis is supported by considering the ratio of the characteristic gust frequency 
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fc to the frequency of changes in blade angle of attack ;:r (in Hz) giving rrk~ust . For the lowest 

turbine reduced frequency of k gust = 0.06, at Ad = 3.5, f c is shown to be~ 19 times smaller 
than ;:r and for the highest turbine reduced frequency , f c is still observed to be ~ 2 lower than 
.!!!- . As shown in Fig. 5 .4, the influence of an unsteady inflow on blade dynamic stall is thus 2JT 

considered to be of second order. Within a high k gust fluctuating free-stream , wakes representative 
of past operating conditions persist in the near-field, thus influencing the flow-field through the 
rotor, Fig. 5.2. This wake history effect is examined, in the sinusoidal case, at the extremes of 
the unsteady profile corresponding to maximums and minimums in unsteady tip-speed-ratio. For 
the steady case, vorticity shed either side of the rotor acts to decelerate the flow through the rotor 
and , for each fixed tip-speed-ratio, produce a fully developed wake. For the unsteady case (with 
a high k gus1), the rotor is seen able to operate at tip-speed-ratios phase lagged from the operating 
conditions representative of the near-field wake (Fig. 5 .2). Here, high A. operation is possible with a 
'weak ' wake generated by a previous low A. condition; increasing instantaneous power output, and 
correspondingly low A. operation is accompanied by the 'strong' wake characteristic of a previous 
high A. operation, leading to a reduction in instantaneous power output. This Wake history effect 
thus creates the hysteresis loops observed in Figs . 5.3 and 5 .4. At low values of kgus~> historic 
events are able to convect downstream prior to large changes in rotor operating conditions allowing 
hysteresis loops to remain small. In contrast, at higher values of kgus~> the wake history effect is 
seen to dominate, here historic wakes present in the near-field modify the flow through the rotor, 
generating large hysteresis loops and causing the movement of operating conditions away from the 
steady state reference C P curve. Similar magnitudes of unsteady power coefficients can be seen 
for the comparable case of a turbine starting from rest (Fig. 4.9), in support of the large unsteady 
power coefficients generated by the wake history mechanism (Fig. 5.3(b)). Near A.* sharp changes 
in CP with A. caused by blade stall are seen to exaggerate the above effect , Fig. 5.4 . 

5.2.3 Evaluation of Quasi-Steady and Unsteady Gust Models 

A major benefit of assuming a sinusoidal inflow is its cyclic nature which enables the extrac
tion of rotationally averaged unsteady power coefficients, used to illustrate the dynamic wake effect 
and aid understanding of the underlying physical mechanisms at play. These sinusoidal simula
tions highlighted that, at low values of k gust , the far simpler quasi-steady gust model may be capable 
of capturing the majority of the unsteady flow physics driving turbine performance. The range of 
applicability across which the quasi-steady gust model is able to simulate unsteady turbine perfor
mance is now examined via comparisons of Ce and unsteady lateral loads (Cn Cn Cy) generated 
by both the quasi-steady and unsteady gust models. As a sinusoidal inflow is by no means repre
sentative of an actual urban wind, these comparisons are conducted using a 300 second Weibull 
distributed unsteady inflow generated using the stochastic simulation tool described in Section 2 .3 
up to a maximum frequency of 100Hz, with a mean of 5 ms- 1, terrain roughness height of 1 m and 
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hub height of 15 m, Fig. 5.5. The use of the stochastic simulation tool allows for the simulation 
of higher frequencies, not present in available experimental wind data, in addition to the ability 
to conduct relatively short runs (300 s) whilst using (by definition) a statistically converged wind 
data set. Similar comparisons could be conducted using real wind data as a model input, however 
much longer runs would be necessary to achieve the same level of statistical convergence. Using 
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Fig. 5.5: An illustration of the 300 second stochastic wind simulation used as an input to un
steady gust model (iisp = Sm/ s, Zo = lm, z = 15 m) . 

this stochastic wind as an input, Fig. 5.6 illustrates a set of Ce curves (the definition of Ce and the 
procedure for the calculation of unsteady performance curves is discussed in Section 5.1) using 
both the unsteady gust model for rotor radii 1.5, 3 and 15 m and the quasi-steady gust model, with 
the results of the unsteady inflow simulations presented alongside a steady C P baseline. Here the 
quasi-steady gust model is shown to predict very similar energy coefficients to the unsteady gust 
model for the two smallest rotor radii of 1.5 and 3 m (typical of urban VAWTs). This observa
tion leads to the important conclusion that for smaller rotors (R < 3 m), operating in urban winds 
the computationally lighter, quasi-steady gust model is capable of predicting a rotor's integral un
steady energy performance (C) to a similar accuracy as the more complex unsteady gust model. 
For the larger radius 15 m rotor, the Ce curve generated by the unsteady gust model is no longer 
seen to match the quasi-steady gust prediction. It is likely that the dynamic wake effects, discussed 
previously, are responsible for this mismatch. Nevertheless, the observation that the quasi-steady 
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gust model is often capable of modelling integral (time-averaged) unsteady parameters is of great 

value and is used to such effect in Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 concluding in an evaluation of the 

unsteady performance of an entire grid connected turbine system operating within an urban wind . 

Section 5.1 showed that time-averaged energy coefficients are a good measure of rotor per

formance in an unsteady wind. However, moving to a discussion of lateral loads generated by 

an unsteady inflow, it is clearly evident that the use of time-averaged lateral force coefficients for 

structural rotor design is less than prudent. Aside from the topic of fatigue, turbine failure typically 

results from peak loads which would remain buried within time-averaged quantities. To assess the 

limitations of the quasi-steady gust model, unable to resolve the previously discussed dynamic 

wake effect, unsteady time histories for torque, stream-wise and cross-stream coefficients (Cn Cx 

and Cy) are presented in Figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 for rotor radii of 1.5 and 15 m . Two types of un

steadiness are present in these profiles, the first due to individual blade rotations characterised by 

the blade number N multiplied by the turbine's rotational frequency w, and the second due to the 

effects of the unsteady inflow fc, Fig . 5 .5. To distinguish the effects of an unsteady wind from the 

fundamental 'blade rotation' frequency, each unsteady profile is presented both in its 'raw' form 

and with a low pass 4th order Butterworth filter applied. The low pass filter is constructed with 

a roll off frequency !roll set equal to two times Nw in order to avoid aliasing with the first, 'blade 

rotation' frequency. In an effort to present similar amounts of spectral data and to aid compari

son between the quasi-steady and unsteady gust models, only 30 seconds of data is shown for the 

smaller 1.5 m rotor (/,.011 = 1.09 Hz) whilst the full 300 data set is presented for the larger 15 m 

rotor (/,.011 = 0.11 Hz) . The initial rotor initialisation phase (t < 0), using a steady wind set equal 

to the first value of the unsteady profile, is shown for all plots along with an initial 'wiggle' at the 

beginning of the filtered profiles caused by starting transients within the low pass filter. Figure 

5.7 illustrates Cr time histories produced using both the quasi-steady gust model and the unsteady 

gust model for two rotor radii of 1.5 and 15 m presented both unfiltered (Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b)) 
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and filtered (Figs. 5.7(c) and 5.7(d)). For the smaller rotor, unsteady eT time histories produced 
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Fig. 5.7: Torque coefficient time series (unsteady inflow, Fig. 5.5) . 

using both models show a reasonable level of agreement for both the unfiltered and filtered cases 
(Figs . 5.7(a) and 5.7(c)) . Here, the majority of the time series generated by the unsteady gust model 
is shown to be predicted well by the quasi-steady counterpart. The larger rotor simulation however 
highlights significant differences between the two models (Figs. 5.7(b) and 5.7(d)). In this case, 
the unfiltered time history generated by the unsteady gust model displays large 'spikes' up to four 
times greater than quasi-steady model predictions. The filtered time series shows a similar level of 
disagreement, with eT values generated by the unsteady gust model that are greater, on average, 
than the quasi-steady predictions. This supports previous observations of ee, Fig . 5.6 , where the 
larger rotor is seen to extract a higher percentage of the total available energy than smaller rotors 
operating within the same unsteady profile. Figure 5.8 illustrates ex time histories produced us
ing both the quasi-steady gust model and the unsteady gust model for two rotor radii of 1.5 and 
15 m presented both unfiltered (Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b)) and filtered (Figs. 5.8(c) and 5.8(d)). Here, 
even for the smaller rotor, unsteady ex histories produced using the unsteady gust model no longer 
agree with the quasi-steady predictions for both the unfiltered and filtered simulations (Figs. 5.8(a) 
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and 5.8(c)) . In this case, disagreement between the models is greatest for the unfiltered profile 
(Fig. 5 .8(a)), the unsteady model displaying 'spikes' ~ 3 times greater than quasi-steady predic
tions, reduced to ~ 1.5 times for the filtered case (Fig . 5.8(c)). As observed in the unsteady CT 
histories (Fig. 5 .7), moving to a larger rotor radius increases the level of disagreement, with the 
unfiltered unsteady predictions displaying ' spikes' of up to ~ 6 times greater than the quasi-steady 
predictions (Fig. 5.8(b)), reduced to ~ 2 times for the filtered case (Fig. 5.8(d)). For a large rotor 
operating close to its maximum rated wind speed, an increase in stream-wise loading by a factor 
of six above quasi-steady estimates is likely to have a significant impact on its structural integrity. 
Figure 5.9 illustrates Cy time histories produced using both the quasi-steady gust model and the 
unsteady gust model for two rotor radii of 1.5 and 15 m, both unfiltered (Figs . 5 .9(a) and 5.9(b)) 
and filtered (Figs. 5 .9( c) and 5 .9( d)). Similar trends to those observed for fluctuations in Cr are 
also present in fluctuations in Cy, with 'spikes' generated by the unsteady gust model not present 
in the quasi-steady solution for both rotor radii (Figs. 5.9(a) and 5.9(b)). Large discrepancies be
tween the solution methods are also present in the filtered time series' (Figs. 5.9(c) and 5.9(d)) . 

1The filtered case roughly represents the likely load history of a swept bladed VAWT; an azimuthal blade distribu
tion effectively averaging 'spikes' in lateral loads. 
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It should however be noted that both the maximum amplitudes of fluctuation and peak magni
tudes observed in the Cy fluctuations are far lower than the Cr simulations . In fact, the average 
magnitude of filtered Cy fluctuations is lower than the periodic loads due to rotation. The small 
amplitudes observed for fluctuations in Cy are considered partly due to the use of a ID stochastic 
wind simulation. However, for the small rotors considered, a wind generated with lower cross 
stream correlation (two dimensionality) would unlikely result in the increase in cross-stream fluc
tuations to levels greater than those observed in the stream-wise direction. As a wind's direction 
changes with time, radial symmetry is a necessary requirement for VAWT structural design . In this 
case , the larger magnitude 'spikes' in C,. would drive this section of the structural load case. 

The comparison of the quasi-steady and unsteady gust models highlighted the applicability of 
the far simpler quasi-steady model to the evaluation of integral time-averaged performance pa
rameters, such as the unsteady energy coefficient, for turbines < 3 m in radius operating within a 
typical urban wind. For larger rotors R = 15 m, the failing of the quasi-steady model to capture 
dynamic wake effects leads to discrepancies between the two prediction schemes. When evalu
ating unsteady parameters, such as turbine lateral loads (Cx, Cy), it is found that the quasi-steady 
model is unable to satisfactorily predict unsteady loads. Here, variations in the predictions of force 
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coefficients from the two models of up to six times were observed. The use of the quasi-steady 

model is therefore strongly discouraged for load evaluation across the whole range of rotor radii 

evaluated (1 .5, 3, and 15 m) . 

5.3 Parametric Study 

A series of parametric studies are performed to aid both the understanding of how a VAWT 

operates and to identify variables that have a significant influence on turbine performance. Initially 

2D experimental data taken from a family of symmetric NACA airfoils by Sheldahl & Klimas 

(1980) is used to examine the effects of blade thickness and local and global Reynolds number 

changes on turbine performance . Lift and drag curves are then parameterised to identify desirable 

airfoil properties, such as zero lift drag, stall angle and stall type, that have the greatest effect 

on both maximum turbine performance and power curve shape. Approaching the problem of 

rotor design in this way provides a greater understanding of how individual airfoil characteristics 

influence performance rather than identifying the 'best airfoil', which has likely not been designed 

yet. Next, rotor parameters such as blade number, sweep, solidity and aspect ratio are adjusted and 

their impact on turbine performance is assessed. This section concludes with a short optimisation 

of rotor parameters and the design of two VAWTs. Both designs make use of realistic airfoil polars, 

the first aims to maximise power coefficient at the expense of power curve shape and the second 

focuses on the reduction of the optimum tip-speed-ratio /!* and the production of a 'flat' power 

curve at the expense of a high CP maximum. For all cases, the free-vortex model is run for a number 

of revolutions at each tip-speed-ratio as defined by Eq. 4.8 to ensure full wake development. Once 

this number of revolutions has been completed, the model is run for an additional five rotations 

over which power coefficients presented in this study are averaged. The basic rotor configuration 

is a three bladed VAWT, with a rotor radius of 1.5 m, a rotor height of 5 m, blade aspect ratio of 

40 , solidity of 0.25 and a spoke drag coefficient Cdsp of 0.04 . As all rotors require spokes , a power 

loss resulting from this parasitic spoke drag C po is included, as described in Section 4 .1.6. All 

simulations are conducted using a steady inflow, however consideration is given to the effects of an 

unsteady wind on turbine performance, namely the inevitable movement of tip-speed-ratio away 

from a demanded value , in the design of 'optimum' CP curves included at the end of this section. 

5.3.1 Symmetric NACA Airfoils 

Figure 5.10 illustrates the effect of varying ai1foil thickness on a VAWT's Cp curve for a family 

of NACA symmetric airfoils with a variation between 12% to 25% thick , with C1 - Cd polars 

illustrated in Fig. 5.10(a). The thinnest airfoil, NACA 0012, displays the highest maximum CP, 

likely to be due to the lowest zero lift drag, however an early and sharp stall results in a high 
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Fig. 5.10: Influence of airfoil thickness (NACA symmetric, Rec3.6 x 105). 

tip-speed-ratio corresponding to this maximum and a sharp drop in C P is seen for values of tip

speed-ratio within the stalled range. As airfoil thickness is increased, the C" curve is seen to 

become fuller, with a flatter top and a more gentle, rounded drop in C P with reducing tip-speed

ratio , Fig. 5.10(b) . A higher stall angle is also observed to move the CP maximum to lower tip

speed-ratios. This is seen as beneficial for turbines operating in a gusty environment as, for the 

same magnitude gust , a turbine operating at a lower tip-speed-ratio initially will experience smaller 

fluctuations in tip-speed-ratio as a result of the gust. Although airfoil thickness is seen as beneficial 

to the power curve shape, greater section thickness results in larger adverse pressure gradients 

along the rear of the airfoil and hence the development of thicker boundary layers resulting in an 

increase in zero lift drag . This increase in zero lift drag is observed to lower maximum lift/drag 

ratios LD, Fig. 5.10(a) and the maximum values of C P obtainable, Fig. 5.10(c). 

Experimental airfoil data for the family of NACA syrnmetrics is available for three separate 

Reynolds numbers of 3.6 x 105 , 5 x 105 and 7 x 105 . Force data for the three Reynolds numbers 

appear to show post-transitional behaviour, with no sharp jumps in the airfoil polars indicative of 

separation bubbles or transitional behaviour, illustrated for the NACA 0012 airfoil in fig . 5.11 . C" 

curves illustrating the effect of Reynolds number variation, shown in Fig . 5.12 appear to support 

this conclusion , with increasing Reynolds number resulting in a small increase in performance for 

all thicknesses , but with no significant Re driven changes observed, Fig. 5.12(d). As each turbine 

blade rotates, first into and then away from the wind , each blade's relative velocity and hence 

Reynolds number will change. Setting the Reynolds number, based on tip speed , to Rec = 5 x 105 

and interpolating either side the effects of this Re variation are compared with a solution using 

a constant Re in Fig. 5.13 . At these relatively high Reynolds numbers , the impact of this Re 

variation with azimuth is observed to be negligible, which greatly simplifies the analysis of turbines 

operating in this regime. 
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5.3.2 Generic Airfoil Polars 
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6 

The lift and drag curves used as inputs to the free-vortex model are now parameterised in an 

effort to isolate the effects of various characteristics on a VAWT's performance, Fig. 5.14. Splitting 

the polar into three sections corresponding to pre-stall, stall and post stall aids this task. For the 

pre-stall case, airfoil lift is assumed to vary in accordance with the theoretical 2na result taken 

from thin airfoil theory 

Ct = 2na (5.10) 
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Fig. 5.14: Parametric airfoil model. 

and drag is varied parabolically from the zero lift value 

(5 .11) 

Post stall behaviour, assumed to be fairly intolerant of airfoil shape, is constructed using an adap

tation of the VitemaCorrigan post-stall model by Vitema & Corrigan (1981). Here post stall lift is 

modelled using Eq. 5 .18 
C Cdmax . 2 1 = -

2
- sm a (5.12) 

and post stall drag by Eq. 5.13 

cd = cd 1/IG.\' sin2 a+ 0.1 COS a (5.13) 

with Cctnwx set equal to 1.8 . This post stall model is seen to compare favourably with experimental 

data up to 90°, Sheldahl & Klimas (1980). The transition between pre and post stall models is 

accomplished using a spline fit for C1 and a linear fit for Cd. A stall type parameterS T models the 
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severity of the stall, 1 relating to a very sharp leading edge stall and 0.5 to a much more benign 
trailing edge stall. To achieve a smooth fit between the pre and post stall models whilst modelling 

different stall types, three points throughout the stall region are defined, pre stall apre, stall as 

and post stall a post as shown in Fig. 5 .14(b). Describing the variation of lift in this region first, 
C1 pre is the lift coefficient at which the airfoillift curve slope is initially observed to dip below the 
theoretical 2na, an indication of the onset of stall. This is defined as 

at the angle a pre 

the stall lift coefficient C1 s fixed below the theoretical 2na5 via the stall typeS T parameter 

For low values of stall type (S T < 0.5) apre is set equal to zero. The post stall angle a post 

as 
apost = ST 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

is again separated a distance from as in accordance with the defined stall type, with the post stall 
lift coefficient C1 post fixed to coincide with the post stall lift model 

c cc/ /IIOX , 2 I post= -
2
- Sin apost· (5 .18) 

A spline is then fit between these three points, matching the gradients of the pre and post stall 

models and passing through on a gradient of zero at the stall angle of attack. Drag is assumed to 
rise, above the parabolic model, Eq. 5.11, after the stall angle has been exceeded. Here, a linear 

fit is applied between the drag coefficient of the pre stall model evaluated at as, Eq. 5.11, and 

the drag coefficient of the post stall model evaluated at apost' Eq. 5.13. The result of this work 
is an airfoil polar parameterised by the three variables of zero lift drag C do, stall angle of attack 
as and stall type ST. A Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model Gormont (1973), as modified by Berg 

(1983) is also included (see Appendix B) so that unsteady stall events are adequately modelled. 
The following sections discuss the changes in a VAWT's power curve resulting from a variation of 

the above parameters . In each case, figures are given illustrating the change in the lift, drag and 
airfoil polar resulting from the parameter variation. Unless otherwise specified, a baseline aitfoil 
incorporating a stall angle of 12o, a stall type coefficient of 0. 8, and a zero lift drag of 0.01 is used 

with all additional rotor parameters, defined at the beginning of this section (5.3), held constant. 
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A Stall Angle 

Figure 5 .15 illustrates the effect of varying the stall angle as from so to 22o in 1 o steps on both 

the lift and drag curves, Fig. 5.15(a), and the airfoil polar, Fig. 5.15(b). An increasing stall angle 
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(a) Lift and drag. (b) Airfoil polar. 

Fig. 5.15: Effect of stall angle on airfoil performance. 

results in higher maximum lift coefficients and the offset of drag rise, associated with stall, to higher 

angles. Figure 5.15(b) also shows that the maximum value of peak lift to drag ratio is 35, and is 
attained by airfoils with stall angles greater than ~ 12°. The influence of stall angle on a VAWT's 

power curve is shown in Fig. 5 .16 , with Fig. 5 .16(a) illustrating the effect of stall angle variation 
on the turbine's overall power curve. At the low stall angles, the maximum in C P is observed to 
be conespondingly low, occurring at high tip-speed-ratios A* and displaying a relatively gentle 
decreasing gradient in C P resulting in the movement from ;l* to lower values of tip-speed-ratio. As 

stall angle is increased, Cpmax is observed to increase , Fig. 5.16(c) accompanied by a decrease in 
;l*, Fig. 5.16(b) and an increasing CP gradient at tip-speed-ratios below ;l*. Although CP is seen to 
increase with rising stall angle all the way to 22o, this increase is only pronounced up to an angle of 

12o after which Fig 5.16(c) displays a flattening in the C1mw.n as trend. As already noted, an angle 
of 12° corresponds to the maximum lift to drag ratio for this polar, it is likely that the parabolic drag 

rise offsets gains in lift obtained by further increases in stall angle. Although only minor increases 
in Cpmax are observed above a stall angle of 12°, Fig. 5.16(b) illustrates that ;l* continues to fall 

with further increases. It has been shown in Section 5.2 that when operating a VAWT in a gusty 
environment, lower tip-speed-ratios result in smaller fluctuations in tip-speed-ratio as a result of a 

fluctuating free-stream. Thus increasing stall angle beyond the optimum LD ratio would continue 
to bring benefits when operating in a gusty environment. 
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Fig. 5.16: Influence of airloil stall angle on turbine performance. 

B Stall Type 
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Figure 5.17 illustrates the effect of varying stall typeS T from 0.2 to 1 in 0.1 steps on both the 
lift and drag curves, Fig. 5.17(a) , and the airfoil polar, Fig. 5.17(b). It should be noted here that 
a stall type of less than ~ 0.5 is rather unrealistic, however a wider range has been modelled in 
order to more easily identify trends. Lower values of S T conespond to a more gentle , trailing edge 
type stall . With increasing stall type, a corresponding rise in maximum lift coefficient is observed, 
stall taking place over a smaller range of angle of attack. For the extreme case of S T = 1 a sharp 
drop in lift and conespondingly sudden rise in drag results; this case models a leading edge stall 
observed in very thin airfoils. A maximum value of peak lift to drag ratio of 35 can be seen in 
Fig. 5 .17(b) to occur in all polars with a stall type greater than ~ 0.8. The influence of stall type 
on a VAWT's power curve is shown in Fig. 5.18, with Fig . 5.18(a) illustrating the effect of stall 
type variation on the turbine's overall power curve. At low values of S T the maximum value of C1 

is limited , hence reducing the maximum lift to drag ratio attainable. Poor performance results, a 
low Cpmax accompanied by high values of ,.l* and a very rounded CP curve. With increasing ST, 
Cpmax is observed to rise fairly steeply up to S T ~ 0.6 , levelling off at higher values , Fig . 5.18(c). 
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This rise is joined by a decrease in A*, again leveling for S T ~ 0.6, Fig. 5 .18(b). A high S T and 
hence sudden stall appears to produce a more 'peaky' CP curve, a sharp stall resulting in a steeper 
CP curve gradient at tip-speed-ratios lower than A*. Discontinuities introduced by very sharp stalls 
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modelled by values of S T close to 1 seem to have an adverse effect on the quasi-steady nature 
of the free-vortex model running with a developed wake. Here, wiggles in the C P curve suggest 
unsteadiness present over time-scales greater than the five revolutions over which values of C P are 
averaged, most likely introduced by the dynamic stall model. Increases in stall type of up to~ 0.7 
are therefore seen to be beneficial, but after that there are no further gains to be had and unsteady 
problems may occur. 

C Zero Lift Drag 

Figure 5.19 illustrates the effect of varying zero lift drag Cdo from 0 to 0.02 in 0.002 steps on 
both the lift and drag curves, Fig. 5.19(a), and the airfoil polar, Fig. 5.19(b). A very well designed 
laminar airfoil may be able to attain a zero lift drag as low as 0.007, with values of Cto for general 
use airfoils typically in the area of 0.01 to 0.0 16. A wider range than observed experimentally is 
again chosen to aid the identification of trends. At low values of Cdo, lift to drag ratios are seen to 

__ C do =0.000 

· __ Cd
0
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-- cdo=0 .020 

-2L-----~----~----~----~ 
- 20 -10 0 10 20 0 0 .05 0.1 0 .15 0.2 
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) Drag coefficient, Cd 

(a) Lift and drag. (b) Airfoil polar. 

Fig. 5.19: Effect of zero lift drag on airfoil performance. 

be very good indeed , rising to infinite for the case of Cdo = 0. It should however be remembered 
that the presence of finite span corrections and the inclusion of strut drag within the vortex model 
maintain total drag values above zero. An interesting observation is made in Section 4.3 when these 
additional drags are also set to zero. Figure 4.42 illustrates a power coefficient very close to the 
Betz limit, returned across a range of tip-speed-ratios. Changes in Cto are assumed in this case to 
be de-coupled from airfoillift, the C1-a curve shown in Fig . 5.19(a) remaining fixed. The influence 
of zero lift drag on a VAWT's power curve is shown in Fig . 5.20, with Fig . 5.20(a) illustrating the 
effect of zero lift drag variation on the turbine's overall power curve. A continual and significant 
rise in Cpmax with decreasing Cdo is observed, with an increase of~ 50% in Cpmax achieved with 
the reduction of Cdo from 0.02 to 0. Aside from changes in Cpma.n Cdo is seen to have the greatest 
influence on the turbine's CP curve at tip-speed-ratios higher that ,1*. Here, variations in blade 
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angle of attack are kept well within the stall and hence entirely within the 'attached' parabolic 
drag region set in this case by C10 , the extent of oscillations in a decreasing with increasing /l . At 
tip-speed-ratios in excess of /l* , decreases in Cdo are observed to have a substantial flattening effect 
on the C P curve; this is seen to be a very desirable characteristic for rotor operation within a gusty 
environment. Below /l* the influence of Cdo is less pronounced , with a slight stepping of the post 
stall gradient of the Cp curve seen . Variations in Cdo are also seen to have a limited effect on the 
movement of /l*; a slight increase from 0.36 to 0.4 is noted in Fig . 5.20(b) . 

D Parabolic Drag Rise 

Figure 5.21 illustrates the effect of varying the parabolic drag rise pre-factor k,.;se (Eq. 5.11) 
from 0 to 0.04 in 0.004 steps on both the lift and drag curves, Fig. 5 .21(a), and the airfoil polar, 
Fig . 5.21(b) . The drag rise pre-factor and previously discussed zero lift drag coefficient are un
doubtedly linked . A 'high performance' laminar type airfoil with a low Cto is likely to have a 
design that minimises the magnitude of the adverse pressure gradient acting over the rear of the 
airfoil with the objective of delaying boundary layer transition . Smaller adverse pressure gradients 
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will result in slower boundary layer growth and hence a more benign pre-stall parabolic drag rise. 
Taking a value of Cda = 0.007 as representative of a well designed laminar airfoil, a drag rise of 
krise = 0.004 results a characteristic 'laminar drag bucket' shown in Fig. 5.21(b) and a maximum 
lift to drag ratio of 87. A wider range than observed experimentally is again chosen to aid the 
identification of trends. The influence of the parabolic drag rise pre-factor on a VAWT's power 
curve is shown in Fig. 5.22, with Fig. 5.22(a) illustrating the effect of variations in the parabolic 
drag rise pre-factor on the turbine's overall power curve. Here, the influence of krise on turbine 
performance is observed to be similar to that of Cda shown in Fig. 5.20 . Reductions are shown in 
Fig. 5.22(c) to have a significant impact on CP ma.r• a change in krise from 0.04 to 0 resulting in a 
45 % increase in maximum performance for a steady inflow. At high tip-speed-ratios (tl > tl*) the 
effects of variations in krise on power curve shape are limited, with an almost constant value of tl* 
shown (Fig. 5.22(b)) and without the high tip-speed-ratio power curve 'flattening' (Fig . 5.22(a)) 

observed for reductions in Cto (Fig. 5.20(a)). 

E Blade Pitch 

An interesting effect that can be studied using the free-vortex model is the influence of blade 
pitch on a VAWT's petformance. It is noted towards the end of Section 4.3, that the variation in 
torque coefficient with blade azimuth, shown in Fig. 4.39, is asymmetric between the upwind and 
downwind sides of the rotor. Newman ( 1986) showed that for two actuators placed in series, the 
optimal loading between upwind and downwind blade passes was found to differ from a 50-50 dis
tribution. Blade pitch can be used to adjust the ratio of upwind downwind loading. The application 
of a positive blade pitch delays the onset of stall for the upstream blade pass whilst advancing stall 
onset for the downstream pass, the opposite effects occmTing for negative blade pitch. Within the 
free-vortex model, blade pitch is applied by shifting both the lift and drag curves to lower angles 
of attack for positive pitch and to higher angles of attack for negative pitch, Fig. 5.23. Shown here 
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is the effect of varying blade pitch ai from -3 to 3 on both the lift and drag curves, Fig. 5.23(a), 
and the airfoil polar, Fig. 5.23(b). The influence of blade pitch on a VAWT's power curve is shown 
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Fig. 5.23: Effect of blade pitch on airloil performance. 

in Fig. 5.24. The effect is seen to be relatively small , the application of minimal ( < 1 °) positive 
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pitch arguably leading to a fractional increase in turbine performance, whilst also steepening the 
C P curve at tip-speed-ratios below ;l*. Outside the oo to 1 o range, the effect of blade pitch is seen 

to be detrimental, a reduction in Cpmax resulting and, for the case of negative pitch, an increase in 
;l*. Although maybe not the case for all rotor configurations, for the baseline case examined here , 
a weighting away from a symmetric is not considered to hold enough promise to justify the devel
opment of a cambered airfoil characteristic. Such effects are therefore omitted from the present 
study. 

5.3.3 Rotor Parameters 

Aside from airfoil performance, the rotor's geometry is also seen to have a large impact on 
overall pe1formance. The influence of solidity, blade aspect ratio, blade number, spoke drag and 
blade sweep are all investigated . 
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A Solidity 

For a turbine of a fixed size, very few parameters are truly independent. The variation of 

solidity a- for a rotor with a fixed blade number and fixed overall dimensions (radius and height), 

results in a variation in blade chord. This chord variation affects turbine loading and therefore wake 

strength, blade unsteadiness (an adjustment in blade reduced frequency), finite span effects through 

changes in blade aspect ratio and adjustments in spoke drag (larger blades argued to require larger 

spokes which in turn create greater power losses (Eq. 4.12). With these considerations in mind, 

solidity is varied for the base-line rotor from 0.05 to 0.6 in steps of 0.05 and the effects on a VAWT's 

power curve are presented in Fig. 5.25. The effect of rotor solidity on turbine pe1formance is seen 
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Fig. 5.25: Influence of rotor solidity on turbine performance. 

0.5 0.6 

to be significant to both Cpmax and overall power curve shape. Figure 5.25(c) shows clearly that a 

global maximum in C pmax is achieved for solidity in the range of 0.20 and 0.25, and that there is a 

fairly steep drop in the Cpmax a- characteristic for a-< 0.2 and a more gentle decrease for a-> 0.25. 

The influence of rotor solidity on C P curve shape is just as pronounced as the variation in C pmax. 

Low solidities produce very 'soft' power curves with low gradients throughout, fairly fiat tops and 
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high values of ;l*. Higher solitities generate far more 'peaky' power curves with lower values of 
;l*, Fig. 5.25(b). Solidity is seen as a very important parameter and one of considerable interest 
to a VAWT designer. It is solidity that drives the trade between a high performance I 'peaky' CP 
curve and a lower performance I 'soft' CP curve. The role of solidity in rotor design is discussed 
further in Section 5 .3 .4. 

B Blade Aspect Ratio 

The influence of blade aspect ratio AR and hence finite span effects on a VAWT's power curve 
is shown in Fig. 5.26, with Fig. 5.26(a) illustrating the effect of AR variation on the turbine's 
overall power curve. For AR < 20, increased levels of induced drag resulting from low aspect ratio 
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Fig. 5.26: Influence of blade aspect ratio on rotor petformance. 

ISO 

blades are seen to have a large detrimental effect. As seen in Fig. 5.26(c) there is a sharp drop in 
performance with C P falling to negative values for the lowest aspect ratio of 2.5. Although it is 
questionable whether both the finite span correction given in Eq. 4.9 and the 2D flow assumption 
implicit in the free-vortex model applies for the lowest aspect ratio wings, the general downwards 
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trend in performance for wings with AR < 20 is believed to model the adverse effects of induced 
drag on overall rotor performance to an adequate level. From an examination of Fig. 5 .26( c), it can 
be concluded that every effmt should be made, when designing a VAWT, to ensure an adequately 
high blade aspect ratio (AR > 20). 

C Blade Number 

A change in the number of blades for a constant solidity rotor results in a chord adjustment that 
then influences blade reduced frequency and blade aspect ratio. The effects of blade number varia
tion on a VAWT's power curve is shown in Fig. 5 .27. The main reason for the drop in performance 
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Fig. 5.27: Influence of blade number on rotor performance. 

at lower blade numbers is seen to be caused by the ancillary drop in blade aspect ratio. Values 
for Cpmax compare well between Figs. 5.27(c) and 5.26(c), considering that a one bladed turbine 
results in an aspect ratio of~ 13 and a two bladed rotor has an aspect ratio of~ 27. An additional 
effect introduced by a blade number is however observed in the different power curve shapes of 
the single bladed turbine of Fig. 5.27(a) and the aspect ratio 10 rotor of Fig. 5.26(a). Here, as 
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previously mentioned, a higher blade reduced frequency is a likely candidate for stall delay and 
the subsequent flattening of the power curve observed in Fig. 5.27(a). Although slight gains are 
seen to be possible with increasing blade number (higher blade aspect), as long as blade number is 
> 3, other concerns over rotor structure, aesthetics, vibrational loads and noise are likely to drive 
the choice of this parameter. 

D Spoke Drag 

The effects of spoke drag are very similar to the already discussed effect of zero lift drag, 
however, in this case, there is no parabolic a dependence. Spoke drag is varied from 0 to 0.1 
with an interval of 0.02. The effect of the resulting power loss on a VAWT's power curve is 

shown in Fig. 5.28. An increasing spoke drag is observed to have a large impact both on Cpma_n 
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Fig. 5.28: Influence of spoke drag on rotor performance. 

Fig. 5.28(c), and the shape of the power curve at tip-speed-ratios greater than A.*; a favourable 
fl attening is observed with decreasing Cdsp, Fig. 5 .28(a) . Taken from experimental tests carried out 
on the Quiet Revolution rotor, Fig. 4.21, the baseline rotor for the present study has a spoke drag 
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coefficient of 0.04. With careful design, a possible reduction in Cdsp of 50% would result in an 
increase in Cpmax of 5% , a considerable aerodynamic improvement. 

E Blade Sweep 

The current blade sweep model incorporates an assumed stall delay resulting from signifi
cant span-wise flow, in accordance with experimental observations by Crawford (2006); Frankin 
(1966); McCormick (1995). This correction, given in Section 4.1.7, is based on a limited set of 
experimental data, capturing trends up to sweep angles of ~ soo. In addition to a stall delay 
model of limited fidelity, assumptions made incorporating the effects of blade sweep within the 
2D free-vortex model also imply an upper limit on the angle of sweep that can be simulated with 
reasonable confidence. For these reasons, a rather limited range of oo to 40° with a step size of 
lOo is investigated and the effects on a VAWT's power curve is shown in Fig. 5.29. There appears 
to be little effect of sweep on turbine performance suggesting that this is not a critical parameter. 
On the other hand, the advantage of blade sweep is clearly shown in Fig. 5.30, where in-plane 
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cyclic loads can be seen to be greatly reduced with an increasing sweep angle (for a rotor of fixed 

height I radius). A corresponding reduction in associated vibration and low frequency tonal noise 

is another likely benefit of blade sweep. An examination of Figs. 5.29 and 5.30 shows that for mod

erate sweep angles (::S 30°), cyclic loads can be greatly reduced whilst not significantly impacting 

turbine petformance. 
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Fig. 5.30: Reduction of cyclic lateral load though the use of blade sweep (3 blade VAWT, 
H = 5m,R = 1.34m,;! = 4). 

5.3.4 Power Curve Optimisation 

Preceding studies of the effects of airfoil and rotor parameters on turbine performance, using 

the following baselines (Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3): 

o Rotor baseline: N =3, R= 1.5 m, H=5 m, AR=40 , o-=0.25, Cdsp =0.04. 

o Airfoil baseline: as= 12°, ST=0.8, Cda=0 .01, krise =0.02. 

highlighted airfoil zero lift drag, pre-stall parabolic drag rise, stall angle, stall type and rotor solid

ity to be key variables, in support of findings by Coton et al. (1996). These studies were carried 

out, where possible, varying only a single parameter at a time whilst fixing all others. Here, the 

cross-dependence of the above parameters on turbine performance is evaluated, carried-out un

der the guise of power curve optimisation . It should be remembered that , as a parametric study, 

optimum performance is ultimately limited by characteristics achievable in practice. Observing 

that turbine performance is very good with zero Cdo is not worth a great deal when in practice 

a physical limit of ~ 0.007 is more realisable. In addition to this, through the parameterisation 

of airfoil characteristics via a limited set of variables, some information may be lost and certain 

areas not modelled. An optimisation is carried out not to find the 'best' VAWT parameters, but 

to identify favourable trends within the parameter space modelled. With this caveat in mind, the 

---
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design space is now specified. The five parameters (Cdo, krise • as, STand CT) are split into two 

groups to aid visualisation by reducing the dimensionality of each design space from five to three. 

Solidity is considered the most likely to display interdependence with other parameters and is kept 

common to both spaces. The effects of this interdependence on maximum performance are evalu

ated through the location of CP max (A* ) using the jminbnd function within Matlab's optimisation 

tool box, evaluated to a tip speed resolution of 0.05. Figure 5.31 presents the results of these two, 

three dimensional, design space optimisation studies. At each point within the design space, val

ues of Cp max for a rotor sharing the specified parameters are visualised by a number of discrete 

iso-surfaces depicting local power coefficient maxima. Figure 5.31 (a) illustrates the stall type, 
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Fig. 5.31: 3 parameter design space illustrations , visualised by a number of discrete iso
surfaces depicting local power coefficient maxima. 

stall angle and solidity design space: a variation in stall type from 0.4 to 1 at a resolution of 0.1, 

a variation in stall angle from go to 18° at a resolution of 2o and a variation in solidity from 0.1 

to 0.6 at a resolution of 0.1 resulting in values for C P max returned for 252 separate power curves. 

Solidity is observed to have a strong influence on Cp max ' with 'optimum' values in the range of 

0.3. An increase in CP max with increasing stall angle is also shown, however the dependence on 

this parameter is less strong for a s > 12o. Here , the spacing between iso-surfaces, evenly dis

tributed at a CP resolution of0.4, is observed to widen. A stall type> 0.7 is shown to be beneficial 

across the whole design space, although again the influence of this parameter is not as strong as 

the dependence on solidity. Higher values of stall type~ 0.85 could perhaps even degrade perfor

mance , illustrated here by the thinning of the CP max = 0.43 iso-surface in Fig. 5.31(a) and by an 

increase in unsteadiness shown earlier in Fig. 5.18(a). Figure 5.31(b) illustrates the zero lift drag, 

pre-stall parabolic drag rise and solidity design space: a variation in zero lift drag from 0 to 0.02 

at a resolution of 0.002, a variation in pre-stall parabolic drag rise from 0 to 0.04 at a resolution of 

0.004 and a variation in solidity from 0.1 to 0.6 at a resolution of 0.1 resulting in values for C P max 

returned for 726 separate power curves . The influence of zero lift drag and parabolic drag rise is 
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seen to drive performance here, almost swamping the dependence of solidity on performance . As 

previously stated and re-iterated here, both airfoil zero lift drag and parabolic drag rise are consid

ered key parameters dominating turbine performance. Similar trends observed in Fig. 5.31(a) for 

solidity are also evident in Fig. 5 .31(b), indicating no significant interdependence between these 

parameters. 

Combining the information gained from the two optimisation studies with knowledge gained 

from the airfoil and rotor parametric studies of Sections 5 .3 .2 and 5 .3 .3, two turbines have been 

designed. The first, termed High Performance HP, is designed for the highest Cp max possible 

within the bounds of the design space using values considered achievable on a 'real world' rotor. 

The second, termed Gust Tolerant GT, is designed making additional use of observations from 

Section 5 .2, namely the adverse effects of an unsteady wind on the operation of a wind turbine 

and the resulting inability of any rotor to 'track' a fixed tip-speed-ratio demand. Here, again using 

'real world' achievable parameters, rotor design is weighted towards the generation of a benign CP 

curve, such that changes in tip-speed-ratio have only a minor impact on turbine performance. The 

presentation of two designs is found necessary due to difficulties encountered combining both a 

high Cp max and a favourable power curve shape within a single design. The parameters used for 

the two designs are given in Table 5 .1. 

GT 0.60 0.010 0.02 35 18 0.15 30 

HP 0.85 0.007 0.004 87 12 0.30 0 

Table 5.1: Parameters, different from the baseline rotor, used for the HP and GT rotor designs. 

For the GT rotor, the objective of a benign CP curve is achieved through the use of a low rotor 

solidity a- = 0.15 and a soft stall characteristic S T = 0.6. Gentle stall is usually observed on 

thicker airfoils which, at the operational Reynolds numbers considered (Re ~ 3 x 105), increase 

skin drag due to greater adverse pressure gradients acting along the rear of the airfoil, advancing 

transition and promoting boundary layer growth I momentum loss. To reflect these facts a far from 

' state of the art' zero lift drag of 0.01 and parabolic drag rise pre-factor of 0.02 are specified along 

with a high stall angle of 18°. Blade sweep, considered beneficial to C P curve shape , flattening 

the maximum and reducing ;l*, is also applied at an angle of 30°. For the HP rotor, the goal of 

a high C P max is achieved through the use of a low zero lift drag of 0.007 and parabolic drag rise 

pre-factor of 0.004, complemented by a rotor solidity of 0.3, shown in Figs . 5.31 and 5 .25, to be 

near optimum for steady rotor performance. Low values of Cdo and krise , such as that used here , are 

within the exclusive territory of laminar flow airfoils. To reflect this fact, the HP rotor is assumed 

to have a fairly sharp stall characteristic S T = 0.85 at a correspondingly low angle of attack 

as = 12o representative of the thin airfoils (high leading edge curvature) necessary to achieve 
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naturallaminar boundary layers at the operational Reynolds numbers considered (Re ~ 3 x 105). 

In the pursuit of absolute performance, blade sweep is not applied to the HP case. Figure 5.32 
presents a comparison between the HP and GT power curves for a steady inflow. The HP power 
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Fig. 5.32: A comparison between High Petformance (HP) and Gust Tolerant (GT) rotor de
signs, see Table 5 .1. 

curve displays a maximum power coefficient of 0.44 developed at a tip-speed-ratio of 3.50, with 
a 'peaky' shape, characterised by fairly steep gradients in CP either side of ti*. The GT power 
curve displays a maximum power coefficient of 0.36, 22.2% lower than the HP maximum, at a 
tip-speed-ratio of 4.10 with the desired 'benign' shape (a relatively flat top across a broad range 
of tip-speed-ratios) . As previously mentioned, the desired result of the current optimisation is 
not the production of a 'world beating' power curve (limited in this case by the specification of a 
rather high, pre-stall, parabolic drag rise in Section 5.3 .2) but rather a greater understanding of the 
influence of various parameters on both Cp max and power curve shape. In summary, the main aims 
of the power curve optimisation exercise were: 

o The application of knowledge gained though the parametric modelling process to the opti
misation of a rotor designed for operation within a steady wind. 

o The incorporation of concepts highlighted in Section 5.2 into the design process, with the 
aim of producing a rotor design better suited for operation within a gusty environment. 

Accomplished with the generation of the HP and GT power curves, the performance of these 
rotors in unsteady winds is now evaluated and schemes developed for the eventual optimisation of 
installed energy output. 

5.4 Overspeed Demand 

By means of introduction to the performance evaluation of VAWTs operating within an un
steady wind, the concept of constant rotational speed operation discussed in Section 5.2 is revisited. 

J 
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Figure 5.33 shows energy coefficient curves for the HP and GT turbines evaluated across a range 
of tip-speed-ratio demands, run in each case using the 300 s stochastic wind data set illustrated in 
Fig . 5 .5 as the unsteady input. Taking advantage of the quasi-steady model, discussed in Section 
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Fig. 5.33: Comparison of unsteady energy extraction curves resulting from operation within 
300 s of unsteady wind (see Fig. 5.5). 

5.2 .1 and shown to be valid for the relatively small rotor under consideration here (R = 1.5m) , fluc
tuations in A are linked, via the steady CP curve, to corresponding changes in CP. Increases in wind 
speed decrease A, and vice versa . The energy coefficient Ce, discussed in Section 5.1 and reiterated 
here as the product of instantaneous CP and the cube of the instantaneous wind speed, integrated 
over a period of time and expressed normalised by the total energy available, gives unsteady perfor
mance curves, shown in Fig. 5.33, which are quite different from their steady counterparts. These 
differences are most visible in the comparison between steady to unsteady performance curves of 
the HP rotor, Fig. 5.33(a). This rotor, not designed with off-design performance in mind, displays 
values of Ce well below C P max for the case where Ad is set equal to A*, only rising above the steady 
C P curve for values of Ad well in excess of the steady state optimum A*. For all unsteady cases, 
values of Ce, by definition, can never exceed the steady state maximum CP ma.r· Perhaps the most 
significant observation is not the reduction in performance brought about through operation within 
an unsteady wind but the movement of the optimum tip-speed-ratio demand for the constant ro
tational speed case 1lw to values greater than A*. Here, Fig . 5 .33(a) shows a possible increase in 
energy extraction of 29% through a judicious choice of Ad in excess of A* for operation within an 
unsteady wind, termed here an 'overspeed demand'. Noting that the power content of an unsteady 
wind is proportional to the cube of the instantaneous wind speed, this movement of Aw is simply 
the result of a global optimisation in rotor operation. An increase in Aw above A* results in an 
energy extraction of the high wind speed I reduced A gusts at close to maximum rotor efficiency, 
whilst ignoring the low wind speed, and correspondingly low power, increased A lulls. Whilst 
sounding impressive, the concept of an overspeed demand and the resulting 29% gain possible for 
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the 'peaky' HP is now compared with the reduced CP max GT rotor designed with these fluctuating 
conditions in mind, Fig. 5.33(b). Although less pronounced than for the HP rotor, a movement in 
Aw to higher a ;l than ;l* is also observed for the GT rotor. However, due to the benign I flat top 
Cp curve design, the increase in energy extraction resulting from an optimum overspeed demand 
is now reduced to just 1%. For the case of constant rotational speed operation in an unsteady 
wind, the advantages of the benign GT design are evident: a maximum in Ce slightly greater than 
that achieved by the HP design in addition to better performance across a much wider range of 
off-optimum (Ad =/: Aw) operation that is likely to occur in practice 2 . 

5.5 Thrbine Response Parameter 

The constant rotational speed control model (Section 5 .2) has been used to highlight the effects 
of an unsteady wind on a VAWT's aerodynamic performance. Illustrating the range over which 
simplified performance models can be applied (quasi-steady gust model, Section 5.2.1), the likely 
magnitudes of unsteady load generation (Section 5.2.3) and the impact of an unsteady wind on 
overall energy extraction (Section 5 .4), successfully separate rotor aerodynamics from the effects 
of rotor dynamics and control. However, real world issues concerned with the inability of lift 
type VAWTs to self-start (Appendix C.l) and unstable modes of operation associated with passive 
control (Appendix C.2), dictate the use of feedback control. Here, observed rotor variables, such 
as rotational speed, are fed back to a controller which, via comparison to a demanded variable, 
is able to actively adjust control parameters, such as applied torque, such that the error between 
the demanded and observed variables is minimised. As will become evident in the following 
sections, whilst necessary, the introduction of feedback control comes as a mixed blessing. The 
main advantages of feedback control are: the stabilisation of the turbine across all tip-speed-ratios, 
the ability to start and stop the turbine when necessary (not enough I too much wind) and the 
ability to alter rotational speed in accordance to a fluctuating wind, enabling the closer 'tracking' 
of a tip-speed-ratio demand. Disadvantages of active feedback control include: the introduction 
of increased system complexity, greater turbine loads (spin-up I spin-down) impacting a rotor's 
fatigue life and, most significantly of all, the introduction of significant losses associated with 
the connection to an external supply of power necessary to generate starting, and in some cases 
operational, applied torque (investigated further in Section 5 .6). 

The proportional feedback controller used to simulate the effects of active control along with 
2Predictions of an updating, realtime, optimum tip-speed-ratio demand could be made from calculations based 

on recent wind data. Assuming that near future unsteady wind will share similar characteristics (mean I variance) to 
the recent recorded wind data, a Weibull (or other) PDF could be fit to these values (Eq . 2.33). This estimated wind 
distribution could then be combined with knowledge of the turbine's steady Cp curve, to calculate aCe curve and 
hence an estimate for Aw (Eq. 5.8) , Mclntosh et al . (2007). Whilst this scheme would increase energy extraction for a 
'peaky' rotor design operating within an unsteady wind , estimates of Aw would remain estimates, and the achievement 
of a true , realtime, 'optimum' overspeed demand would be unlikely. 
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a simple model for the rotor dynamics are detailed in Appendix C.3. Using the same unsteady 
wind data, tip-speed-ratio demand, feedback gains, and rotor parameters as the operational QR5 
turbine shown in Fig. 4.1(b), the developed proportional feedback controller coupled with the 
dynamic model, steady free-vortex model CP curve and the quasi-steady gust model is shown in 
Appendix C.3 to match the actual unsteady operation of the QR5 turbine very well. The verified 
proportional feedback controller and dynamic model are now coupled with the quasi-steady gust 
model to assess the dynamic unsteady performance of the HP and GT rotors, using the 300 s 
stochastic wind simulation shown in Fig. 5.5 as the unsteady wind input. The 300 s data set is 
considered of a sufficient length such that the spectrum of short period wind frequencies relevant to 
the operation of a VAWT are captured (Section 2.1), whilst remaining sufficiently short to allow for 
system optimisation at a later stage. The use of a 300s data set essentially implies that unsteadiness 
occurring over time periods greater than 300 scan be tracked perfectly. 

The HP and GT rotors remain the same as defined in Section 5.3.4, with additional parameters 
relevant to dynamic operation given in Table 5.2. The rotational speed and rate limits are set similar 
to operational urban VAWTs of a similar size, put in place to limit structural loading and prolong 
a rotor's fatigue life. Figure 5.34 illustrates the influence of feedback control for two proportional 

Wtimir [rpm] Wtimir [rads- 1
] R [m] 

200 1.57 1.5 75 

Table 5.2: Dynamic parameters for the HP and GT rotors. 

gains Kp of0.05 and 0.5 on unsteady performance for both the HP and GT rotors (Figs. 5.34(a) and 
5 .34(b)) . For both rotors, the application of feedback control is seen to move the Ce curve away 
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Fig. 5.34: An illustration of the effects of proportional feedback contml and associated gain on 
unsteady energy extraction. 
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from the constant rotational speed case and towards the steady state optimum, the CP curve. By 
increasing Kp , the turbine becomes more responsive, limiting the extent to which A.(t) 'wobbles' 
about the demanded value and hence increases energy extraction. This increase in the C e maximum 
Ce max with increasing gain is seen to be far greater for the 'peaky' HP rotor than the 'benign' GT 
rotor, hinting that , if feedback control comes for free and the optimum tip-speed-ratio demand Aapp 

can be calculated a priori , the HP rotor may be able to outperform the GT rotor in an unsteady 
wind when actively controlled. However, dependent on the losses associated with active control, 
introduced in Section 5.6, the observation of only a minor decrease in C e max with decreasing gain 
for the GT rotor is also considered an important result . 

The concept of an increase in energy output from either an increase in turbine responsiveness or 
a decrease in a wind's unsteadiness was first met in Section 5 .2 with the construction of the turbine 
response parameter g, reiterated here as the product of turbine response and a wind's characteristic 
frequency f c· With information of turbine behaviour in the limit of zero response provided by 
the constant rotational speed case and information of turbine behaviour under 'perfect' control 
provided by the steady wind CP curve, ignoring system losses, predictions of a turbine's Ce curve 
operating with realistic gains can be made. 

The influence of g on unsteady energy extraction is now examined for the HP rotor. The 
turbine response parameter is adjusted via variations in Kp, using the same unsteady wind input 
for each run (Fig. 5.5) , with C e maxima located using the jminbnd function contained within 
MATLAB's optimisation toolbox. Figure 5.35 shows the results of these calculations, illustrating 
the variation of both A opp (Fig. 5.35(a)) and C e max (Fig . 5.35(b)) with increasing feedback gain . 
As expected , with increasing Kp (increasing g) Fig. 5.35(a) shows the movement of A opp from 
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the 'zero' control optimum (;lw) towards the 'perfect' control optimum (;l*). For very low gains 
(10- 3 ::5 KP ::5 10-2

), the turbine responds so slowly to changing wind conditions that an essentially 
constant rotational speed operation results. With increasing KP (Kp > w-2

), the ability of the 
turbine to track unsteady changes in wind speed results in smaller 'wobbles' in ;l(t) and hence 
an increase in energy extraction. For the highest feedback gains, not resolved here due to the 
extremely small time steps required to maintain stability of the discretised controller, optimum tip
speed-ratio demand is observed to tend towards ;l*, signifying the attainment of the near 'perfect' 
tracking of an unsteady wind. Illustrated in Fig. 5.35(b), the movement in A opp from Aw to ;l* 

with increasing KP is accompanied by an increase in Ce from the 'zero' control maximum towards 
the 'perfect' control maximum. Also shown in Fig . 5.35(b) are values Ce resulting from control 
to a tip-speed-ratio equal to the steady wind optimum ;l* across all feedback gains. Here, a large 
discrepancy of up to 29% between the ;l * and A opp demand cases is observed at the lower feed back 
gains (Kp ;S w-2

), requiring the use of a significant overspeed demand to maximise performance 
from this 'peaky' rotor design, as shown earlier in Section 5.4. With increasing KP (Kp > w-2

), 

Aopp tends towards ;l* and this discrepancy is seen to reduce. 

The concept of unsteady energy output optimisation via overspeed demand and the possible 
relationship between this parameter, the bounds of zero and 'petfect' control, and the turbine re
sponse parameter g for a rotor with a ' peaky' design is promising. A more detailed study of the 
effects of the turbine response parameter on rotor performance would quantify the step response of 
the turbine (of magnitude proportional to the unsteady wind's standard deviation) and the wind's 
characteristic frequency. A number of simulations varying the unsteady wind via changes in mean 
wind speed and terrain roughness height using the stochastic wind model and dynamic pm·ame
ters such as rotor inertia and feedback gain could then be canied out, with results collapsing onto 
non-dimensional plots of g and the overspeed demand ratio t 

A opp- ;l* 
l= ---- (5.19) 

Making use of the resulting 'map' in g and ideas presented in Section 5.4 concerning the assump
tion that near past wind data shares characteristics with near future wind data, real-time, optimum 
tip-speed-ratio demands could be calculated to maximise the energy output of a 'peaky' rotor op
erating within an unsteady wind of variable ' gustiness '. Although canied out, this exercise has not 
been included within this thesis due to the incompatibility of ideas presented for control optimisa
tion (the reduction of tracking losses) to significant 'real world' losses found coupled to parameters 
such as feedback gain, applied torque and instantaneous power output, elsewhere in an externally 
connected system. For large sections of a turbine's operating regime, tracking losses are shown 
(Section 5 .6) to comprise only a fraction of the total losses sustained in the conversion of kinetic 
wind energy to a grid connected output (50Hz I 240V). 
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5.6 Wind to Grid 

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the 'real world' goal of a wind turbine designer 
1 operator is not the optimisation of mechanical shaft work output, but the optimisation of grid 
delivered electrical work output from a wind turbine. In achieving this goal, losses arising from 
the connection of the turbine's shaft output to, in this case, the National Grid need to be accounted 
for early in the design and development stages. As there are many ways to connect and operate 
a wind turbine, the present discussion of installed output prediction I optimisation serves only as 
a guide using, where possible, experimental data in place of mathematical models for the numer
ous electro-mechanical components encountered. The installed pe1formance of both the HP and 
GT rotors is examined, and predictions made, for typical annual energy yields using PDF fits to 
measured urban wind data. A number of suggestions for increasing annual energy yields are then 
implemented in addition to a brief examination of the likely effects of future reductions in the 
magnitudes of a couple of the most significant losses . 

Tools developed to aid the design and simulation of the unsteady dynamic operation of urban 
VAWTs and the prediction of shaft outputs are briefly summarised as follows: 

I. Stochastic wind model: urban time series wind data, Chapter 2. 

II. 2D free-vortex model: aerodynamic turbine performance, Chapter 4. 

Ill . Quasi-steady gust model: unsteady inflow, Chapter 5. 

IV. Rotor dynamics and control models: variable speed operation, Appendix C 

Combined, the above tools form the unsteady dynamic turbine model. Complimented by estimates 
of loss occurring elsewhere in a wind turbine system (detailed below) this model enables realistic 
predictions of installed energy output from VAWTs operating in an urban environment to be made. 

The steady CP curve generated by the 2D free-vortex model can be viewed as a measure of 
aerodynamic rotor efficiency, or loss. Whilst it is misleading to account for this loss as 1 - C P, it 
has been shown in Section 4.3 that by running the free-vortex model assuming zero drag, a power 
extraction very close to the ~~ Betz limit (effectively a Carnot efficiency for wind turbines) is pre
dicted. The first loss encountered within the wind turbine system and often the most discussed 
within VAWT circles, termed here the 'aerodynamic loss', is thus defined as ~~- CP 111ox and calcu
lated using the free-vortex model. Next, aero-mechanical losses arising from inability of VAWTs 
to perfectly track changes in wind speed , resulting in operation away from CP 111ox and hence a loss 
in potential energy extraction, termed here the 'tracking loss' , are defined as CP 111ox - C e . The 
tracking loss is calculated using the stochastic wind model, the quasi-steady gust model and the 
rotor dynamics and control models with steady wind CP curves provided by the 2D free-vortex 
model. High frequency active feedback control of a rotor's rotational speed, minimising depar
tures of tip-speed-ratio away from ,1* to reduce tracking loss is often employed by urban VAWTs. 
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Termed 'gust tracking', this technique is aimed at reducing off design operation in addition to 

extracting kinetic energy contained within short period wind speed fluctuations that are shown in 

Section 2.1.4 to make up ~ 28% of the total wind resource for urban sites (z = 15 m, Zo = 1 m). 

The practice of active gust tracking results in large rotor accelerations which, when multiplied by a 

turbine 's rotational inertia, produce dynamic torque in excess of the couple required for the steady 

state (constant w) balance with the externally applied aerodynamicalload . Simulations using the 

unsteady dynamic turbine model are presented in Appendix C.3, along with comparisons to actual 

test data from an operational urban VAWT to illustrate this 'flywheel' effect. Here, extraction of 

power in addition to available aerodynamic power is required for a decrease in rotational speed 

and vice versa (a flow of potential energy into and out of the rotor as changes in rotational speed 

are required by the feedback controller) . When rotational accelerations become large (a necessary 

requirement to track these short period fluctuations), the magnitudes of dynamic power required 

for rotor accelerations will often exceed available aerodynamic power. Here, the resulting imbal

ance is supplemented by an external power source, in this case the National Grid. Flows of power 

to and from the National Grid for a turbine system incorporating this gust tracking concept are il

lustrated in Fig. 5.36. The key assumption made when deciding to actively track short period wind 

speed fluctuations is that reductions in tracking loss achieved via gust tracking outweigh additional 

power losses aggravated by an elevated, multi signed fluctuating power load. Placed between the 

turbine's shaft output and the National Grid, further components (necessary for successful trans

mission of power to and from the grid) are encountered , as indicated on a schematic illustration 

of a typical grid installed single turbine system in Fig. 5 .36 . The transmission of mechanical shaft 

work to electrical power via a generator is accompanied by an energy loss En, termed here the 

'transmission loss' and defined as J..:,~d . Experimental measurements on a generator sized for a 

13.4m2 urban VAWT (carried out by Morrison (2008)) are illustrated in Fig. 5 .37(a) . Here, the 

transmission efficiency is shown to be a function of both applied torque Tapp and rotor rotational 

speed w. This efficiency is lowest at high rotational speeds and small shaft torque , observed to 

improve with increasing torque and , to a lesser extent, with decreasing rotational speed. Shown to 

be symmetric, the transmission efficiency reduces transmitted power both from electrical to shaft 

(input of energy into the rotor) and from shaft to electrical (extraction of energy from the rotor). 

This efficiency is incorporated within the feedback control model (Appendix C.3) , employing a 

double linear interpolation from the data shown in Fig . 5 .37(a) at each time step to obtain effi

ciency values corresponding to the cuiTent operating conditions. An integration of power loss with 

time provides En and hence , after normalisation by the total wind energy available , a value for the 

transition loss expressed as an energy coefficient. The frequency of the resulting 3-phase electrical 

power output from the generator is coupled to the rotor's rotational speed. A result of variable 

speed operation, the frequency of the 3-phase line continually varies. To enable connection to the 

National Grid, this 'wild AC' power needs to be conditioned such that a fixed frequency (50Hz) 
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and fixed voltage (240V) output results. The conversion between 'wild AC' and 'grid conditioned ' 

AC is accompanied by a significant energy loss EeL. termed here the 'conversion loss' and defined 

as J..~,~d. The AC-AC power conversion process is accomplished by first rectifying the AC compo

nent to DC and then pulse wave modulating power on the DC bus (through the use of an inverter) 

to the 3-phase target AC frequency, as illustrated in Fig. 5.36. On the grid side, additional filtering 

is also required to remove unwanted (prohibited) higher order harmonics entering the grid. Similar 

to the generator I motor transmission and a result of the need to both put power into (turbine start 
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1 active control) and extract power from the rotor, bidirectional operation is requited from AC-AC 

conversion system. Experimental measurements on an AC-AC convertor sized for a 13.4m2 urban 

VAWT (canied out by Morrison (2008)) are illustrated in Fig. 5.37(b), presented by a conversion 

efficiency as a function of transmitted power, and shown to be symmetric . This efficiency is in

corporated within the feedback control model (Appendix C.3), by linearly interpolating from the 

data shown in Fig. 5.37(b) at each time step to obtain efficiency values corresponding to the cur

rent operating conditions. An integration of power loss with time provides EeL and hence, after 

normalisation by the total wind energy available, a value for conversion loss expressed as an en

ergy coefficient. The final significant loss in the wind turbine system under study is due to a fixed 

power consumption of the following components: control computer, anemometer, accelerometer, 

electro-mechanical break and AC-AC convertors, shown schematically in Fig. 5.36 and resulting in 

a combined power loss PsL of~ 200W. Termed here the 'Standing loss' and defined as ;~.~.:where 
T represents the time over which the standing loss is applied. For the QR5 rotor this standing loss 

is observed always 'on' even when the the rotor is parked due to not enough I too much wind, 

resulting in T set equal to total time, represented by a 'standby on' mode of operation resulting in 

an estimation of energy output termed 'Yield a'. However, it is not inconceivable that this standing 

loss could be turned off I minimised when the rotor is not running. Reducing the standing energy 

loss to a percentage of the original loss, calculated from the ratio of the time the rotor is operational 

tn111 to total time t101at, 0 p = .!.auL, this 'stand by off' mode of operation results in an estimation of 
I total 

energy output termed 'Yield b'. 

With all the significant losses within a single rotor system now accounted for and incorporated 

within the unsteady dynamic turbine model, estimates can now be made for annual energy pro

duction, examining areas of highest loss and presenting concepts for performance optimisation. 

Use is made here of the spectral gap discussed in Section 2.1 to split the turbine's operation into 

two distinct sections: The macrometeorological or 'long period' section characterised by very long 

period (days I weeks) fluctuations and the micrometeorological or 'short period' section charac

terised short period fluctuations (seconds I minutes), commonly referred to as a wind's 'gustiness'. 

By assuming that a turbine is able to petfectly track the long period fluctuations, unsteady dynamic 

simulations are only required to resolve turbine performance and system losses for unsteady op

eration across the range of frequencies present in the shm1 period section. Here, the stochastic 

wind model, discussed in Section 2.3 is used to generate 1024 s of unsteady wind data sampled at 

is = 4Hz, shown in Section 2.1 to comprise over 95% of the unsteady power content within the 

short period section. Multiple sets of unsteady time series wind data , generated at a rotor height of 

15 m and terrain roughness height of 1 m, are computed for a range of mean wind speeds Lisp from 

1 ms- 1 to 24 ms- 1 in steps of 1 ms- 1, shown compared with the overall wind speed distribution in 

Fig. 5.38 to span the majority of fluctuations produced within the long period range (Section 2.1). 

The unsteady dynamic turbine model is then run for each unsteady wind time series, producing 
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1 active control) and extract power from the rotor, bidirectional operation is requited from AC-AC 
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By assuming that a turbine is able to petfectly track the long period fluctuations, unsteady dynamic 
simulations are only required to resolve turbine performance and system losses for unsteady op
eration across the range of frequencies present in the short period section. Here, the stochastic 
wind model, discussed in Section 2.3 is used to generate 1024 s of unsteady wind data sampled at 
f s = 4Hz, shown in Section 2.1 to comprise over 95% of the unsteady power content within the 
short period section. Multiple sets of unsteady time series wind data, generated at a rotor height of 
15 m and terrain roughness height of 1 m, are computed for a range of mean wind speeds Usp from 
1 ms- 1 to 24 ms- 1 in steps of 1 ms- 1, shown compared with the overall wind speed distribution in 
Fig. 5.38 to span the majority of fluctuations produced within the long period range (Section 2.1). 
The unsteady dynamic turbine model is then run for each unsteady wind time series, producing 
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information of unsteady turbine performance in addition to system losses as a function of long 

period mean wind speed at a fixed turbine height and terrain roughness . Figure 5.39 illustrates the 

output for the first of these computations, comparing the unsteady dynamic performance of the HP 

and GT rotors using a proportional feedback gain of Kp = 0.5. For the 'peaky' HP rotor, MATLAB's 

fminbnd function is used to locate the optimum tip-speed-ratio demand Aopp for each case (Section 

5.5), whilst the GT rotor, shown to be fairly insensitive to changes in Ad is always run with Ad= A*. 

Turbine parameters used in each of the following simulations (differing from tables 5.1 and 5.2) 

are summarised, identified in each case by a system letter A-F, in Table 5.3. A reduced range of 

long period mean wind speeds, Usp from 1 ms- 1 to 12 ms- 1 are presented in the following system 

loss plots due to the importance of turbine performance over this range, as opposed to comparisons 

of operation within high speed winds with very low probabilities of occurrence (Fig. 5 .38). For the 

HP rotor, (Fig. 5.39(a)) power generation is observed to turn positive at a 'cut-in' wind speed uin 

of 5.58 ms- 1
, whilst a 'cut-in' wind speed of 5.74 ms- 1 is observed for the GT rotor (Fig. 5 .39(b)) . 

Unsteady performance is seen to rise quickly to maximums located at Usp ~ 8 ms- 1 for both the HP 

rotor and GT rotor, falling gently with movement to higher wind speeds. A relative comparison 

between losses is hard to ascettain from Figs. 5.39(a) and 5.39(b), due to negative values of Ce not 

being shown. These losses are therefore re-plotted in Fig. 5.39(c) to aid comparison. At low wind 

speeds, the conversion loss is observed to be greatest, followed closely by the standing and trans

mission losses, a result of poor efficiencies observed for: transmission at low torque (Fig. 5 .37(a)) , 

conversion at low powers (Fig . 5.37(b)) and for the case of standing loss , low wind energy con

tent at reduced wind speeds (Ewind ex: U3). The HP rotor, with CP max 22.2% greater that the GT 

rotor resulting in a reduction in aerodynamic loss of the same percentage, is only observed to very 

slightly outperform the GT rotor within the limited range of uin < Usp < 6.4 ms- 1, with the tracking 

loss dominating at higher wind speeds due to a combination of rotational speed and rate limits 

applied and the increase in magnitudes of wind speed fluctuations (larger changes in w required 

to maintain a near constant A). Here, a benign C P curve (GT rotor) capable of good off-design 

performance is seen to significantly outperform the 'peaky' design (HP rotor). For a true indica-

-
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Fig. 5.39: Illustration of the effect of rotor type on unsteady dynamic performance (Kp = 0.5). 
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tor of installed performance, predictions of annual energy output are now made. Using a Weibull 

distribution with a mean of u = 4.3 (Eq. 2.8) and a variance of cr2 = 4.5 m2s-2 (Eq. 2.15), shown 

in Section 2.1.2 to be representative of DC and long period fluctuations for a terrain roughness of 

Zo = 1 m and rotor height of z = 15 m, the synoptic scale geostrophic long period fluctuations are 

now accounted for (Fig. 5.38). Power outputs produced by the unsteady dynamic turbine model 

are integrated across the PDF shown in Fig. 5.38 from the 'cut-in' wind speed uin to either the 

'cut-out' wind speed U0111 if occurrent or 24 ms- 1 (an intentionally high value specified such that 

the vast majority of the long period's energy distribution is covered, shown in Fig. 5 .38), providing 

estimates of percentage rotor operation Op and annual energy yield, both including (Yield a) and 

excluding (Yield b) standby loss. 

The resulting energy yields, presented in Table 5.3, show the gust tolerant rotor (System B) 

to far outperform the high performance design (System A), by 59% (Yield b). Assuming that 

a standby loss applies throughout the year results in negative energy outputs of -559 KWh for 

System A and, -108 KWh for System B, whilst setting the standby loss to zero (while the turbine 
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is parked) greatly improves performance resulting in positive annual energy yields of~ 782 KWh 

(System A) and 1243 KWh (System B) for these 15m2 VAWT rotors. A slightly lower 'cut-in' 

wind speed for System A results in a percentage operation Op = 24.8% very slightly higher than 

observed for System B, Op = 22.7%. 

Assuming that the turbine site can not be changed, mounting height altered or rotor size in

creased, the only mechanism available by which energy output can be increased is through the 

reduction of loss contained within the system. Gust tracking, actively increasing and decreasing 

rotor speed with the aim of maintaining a demanded tip-speed-ratio to reduce tracking losses, is 

considered for these urban I low wind speed sites to be a futile exercise. Illustrated by Fig. 5.39, 

tracking losses are only seen to become significant, for the GT rotor, at wind speeds greater than 

~ 8 ms- 1 (due to rotational rate and speed limits, imposed to manage structural and fatigue loads, 

reducing the ability of the turbine to effectively track the large w changes observed at these high 

wind speeds). A comparison of tracking losses shown in Fig. 5.39 to the long period wind speed 

distribution (Fig. 5.38) highlights the large proportion of the total wind energy situated below 

wind speeds where tracking losses are observed to become significant. Increasing a rotor's rota

tional speed requires the addition of rotational energy with decreases in rotational speed requiring 

the extraction of rotational energy. Energy transfers in both of these cases are accompanied by 

conversion and transmission losses (grid to rotor I rotor to grid), with the combined effect termed 

here, the 'flywheel effect'. Increasing the proportional gain of a feedback controller will increase 

the magnitude and frequency of these energy transfers leading to an increase in this flywheel effect. 

Relatively high feed back gains (Kp = 0.5) required to limit tracking losses to take advantage of 

the reduction of aerodynamic loss realised by high performance aerodynamic design (HP rotor, 

Section 5.3.4) are thus accompanied by increases in the flywheel effect. A reduction in feedback 

gain to Kp = 0.05, accompanied by the use of a rotor which is tolerant of off-condition operation 

(GT rotor, Fig. 5.34(b)), labelled System C, is now tested and compared with the higher gain oper

ation (Kp = 0.5) of System B (Fig. 5.40). Figure 5.40(c) shows that although the reduction in gain 

slightly increases tracking loss at high wind speeds , both transmission and conversion losses are 

significantly reduced. This reduction in low wind speed loss leads to a corresponding reduction in 

'cut-in' wind speed from U.in = 5.74 to U.in = 5.00 and thus an increase in the percentage of time 

that the rotor is operational from Op = 22.7% to Op = 33.1 %. The total energy generated in the 

'standby on ' mode is vastly improved to a now positive 373KWh, whilst the 'standby off' mode 

shows an increase of 24.1 % above the System B yearly output , to 1543KWh (Table 5 .3) . 

Encouraged by the increase in energy output realised by offsetting minor increases in tracking 

loss with large reductions in transmission and conversion losses (flywheel effect), further reduc

tions are pursued . A reduction in feedback gain is observed to reduce the flywheel effect via a 

reduction in the amount of energy passing, from the grid, into and then out of the rotor. Therefore 

restrictions placed on the use of power from the grid to spin-up the rotor for gust tracking pur-
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Fig. 5.40: Effect of propmtional feedback gain on system losses (GT rotor). 
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12 

poses, a process termed 'driving' the rotor, are likely to show similar reductions in flywheel effect. 

Parameters taken from System B are combined with a simple limit placed within the feedback 

controller that prohibits the driving of the rotor, relying on the wind to increase rotational speed, 

resulting in the creation of System D. Figure 5.41 compares the resulting performance with System 

C, with Figs. 5.41(a) and 5.41(b) illustrating a reduction in 'cut-in' wind speed for the non-driven 

rotor (System D), as well as a significant reduction in conversion loss (flywheel effect). Figure 

5.41(c), illustrates these changes more clearly. The driving restriction placed on System D reduces 

conversion loss whilst the increased gain of System D (compared to System C) results in a minor 

reduction in tracking loss. For System D, the percentage of time that the rotor is operational rises 

to Op = 44.9%, with a 'standby on' generation of 1031KWh and a 'standby off' generation of 

1994KWh, an increase of 60.4% over the System B output (Table 5.3). 

The flywheel effect, shown to be by far the most significant contributor to system losses could 

also be reduced via reductions in rotor inertia, which combined with feedback gain and control 

architecture are considered key parameters for the optimisation of an urban installed wind energy 

system. Dependent on the environment within which a VAWT is designed to operate, an optimisa-
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Fig. 5.41: The effect of prohibiting energy transfer from grid to rotor on installed performance. 
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tion of these parameters should be possible. Results of the present study indicate that increases in 
installed performance of 60.4% are possible, far greater than that achievable through the aerody
namic optimisation of a rotor operating within a steady wind (Section 5.3 .4). 

Before examining the conversion loss in more detail, the effects of the current 200 rpm rota
tional speed limit on the performance of urban VAWTs is examined via a performance evaluation 
of System E (sharing the same parameters as System D but with an increased limit of 250 rpm, as 
listed in Table 5.3). Figure 5.42 presents the results of these simulations. As expected, the increase 
in the rotational speed limit for System E (Fig. 5 .42(b )) results in a significant increase in high 
wind speed performance above System D values (Fig. 5.42(a)) . This reduction in tracking loss is 
shown in Fig. 5.42 to be accompanied by a small increase in conversion loss (larger fluctuations in 
w), however a significant overall increase in system performance is observed for long period mean 
wind speeds<: 7 ms- 1• Looking now to installed annual energy output, an increase in generation of 
17.4% is observed. Smaller than maybe expected from the performance comparison presented in 
Fig. 5.42, the influence of the wind site, in this case a relatively low mean of u = 4.3 ms- 1

, is again 
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Fig. 5.42: The influence of a rotational speed limit on the installed performance of an urban 
VAWT. 
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evident. Here, the majority of the performance increase at high wind speeds is left un-utilised 

due to the low probability of occurrence of these winds. An increase in the rotational speed limit 

for a VAWT will be accompanied by an increase in fabrication I component costs and a likely 

reduction in fatigue life; here the 17.4% I 347 KWh increase would need to offset these increased 

costs to be a viable proposal. For sites with higher long term mean wind speeds, an increase in a 

rotor's rotational speed limit would perhaps be justifiable , but within the urban environment char

acterised by low long term mean speeds, the cunent 200 rpm limit is considered both adequate and 

representative of operational VAWTs. 

The large AC-AC conversion loss, most prevalent at low wind speeds, is now examined in more 

detail (Fig. 5.43(b)), shown placed alongside the mean installed power outputs for Systems A-E, 

Fig. 5.43(a) . As is standard practice within the wind energy industry, turbines are rated to operate at 

very high wind speeds, typically~ 14ms-1
, so that high rated powers can be quoted. With reference 

to the long period wind speed distribution shown in Fig. 5.38 and the low power drop in conversion 

efficiency seen in Fig. 5.43(b), a rated speed of 14ms- 1 when long period mean wind speeds above 
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10 ms- 1 are shown in Fig. 5.38 to be very rare, is not sensible. Assuming the observed low power 

drop in conversion efficiency scales by a percentage of the maximum rated power, the AC-AC 

converter is resized from a limit of 6000 W to a more realistic 3000W, as shown in Fig. 5.43(a). 

In addition to this, future improvements in inverter technology are assumed to be able to halve the 

loss of each AC-AC conversion box. This assumed new conversion efficiency is shown alongside 

the current conversion efficiency curve for the 13.4m2 QR5 rotor in Fig. 5.43(b). In addition, 

future improvements in standing loss by a factor of two (Ps L = 100 W) are assumed possible. 

Combined, these assumed efficiency increases are applied to System D, forming System F. Figure 

5.44 compares installed performance and losses present in Systems D and F. The convertor resizing 

I efficiency increases are shown in Figs. 5.44(a), 5.44(b) and 5.44(c) to have a huge impact on 

conversion loss across the whole range of wind speeds tested. A reduction of 'cut-in' wind speed 

to 3.09 ms- 1 now allows the operating percentage to rise to Op = 66.8%, which is almost three 

times longer than calculated for System B (a very important parameter for urban wind public 

relations). However, as the converter resizing imposes a new maximum (average) power limit of 

3000 Won System E, a reduction in the 'cut-out' wind speed from 24 ms- 1 to 12.2 ms- 1 results. A 

calculation of annual energy generation produces a 'stand by on' yield of 2862KWh and a 'stand by 

off' yield of 3153KWh, 254% larger than the System B output. 

A detailed optimisation of rotor parameters in Section 5 .3 .4 indicated that increases in maxi

mum aerodynamic efficiency of up to 14% are possible through good design . However, the 'peaky' 

CP curve of this 'high performance' rotor, when operated within an unsteady wind with system 

losses included, are shown to be comparable with installed outputs generated by a ' low perfor

mance' rotor design optimised for off-condition operation. Combined system losses up to twice 

the size of steady wind aerodynamic losses are observed. A study aimed at reducing these system 

losses suggests a possible increase in energy output of 267% above the base-line. Although large 
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Fig. 5.44: The effect of correct sizing I increases in convertor efficiency and reductions in 
standing loss on installed power output. 
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percentage increases in performance are impressive, consideration should be given to the mag
nitude of annual generation estimates presented in Table 5.3. Although a full economic analysis 
of urban VAWTs is beyond the scope of this thesis, estimates of annual energy generation listed 
Table 5.3 can be put into perspective by noting that the current price (peak rates) of electricity 
delivered to residential homes in the UK is ~ 10 pence per unit, each unit corresponding to 1KWh 
of energy. If electricity could be sold at these peak rates , the highest performing system considered 
here (System E) , with an annual yield of 3153 KWh, would provide an income of £315 per year 
(£457 per year including income from government subsides, Renewables Obligation Certificates 
ROCs). Estimates for an adult living in the UK by MacKay (2008) place average annual energy 
consumption at 25000 KWh split into the three broad categories of electrical (5000KWh), heating 
(10000KWh) and travel (lOOOOKWh) . 

Work contained within this thesis has so far concentrated on the optimisation of energy extrac
tion at a hub height of 15 m within a rough urban environment characterised by a terrain roughness 
height of 1 m. Using the same method outlined above for the estimation of likely installed annual 
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System Rotor Kp Driven Pst Wtimit U;n Uout Op Yield a Yield b 

[W] [rpm] [m/s] [m/s] [%] [KWh] [KWh] 

A HP 0.5 Yes 200 200 5.58 24 24.8 -398 917 

B GT 0.5 Yes 200 200 5.74 24 22.7 -109 1243 

c GT 0 .05 Yes 200 200 5.00 24 33.1 373 1543 

D GT 0.5 No 200 200 4.28 24 44.9 1031 1994 

E GT 0.5 No 200 250 4.27 18 45.1 1381 2341 

F GT 0.5 No 100 200 3.09 12.2 66.8 2862 3153 

Table 5.3: A summary of system parameters and associated performance of the installed tur-
bin e. 

energy yields for a rotor mounted at a height of z = 15 m operating within an urban environment 

(zo = 1 m), an assessment of effects of location (tenain roughness height and hub height) on total 

installed energy yield is made. Similar to the estimation of the total wind resource canied out in 

Section 2.1.4, the cunent calculation now also includes the ability of a 15 m2 VAWT to extract 

energy from a fluctuating wind resource and deliver it to the National Grid. Figure 5.45 illus-
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Fig. 5.45: Effect of terrain roughness height and hub height on likely installed annual energy 
yield (standby loss off, Yield b) . 

trates the influence of turbine location on likely installed annual energy yields for both System D 

in Fig. 5.45(a) and System Fin Fig. 5.45(b). A fairly flat yield surface visible in Fig. 5.45(b) for 

System F is the result of a previous reduction in inverter size, aimed at improving system efficiency 

and urban yields. Here, short period average power outputs from System F, highly optimised for 

operation within an urban environment, are capped by a 2000 W limit, masking the higher energy 

resource available at sites with a lower tenain roughness height or from turbines mounted higher 

within the internal sub-layer. System D, although still optimised for operation within an urban 
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environment (a low gain GT rotor), has a much higher inverter power limit (5000 W). Here, the 

effect of turbine location is more evident. Figure 5.45(a) illustrates that moving System D from 

a rough (urban) to a smooth (coastal I offshore) location could result in a possible increase in in

stalled energy output of 314% and the migration of turbine hub height from 10 m to 60 m (whilst 

remaining within an urban environment) could result in a possible increase in installed energy out

put of 338%. The optimisation of a rotor to operate within a rural I offshore environment at large 

hub heights(> 40 m) is likely to result in even greater energy yields (utility scale HAWTs). 

The influence of turbine location on energy output (Fig. 5 .45) serves as an introduction to the 

final chapter in which the consequences of placing sets of turbines on the tops of very tall buildings 

in an attempt to mitigate the very low energy outputs observed for pole mounted urban turbines 

operating at a height of 15 m are discussed. 

5.7 Thrbine-Thrbine Interactions 

Section 2.1 illustrated the increase in mean wind speeds and decrease in fluctuations that result 

from an increase in the height above ground (Fig. 2.6(a)) for a range of terrain roughness heights. 

Also shown was the large decrease in the mean wind speed and resulting increase in gustiness 

directly resulting from a change in location from rural to urban areas (Fig. 2.13) . When planning 

to operate VAWTs within urban areas it is necessary to place turbines as high as possible in order to 

mitigate the adverse effects brought about from the increase in roughness height (see Section 5.6). 

Within the built environment, an effective way to achieve this goal is to mount turbines on the top 

of large buildings. Such favourable turbine sites are however limited, with space in a city coming 

at a premium. In order to maximise the generational capacity of each large building, turbines could 

be mounted in closely spaced aiTays. An example of one such configuration is given in Fig. 5.46, 

in this case with a separation of 4.5 radii between each rotor's centre. Studies by Rajagopalan 

Fig. 5.46: An example illustration of a close spaced building mounted turbine array. 
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& Rickerl (1990) and Li (2008) have suggested that mean power outputs greater than standalone 
values are possible from turbines operating in closely spaced atTays. This result is investigated 
further through a study incorporating the effects of rotor spacing, number and solidity in addition 
to wind direction on the mean power output of turbine arrays. 

The free-vortex model described in Section 4.1 is modified to enable the simulation of multiple 
rotors. Techniques such as wake re-gridding, second order time stepping and the use of a merge 
curtain, developed for the single rotor case are maintained for all multiple turbine simulations. A 
three bladed reference turbine with a solidity of 0.25 and spoke drag coefficient of 0.04 is used for 
these initial calculations. Airfoil data is generated using the parametric model described in Section 
5 .3, with a stall angle of 12o, stall type of 0.8 and a zero lift drag coefficient of 0.01. Consistent 
with previous simulations, all power curves are presented with the effect of strut drag on rotor 
performance included. A single rotor power curve for this reference turbine is shown in Fig. 5.47, 
indicating a maximum power coefficient Cpmax of0.39 developed at a tip-speed-ratio ll* of 3.7. The 
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Fig. 5.47: Single rotor power curve for reference turbine (C pmax = 0.39, ,.l* = 3.7). 

tip-speed-ratio of all turbines operating within an array are assumed to be constant and all rotors are 
set to rotate in the same direction (the design and manufacture of turbines configurable for a dual 
rotation direction would increase the per turbine cost significantly). Each rotor's starting azimuth 
is randomised before each run, modelling the phase lag that would occur in an installed array. A 
generic schematic outlining the parameters used to define each array configuration presented in 
this study is shown in Fig. 5.48. For the wind normal case the array yaw angle 8 is set equal to 
zero. Each turbine is discretised with an azimuthal resolution /1() of 20o and for every simulation, 

a merge curtain is placed 2.5 radii downstream of the downstream rotor. 

5.7.1 Wind Normal Array 

The optimum case of wind blowing normal to the turbine array (8 = 0) is investigated first. 
Figure 5.49 illustrates the flow field surrounding a three turbine array for two rotor spacings of 
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Fig. 5.48: A schematic illustration of a generic three turbine array (0 = 20°). 

2.5R (Fig. 5.49(a)) and 6R (Fig. 5.49(b)). A wake asymmetry between the upper and lower rotors 

can be observed for both the 2.5R and 6R cases suggesting a significant amount of interaction 

between the rotors in the array. The extent of this interaction can be examined via a comparison 

of mean power coefficient curves for the an ay to the performance of an isolated rotor (Fig. 5 .4 7). 

Figure 5.50(a) presents mean power curves for a three rotor array set at spacings of 2.5R, 4R, 6R 
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Fig. 5.49: Flow-field surrounding a wind-normal three rotor array. 

and lOR. In all cases, the maximum average power coefficient attained is greater than that for a 

single turbine. Also, the maximum power coefficient increases as the rotor separation is decreased, 

with the tip-speed-ratio conesponding to the maximum in C P also increasing with decreasing rotor 

separation . Figure 5 .50(b) illustrates individual power curves for each turbine in the array set at 

a spacing of 2.5R, corresponding to the flow-field shown in Fig. 5.49(a). As a result of the wake 

asymmetry in this flow-field, the power coefficient curves for each turbine are noticeably different 

from one another. Although all lie above the single reference turbine, the lower rotor is seen to 

produce a greater amount of power than the upper two. For an anti-clockwise rotating rotor, the 

wake has a tendency to curve upwards (when viewed from above, wind left to right), due to larger 
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Fig. 5.50: Influence of rotor spacing on maximum power coefficient and power curve shape. 

amounts of vorticity shed at the end of the upwind pass((] = 270°) than at the end of the downwind 

pass ((] = 90°). The cross-stream constraint imposed by a multiple turbine array results in a 

decrease in wake curvature for the lower turbine and an increase in curvature for the upper rotor, 

causing a reduction in flow rate through the upper rotor and an increase through the lower turbine. 

These changes are responsible for producing the differences in the rotor power output observed 

in Fig. 5 .50(b), but not the overall increase in C P above the single reference turbine. This global 

effect of an increase in the maximum C P and an increase in tip-speed-ratio at which the maximum 

occurs has already been observed in Section 4.1.10. For an infinite array of counter rotating rotors 

(each rotor rotating in the opposite sense to its neighbour), the effect produced is analogous to 

wind tunnel blockage. Here, as mass is conserved upstream of the rotor array, the flow is unable to 

decelerate before reaching the array causing an increase in flow rate passing though each rotor. This 

increased flow rate thus results in a higher power output and an increase in tip-speed-ratio (based 

on upstream velocity) at which the maximum in C Pis observed. However, as with the wind tunnel 

simulations presented in Section 4.1.10, the 2D constraint will result in an over prediction of the 

blockage effect. Increases in power output for the 3D case, due to turbine-turbine interactions, are 

likely to be much more modest. For finite eo-rotating arrays the effect is similar and is illustrated 

nicely by Fig. 5.51, showing an increase in centre-line velocity, presented here as a ratio of dynamic 

pressures, above those observed for the single reference turbine case. Also evident is the larger 

velocity increment observed for the lower turbine, consistent with observations of a higher power 

output for this rotor. 

From this initial investigation of a three rotor an·ay it can be concluded that a blockage effect 

is responsible for the increase in performance reported by several authors (Rajagopalan & Ricked 

(1990) and Li (2008)) and the increase in CP is accompanied by a rise in tip-speed-ratio at which 

the maximum CP occurs. Aside from these two effects, the overall shape of the power curve is 

seen to stay broadly similar to the single reference turbine. The wind normal array study is now 
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expanded to include 2, 3 and 4 rotor arrays for 11 array spacings logarithmically distributed from 

a separation of 2 radii (rotors touching) to 100 radii . Because the overall shape of the C P curve 

remains almost unchanged, only the maximum mean value of C Pis shown here. This is determined 

through the use of MATLAs's fminbnd function, an optimisation routine configured to locate the 

local maximum in an array's mean Cp to a tip-speed-ratio resolution of 0.05. The results of these 

calculations are presented in Fig. 5.52. Here, an optimum spacing in the area of 2.5R is observed , 

with mean values of CP dropping sharply when rotor overlap occurs ( < 2R) and slowly decreasing 

with increasing separation, converging towards the single turbine value when distances become so 

great that each rotor effectively operates in isolation. A greater number of turbines in the array 

is seen to increase the blockage effect, with the increase in mean C P above the single reference 

turbine rising from 6.1% for the dual array, 10.9% for the triple array to 13.4% for the quadruple 

array. 
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Fig. 5.52: The influence of turbine number on maximum mean power output. 

To further understand the role of blockage in increasing the mean power output of a turbine ar

ray, the effect of rotor solidity is also examined. Using the same optimisation technique (jminbnd) 
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for locating the maximum mean C P, a matrix of runs for a dual turbine wind normal array are 

performed. Rotor spacing is adjusted logarithmically from 2 radii to 100 radii and rotor solidity 

from 0.05 to 0.6 . The results of these computations are presented in Fig. 5.53, normalised for 

each solidity by the maximum power coefficient of a single rotor (Fig 5.25). Normalising Cpmax in 

this way isolates the coupling effect between rotor solidity and array performance from the isolated 

rotor solidity effect observed in Section 5.3. Figure 5.53(a) shows an increase in mean rotor perfor-
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mance with increasing solidity; the higher solidity rotors being seen to increase the blockage effect 

and hence improve mean performance. However this increase is slight, as shown in Fig. 5.53(b), 

and the actual maximum mean performance of the turbine array is driven predominantly by the 

effect of solidity on a single rotor rather than by a higher order interaction between rotor solidity 

and rotor separation. There is perhaps an argument for the design of a rotor, destined to operate 

within an array, of a slightly increased solidity, however, as shown in Fig. 5 .53(b), gains are likely 

to be small. 

5.7.2 Yawed Array 

Although winds in the UK blow mainly from a south westerly direction, Section 2.2 illustrated 

that there is a fair amount of spread around this prevailing direction. The verification that an in

crease in mean power output in excess of that observed for a single rotor is possible by placing 

turbines in a closely spaced array leads to the question of performance away from the assumed 

optimum wind normal condition. The impact of yawed flow on a closely spaced (2.5R) dual array 

is assessed by turning the array from the normal condition (8 = 0°) in 10o steps to a tangential at

titude (0 = 90°). Figure 5.54 illustrates the flow-field resulting from this change in wind direction. 

For the extreme case of 8 = 90° (Fig. 5 .54(d)) it is hard to imagine that the effect of close spacing 

will be anything but detrimental, with the upstream turbine's wake impinging on the downstream 
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turbine, however for more moderate yaw angles of 8 = 40° (Fig. 5 .54(b)) the effect of close spac

ing is less obvious. For every yaw angle (0° to 90°) a full tip-speed-ratio sweep is conducted with 

(a) 0 = 0°, ;! = 3.8 . (b) 0 = 40°, A = 3.8. 

(c) 0 = 60°, A = 3.4. (d) 0 = 90°, A= 3.2 . 

Fig. 5.54: Illustration of wake interaction for an array of two rotors operating at an optimum 
tip-speed-ratio for each condition (2.5[R]). 

the resulting Cp curves presented in Fig. 5.55. For the upwind rotor (Fig. 5.55(a)), an increasing 

yaw angle is observed to decrease the maximum power coefficient, with a slight movement of the 

CP maximum to lower tip-speed-ratios . However for the downstream rotor (Fig. 5.55(b)), an in

creasing yaw angle is initially seen to increase power output; the yawed flow effectively bringing 

the wakes closer together and increasing the blockage effect observed in Section 5. 7 .I. The mean 

power curves for the array (Fig. 5.55(c)) show a surprising intolerance to yaw for a wide range of 

angles up to ~ 50°. This fact is reiterated by Fig. 5.55(d), actually showing a very slight increase 

in mean power output for yaw angles up to 40°, only decreasing for angles greater than 50°. The 

cause for this decrease is illustrated in Figs. 5 .54(b) and 5 .54( c) showing the impingement of the 

upstream turbine 's wake on the downstream rotor for 40° and 60° yaw with the drop in power 

output corresponding to the point where the upstream wake is ingested by the downstream turbine. 

This results in a large reduction in flow rate passing though the turbine, with both power output 

and the tip-speed-ratio corresponding to the CP maximum reduced to lower values. Here, the us-
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Fig. 5.55: Influence of variation in wind direction from oo to 90° in uniformly spaced lOo steps 
on the performance of a close spaced dual turbine array (2.5R). 

age of the the term 'blockage effect' is considered an over simplification of the actual interaction, 

especially when applied to the downstream turbine for yaw angles greater than 40°. The large 

flat section of maximum power coefficient displayed in Fig . 5.55(d) holds promise for the gains 

observed for the wind normal array in Section 5.7 .1 being translated into 'real world' performance 

increases brought about by running turbines together in closely spaced arrays. Using directional 

wind data presented in Section 2.2 and re-produced here in Fig. 5.56, the effect of a directional 

wind on a fixed attitude array can be assessed. Normalising the wind energy content from each 

direction so that an integral taken over all directions sums to zero 

360 I E(8)d0 = 1, 

0 

(5.20) 
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allows an energy coefficient to be written , expanding the power coefficient data given in Fig. 5.55(d) 

over the full 360° range 
360 

Ce =I Cp(8 + eoffser)E(8)d8. (5.21) 

0 

The results for these calculations, using real directional wind data, are shown in Fig. 5.57 with 

the orientation of the array adjusted from oo to 360° (8affser). Here, the effect of a changing wind 

direction on the pelformance of the array is not as pronounced as expected. For Site A, with 

favourable an·ay positioning, the mean array values are seen to outperform a single rotor, whereas 

for Site C, a larger azimuthal spread in wind direction results in single rotor values greater than 

the mean array performance for all array offsets. However, regardless of array positioning, the 

impact of a yawed flow on an·ay performance is not seen to be significant, especially for an urban 

wind data set (Site C). It can be concluded that the advantages of a close spaced turbine array, 
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Fig. 5.57: Influence of a changing wind direction on the mean performance of a closely spaced 
dual turbine array (2.5R) . 
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such as the installation of many rotors on the top of a large building, are likely to outweigh any 
adverse aerodynamic penalties arising from the close spacing. In fact, it is clear that for a wind 
with a strong prevailing direction, a well sited, close spaced array can be beneficial to mean rotor 
performance due to a blockage effect increasing flow-rates though the array (Site A, Fig. 5.57). 



Chapter 

----------------------------------- 6 

Conclusions and General Recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

An investigation into the application of VAWTs for the useful extraction of wind energy from 

the built environment has been found to require a rather broad approach. To enable systemwide 

prediction and optimisation of installed energy outputs, work within a number of areas was found 

necessary. Major findings contained within this thesis have therefore been split into the four main 

categories of: the urban wind resource, aerodynamic performance within a gusty wind, rotor design 

optimisation and grid delivered energy output. 

I. The urban wind resource 

The urban wind resource is understood to be less favourable than its rural or offshore coun

terparts. A quantitative study assessed the magnitude of this degradation. A comparison of 

the wind resource of a typical built environment to that of an equivalent offshore location 

results in: 

(a) a decrease in kinetic energy, favourable to turbine operation, contained within the 

steady and long period components . 

(b) an increase in kinetic energy, detrimental to turbine operation, contained within short 

period 'gustiness' components, from negligible levels to 28% of the total wind energy 

resource. 

(c) a reduction in total available kinetic energy between 65% and 75%, depending on 

whether the energy contained within the short period fluctuating components can be 

harnessed. 

The impact of an urban environment on the total wind energy resource makes the justification 

of urban wind energy very difficult. Regardless of rotor design, given the extremely poor 

nature of the urban wind, it is unlikely that urban turbines will ever be able to compete with 

those located in more favourable sites, even when transmission losses(~ 10 to 15%) not 

applicable to de-centralized generation are taken into account. 
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II. Aerodynamic performance within a gusty wind 

The detailed, fully unsteady, analysis of constant rotational speed operation within a fluc

tuating urban wind highlighted significant rotor scale unsteady effects, additional to blade 

scale dynamic stall. In particular it was possible to demonstrate: 

(a) a minor increase in net energy extraction above quasi-steady predictions for very large 

rotors (R > 15 m). 

(b) a significant increase of up to 300% in cyclic lateral loads above quasi-steady predic

tions, even for small rotors (R = 1.5 m), suggesting the requirement for unsteady gust 

model simulations when predictions of lateral loads are needed for structural design. 

(c) only minor differences in power predictions for the quasi-steady and unsteady gust 

model applied to moderately sized rotors (R = 1.5 m). 

Operation within a gusty wind is shown to result in tip-speed-ratio fluctuations about a de

manded value, high wind speed gusts reducing tip-speed-ratio and vice versa. The cubic 

dependence of power on wind speed is found to result in the movement of the tip-speed-ratio 

demand corresponding to maximum net energy extraction from an unsteady wind to higher 

values than that observed for steady inflow operation. Termed an 'overspeed demand', for 

a 'peaky' rotor design, knowledge of this unsteady optimum overspeed demand has been 

shown, for a constant speed operation, to result in a possible net energy extraction up to 29% 

greater that observed for a rotor controlled to the steady wind optimum. 

Ill. Rotor design optimisation 

A wide-ranging parametric study highlighted a number of parameters with a significant in

fluence on both maximum rotor efficiencies and power curve shape. These key rotor and 

airfoil parameters and their effects on steady inflow turbine performance are summarised as 

follows: 

(a) rotor solidity is observed to be significant for both maximum rotor efficiency and power 

curve shape. For steady inflow operation , a solidity of~ 0.25 is found to be favourable 

over a wide parameter space. However, for a rotor operation within a fluctuating wind, 

reductions in solidity that result in a flattening of the power curve and the movement of 

A* to higher values are shown to be beneficial. 

(b) moderate angles of blade sweep ( < 40°) are found to have only a minor effect on 

maximum efficiency, however a beneficial flattening of the power curve and movement 

of A* to lower tip-speed-ratios with increasing sweep angle is considered beneficial for 

a turbine design destined for operation within an urban environment. 
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(c) airfoil zero lift drag and parabolic drag rise as well as strut drag are all shown to have 

a significant influence on maximum rotor efficiency with only minor adjustments to 

power curve shape. Airfoil and strut design for application to VAWTs should aim to 

minimise these three key parameters as far as possible. 

Results from the parametric study enabled the generation of two turbine designs: a 'high 

performance' rotor, optimised for maximum efficiency, resulting in a 'peaky' power curve 

characteristic and a 'gust tolerant' rotor, optimised for off-design operation at the expense of 

maximum performance and with a maximum efficiency 22.2% lower than the 'high perfor

mance' rotor and a benign power curve characteristic. 

IV. Grid delivered energy output 

A study of systemwide losses resulting from the conversion of kinetic energy to grid con

ditioned outputs, using both the 'high performance' and 'gust tolerant' rotor designs, high

lights a number of areas enabling large increases in net energy extraction: 

(a) reasonable off-design performance is shown to be vital for effective turbine operation 

within a fluctuating wind. Here, the 'gust tolerant' rotor, displaying a maximum ef

ficiency 22.2% lower than the 'high performance' rotor design is shown to produce 

greater net energy yields . 

(b) the efficient handling of standing power losses is considered very important when over

all power outputs are low (low wind speeds). Here, the base line design is shown to 

produce negative net energy yields if standby losses are accrued regardless of rotor 

operation (operational I parked). 

(c) reductions in conversion losses, arising from the transformation of 'wild' AC turbine 

outputs to grid conditioned outputs (240V 50Hz), are shown to drive turbine perfor

mance at low wind speeds. A limitation of the extent of 'gust tracking' is shown to 

significantly improve net yields via reductions in 'flywheel losses' resulting from the 

'lossy' flow of energy to and from the grid. 

After an extensive system based design optimisation of a 15m2 urban VAWT mounted at 

a height of 15 m operating within the built environment, typical levels of energy extraction 

equivalent to ~ 13% of the total energy requirements of an average adult living in the UK 

have be shown to be possible, the result of a possible increase of 267% above the 'standby 

off' base-line. 

·· -,..-· 
I 
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6.2 General Recommendations 

If the extraction of wind energy from the urban environment is to be pursued further, all efforts 
should be made to mount turbines as high as possible within the internal sub-layer to mitigate the 
severely detrimental effects resulting from operation within high terrain roughness areas. To this 
end, work studying the operation of turbines within closely spaced arrays should be extended to 
incorporate analyses of installed performance for aiTays operating within gusty winds. Here, pos
sible benefits resulting from many rotors sharing a single energy distribution board are likely to 
significantly reduce the large conversion losses observed for grid connected single rotor configu
rations. The unexpected high performance of the gust tolerant rotor incorporating a benign power 
curve shape highlights the importance of off-design performance . Although not performed here, a 
study investigating the frequency in which large changes in wind direction occur should be under
taken. It is thought possible that significant changes in wind direction are driven by the long period 
movement of country scale weather systems rather than short period turbulent structures. If this is 
the case, then horizontal axis wind turbines, capable of self starting, passive control and displaying 
much better off-design performance than their vertical axis counterparts may well prove to be the 
design of choice for small scale wind energy. Finally, an in-depth study of energy expenditure 
resulting from the construction and maintenance of urban wind turbine systems should be carried 
out to ensure that , within a turbine's design life, a positive net energy production is possible. 



Appendices 

A Probability Distribution Functions 

Two parameter probability distribution functions PDFs are found to be extremely useful when 

describing the wind resource. To complement the Weibull distribution, detailed in Section 2.2.2, 

two further PDFs, the Lognormal 

1 (-(ln(u)-u)
2

) 
p(u) = _ ~ exp 

2 2 
, 

cru v2n er 
(A.l) 

and the Gamma distribution 
1 a-1 U 

p(u) = bar( a) u exp b' (A.2) 

are detailed here. The parameters a and b for the Gamma distribution are calculated from defini

tions of the distribution's mean 

u =ab, (A.3) 

and variance 

(A.4) 

which are solved simultaneously to produce expressions for a 

(A.5) 

and b 

(A.6) 

B Dynamic Stall Model 

The Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model Gormont (1973), used within the free vortex model 

(Section 4.1) to capture the unsteady effects that are observed to occur when VAWT blades undergo 
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stall at low tip-speed-ratios (typically below /!*),first observed by Brochier et al. (1986), is detailed 

below in Appendix B.l along with a correction by Berg (1983) in Appendix B.2. This dynamic 

stall model is applied both when the local blade angle of attack exceeds the static stall angle and 

for angles of attack below static stall for blades returning from the stalled state prior to a change in 

sign of a occurring. 

B.l Incompressible Boeing-Vetol Dynamic Stall Model 

The Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model takes as its inputs: the local blade angle of attack a, the 

rate of change in angle of attack a (evaluated at each time step l1t using a backwards differencing 

scheme) 
. a(t) - a(t - 11t) 
a(t) = 11t ' (B.7) 

static lift and drag coefficients (C!(a), Cd(a)), static stall angle a s, blade chord e and the thickness 

to chord ratio ~. With the effects of compressibility removed for this low speed application Berg 

(1983), dynamic lift and drag coefficients (C1 dynamio C1 dynamic) are calculated via application of 

Eqs. B.8 and B.9 
a 

C, dynamic = C,(a, dynamic) ' 
a, dynamic 

Lift coefficients are referenced via a dynamic lift angle of attack a 1 dynamic 

I 
ea~ ~ 

a, dynamic = a- Kr, 
2
iul signum( a) 

and drag coefficients by a dynamic drag angle of attack ad dynamic 

I 
ea~ ~ 

ad dynamic =a- Krd 
2

lul signum(a). 

With coefficients K, r, and rd being evaluated via in Eqs . B.l2, B.l3 and B.14 

3 1 . 
K = 4 + 4 s1gnum(a) , 

r, = 1.4- 6 ( o.o6- ~) , 

rd = 1 = 2.s(o.o6- ~)-

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B .10) 

(B.ll) 

(B.l2) 

(B.13) 

(B.l4) 
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B .2 Berg Correction 

In addition to setting Mach number to zero within the Boeing-Vetol model, Berg (1983) noted, 

from experimental observations of VAWT blades, that the Boeing-Vetol model had the tendency 

to over predict VAWT dynamic stall events . To account for this Berg (1983) suggested that an 

average between the calculated static and the dynamic force coefficients should be used (C1 ds , 

Cd ds), expressed here in Eqs. B.l5 and B.l6 

C 
_ C, + C, dynamic 

I ds-
2 

, (B.15) 

(B.l6) 

Figure B .1 gives an example of the variation in angle of attack over a full revolution for a single 

blade, here for the reference turbine, detailed in Section 4.1, running at a tip-speed-ratio of three. 

The angle of attack variation is observed to be close to an 18° amplitude sinusoidal variation. 

Examples of dynamic stall events using static experimental airfoil data recorded from a NACA 
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Fig. B.l: An example variation in angle for a VAWT blade running at a tip-speed-ratio of three 
(data taken from a free vortex model simulation for the reference turbine detailed in 
Section 4.1). 

0012 profile at a Reynolds number of 3.6 x 105 Sheldahl & Klimas (1980) are presented along with 

the static airfoil data in Fig. B .2 for an 18° amplitude sinusoidal variation in a. A range of reduced 

frequencies k 

k = !:._ 
R' 

(B .17) 

are shown (0.03, 0.08 and 0.17), conesponding to rotor solidities of 0.1, 0.25 and 0.5, for a three 

bladed rotor. Hysteresis loops characteristic of experimental observations of dynamic stall events 

are visible for all three reduced frequencies, becoming more pronounced at larger values of k. 

For the calculation of integral properties, namely turbine power coefficients CP, the Berg-modified 

Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model is considered to provide an adequate simulation of unsteady 
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Fig. B.2: Dynamic stall events for an 18° sinusoidal variation in a (NACA 0012 , Re3.6 x 105). 

blade aerodynamics, a claim supported to a certain extent by the successful validation of the free 
vortex model in Section 4 .2 .2. Although more advanced models exist, such as the state space 
Leishman-Beddoes model (Leishman & Beddoes (1989)), capable of simulating the unsteady 
blade aerodynamics to a much higher fidelity, the interest primarily in calculations of a rotor CP 
across a range of tip-speed-ratios is not considered adequate justification for the added complexity 
of such models. Examples that would require the calculation of lateral blade forces to a higher 
resolution, thus justifying the associated increase in complexity, would be the undertaking of a 
set of advanced structural calculations or the detailed vibrational analysis of a VAWT (topics not 
investigated in any detail within this thesis). For these cases, the graduation to higher order blade 
dynamic models than the Berg-modified Boeing-Vetol dynamic stall model is recommended. 

C Stability and Control 

Small or negative starting torque at low tip-speed-ratios combined with the occurrence of un
stable nodes within a turbine's operating regime essentially rule out the option of passive control 
being applied to VAWTs. The starting characteristics of a typical VAWT, described in Section 4.1 , 
are briefly examined (Appendix C.l) to illustrate this point further, in addition to issues concerning 
rotor stability that arise when a form of passive control is applied (Appendix C.2). Combined , the 
issues of self-start and active control necessitate the provision of an external supply of power to 
provide adequate starting torque and active feedback control to stabilise rotor operation . Within 
Chapter 5, the analysis of an entire wind turbine system operating within a gusty wind is found 
to require the simulation of both turbine dynamics and the effects of feedback control. Models 
incorporating these effects are detailed below (Appendix C.3), along with a brief model validation 
using time-series data taken from an operational urban VAWT. 
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C.l Thrbine Self-Start 

Figure C.l illustrates the performance curve (including spoke drag, Cdsp = 0.04) for the refer

ence rotor, described in Section 4.1, shown here as a variation of torque coefficient CT 

(C.l) 

with tip-speed-ratio. Average torque coefficients for this rotor show positive values up to a tip-
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Fig. C.l: Rotationally averaged aerodynamic torque. 

speed-ratio of~ 6, suggesting that turbine self-start would be possible. However, an examination 

of aerodynamic torque as a function of azimuthal rotor position highlights very low torque at a 

tip-speed ratio of A = 0.01 and areas of negative torque for a tip-speed-ratio of A = 1 (Figs. 6.2(a) 

and 6.2(b)) . Although accidental VAWT self-starts have been observed, occurring in turbulent 
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Fig. C.2: Aerodynamic torque as a function of rotor azimuth. 

high wind speed conditions (an unexpected self-start for the case of the Magdalen Islands rotor 

ultimately resulted in failure), regions of very low (A = 0.01) or negative torque (A = 1) shown 
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in Fig. C.2 effectively rule-out self-starting as an operational feature of lift type VAWTs, Baker 

(1983). 

C.2 Frictional Brake Model 

Once 'spun-up' to an operational tip-speed-ratio, a passive form of control is desirable to reduce 

both VAWT system cost and complexity. Figure C.3 illustrates the limitations of passive control 

using a simple frictional break (pony break), where applied torque is assumed to be linearly pro

portional to rotor rotational speed (assuming a constant wind speed) and aerodynamic torque is 

shown as a function of tip-speed-ratio. Here, two stable nodes are observed, characterised by an 

10 
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Fig. C.3: Unstable nodes present in an example of a passively controlled (pony brake) VAWT. 

applied torque gradient greater than the local aerodynamic torque gradient. Dependent on the ten

sion of the frictional break, these nodes are located at low tip-speed-ratios and at tip-speed-ratios 

roughly corresponding to a ;l operation greater than A.*. Between these two stable nodes exists 

an unstable node and uncontrolled operation close to this node will result in either a 'spin-up' to 

the high speed stable node or a 'spin-down' to the low speed node. In addition to the inability of 

passive control to maintain a tip-speed ratio demand ::5 ;l* for the purposes of power regulation in 

high winds, the unstable node is very likely to result in frequent unintentional turbine 'spin-downs' 

due to high wind speed fluctuations dropping the turbines tip-speed-ratio below the unstable node. 

C.3 Rotor Dynamics and Proportional Feedback Control 

Requirements for a powered turbine start, power regulation in high wind speeds (operation 

at tip-speed-ratios lower than ;l*) and 'intelligent' rotor 'spin-down' in both high and low wind 

speed conditions necessitate the use of active feedback control for lift type VAWTs. The effects of 

a variable rotational speed operation are modelled here by combining a simple formulation for the 
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rotor dynamics incorporating rotor inertia/, aerodynamic torque Taero and generator torque T gen 

.LT= T aero + T gen = wf, (C.2) 

with a proportional feedback controller. An overview of the proportional controller is shown in 

Fig. C.4. Here, a rotational speed demand wd is calculated by a pre-controller (Fig. 6.5(a)) from 

u, 
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Fig. C.4: Overview of the proportional feed-back controller. 

information about current wind speed u(t) and a tip-speed-ratio demand Ad 

(C.3) 

To ensure that rotational speed demands do not 'saturate' the turbine's generator/motor and in 

order to limit structural loading, both a rotational speed limit and a rotational acceleration limit are 

applied to wd before being passed to the main control loop. The rotational speed demand, updated 

at a frequency of 4Hz (the sample frequency of a typical turbine anemometer), is then used to 

inform the main control loop of the current desired operating point. At high feedback gains Kp, the 

digitalisation of a feedback controller can result in undesirable instabilities arising from the use of 

a discrete time step Franklin et al . (2002) . To exclude the occurrence of these instabilities from 

the desirable range for feedback gains Kp < 1, the main control loop is updated at a frequency 

of 20 Hz using a fourth order Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme. Contained within the main 

20Hz control loop are realisations for the controller (Fig. 6.5(b)) and the turbine, termed here the 

'plant', (Fig . 6.5(c)) . Contained within the plant is a CP curve generated by the free-vortex model 

(a) Pre-controller. (b) Controller. (c) Plant. 

Fig. C.S: Block detail of the proportional feed-back controller. 

(Chapter 4) for the rotor being trailed and the quasi-steady turbine model, shown in Section 5.2.3 
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to adequately emulate unsteady aerodynamic torque resulting from the operation of small rotors 

(R < 15 m) within a fluctuating wind. To simulate a 'real-world' operation, the only information 

generated by the plant which is accessible by the controller are the time histories of the rotor's 

rotational speed and acceleration, as shown in Fig. C.4 . The task of the proportional feedback 

controller is therefore to specify the magnitude generator torque T gen (both positive and negative) 

necessary to maintain or track the current rotational speed demand specified by the pre-controller 

using only these two signals. The current rotational speed is used to evaluate the current rotational 

speed error Werr 

W err = Wd - w(t), 

from which the necessary adjustment in generated torque T gen err 

K1)Werr 
T gen err = 

tte 

is calculated. To ensure dimensional similarity, a turbine time constant tte 

1 
tee= -. - , 

Wtimit 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

is used, defined as the reciprocal of the turbine's rotational acceleration limit w1;111;r. resulting in 

comparable rise times between turbines of different sizes 1 • The generated torque error represents 

the desired rotor acceleration across the next time step; an additional rotational acceleration limit 

is placed here to ensure that large adjustments in turbine rotational speed do not result in rotor 

accelerations exceeding set limits (Fig. 6.5(b)) . The current rotational acceleration, provided by the 

plant, is now used to estimate the current aerodynamic torque via the application of Eq. C.2. This 

aerodynamic torque estimate is then summed with the limited generated torque error to provide 

a generator torque demand, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b). As previously mentioned, the main control 

loop is then stepped forward in time using a 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme at 20Hz, accepting 

adjustments in wd calculated by the pre-controller resulting in variations in both wind speed and 

tip-speed-ratio demand at 4Hz, continually aiming to minimize Werr· Increases in proportional 

feedback gain Kp result in a better tracking of a tip-speed-ratio demand, however this is also seen 

to increase the magnitudes of T gen err and hence levels of power flowing into and out of the rotor as 

rotational speed changes . 

The formulation of the proportional feedback control model described above is verified via 

a comparison with 60 s of time-series wind, and rotational speed data (Fig. C.6) recorded from 

a Quiet Revolution QR5 wind turbine located in an urban location (Site D, Fig. 2.15(d)) . The 

QR5 control architecture utilises a proportional feedback controller similar to the one described 

1 Here the assumption is made that a turbine , regardless of size , would be capable of accelerating at , or close to , 
its rotational speed limit. A larger turbine will most likely have a larger generator I motor resulting in similar rotor 
accelerations , however structural concerns may ultimately cap wu111 ;1 as rotor size is increased . 
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above, with constants relevant to dynamic control of the QR5 rotor listed in Table C.l. Using only 

KP Wtimit [rpm] +ive Wtimit [rads-2
] -ive Wtimit [rads-2

] ttc I [kgm2
] 

0.61 200 1.05 -1.57 0.637 75 

Table C.l: Constants relevant to the dynamic feedback control of the QRS rotor. 

the steady inflow free-vortex simulation of the QR5 rotor (Fig. 4.22(b)), time-series wind speed, 

rotational speed demand and the QR5 rotor's initial rotational speed the propmtional feedback 

control model is time-stepped forward through the 60s data set. The resulting rotational speed trace 

returned by the feedback control model is compared to the actual operation of the QR5 rotor along 

with the 'ideal' rotational speed demand in Fig. 6.6(b). The agreement between the simulated and 
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Fig. C.6: Comparison of actual and predicted turbine operation (QRS rotor). 

60 

actual rotor's rotational speeds is observed to be very good, verifying the dynamic and proportional 

feedback control models used extensively in Chapter 5 for unsteady dynamic turbine performance 

prediction. 
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